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July 20, 2018 

To: Government Operations and Audit Committee Members 

From: Martin L. Guindon, Auditor General 

RE: State Authorities, Boards and Commissions Conflict of Interest Disclosures 

This document compiles minutes and other documents containing disclosures required of members of 

certain State authorities, boards and commissions by SDCL Chapter 3-23.  

HB 1170 of the 2017 legislative session revised the conflict of interest disclosure requirements for 

members of certain State authorities, boards and commissions.  SDCL 3-23-3.1 requires these members 

to make an annual disclosure of any interest in a contract or direct benefit covered by SDCL Chapter 3-

23 and to disclose ownership interest of five percent or greater in any entity that receives grant money 

from the State or that contracts with the State or any political subdivision for services.  This law requires 

that the Auditor-General compile and present the annual disclosures for review by the Government 

Operations and Audit Committee. 

SDCL 3-23-3 allows State authorities, boards and commissions to authorize its members to receive direct 

benefit from contracts under certain circumstances.  Authorizations for direct benefit that are granted 

pursuant to this statute are to be filed with the Attorney General and Auditor-General.  The Auditor-

General is to compile these authorizations and present them annually for review by the Government 

Operations and Audit Committee. 

Following this memorandum is a Table of Contents that is linked to the various disclosures we received 

from the authorities, boards and commissions. 
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AERONAUTICS COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
SEPTEMBER 26, 2017-1:00 P.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING- 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Eric Odenbach, Chairman 
Arnie Hauge, Vice Chairman 
Dave Luers, Member 
Skip VanDerhule, Member 

EXHIBIT A 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack Dokken, 
Jennifer Boehm, Jon Becker, Tom Koch, Colton Stahl, Kellie 
Beck and Tessa Wenner 

OTHERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Cori Helms and Todd Syher 

OTHERS PRESENT: Steve Hamilton, Bob Babcock, Rob Senn and Mike Isaacs 

Chairman Odenbach called the meeting of the South Dakota Aeronautics Commission meeting 
to order at 1 :10 p.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 

********** 

Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel provided additional information to the Commission 
members as a follow-up from the last teleconference meeting to address questions she 
received from Commission members relating to the new conflict of interest laws. 

Chairman Odenbach opened the floor to Commission members to disclose potential conflicts 
of interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) 
chapter 3-23. 

Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 

Eric Odenbach submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Odenbach, as owner of a hangar, and the city of Eureka, South Dakota. The lease allows 
Odenbach to maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the city-owned land. Odenbach will 
abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Eureka, South 
Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Luers and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Odenbach as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
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vote, except Odenbach, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chair Odenbach. 

Arlen Hauge submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit B) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Arlen Hauge, as owner of a hangar, and Lincoln County Airport. The lease allows Hauge to 
maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the county-owned land. Hauge will abstain from 
any discussion and voting in regard to items with Lincoln County, South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Luers to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Hauge as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the conflict 
is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, 
except Hauge, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Dave Luers submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit C) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Luers and Jim Peitz, as co-owners of a hangar, and the city of Pierre, South Dakota. The lease 
allows Luers and Peitz to maintain their hangar and house their aircraft on the city-owned land. 
Luers will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Pierre, 
South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver 
request submitted by Luers as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

The Commission acknowledged receipt of VanDerhule's annual disclosure of potential conflict 
of interest form, which will be filed with the required state agencies. The disclosure concerns 
VanDerhule's lease of a hangar from the City of Yankton. VanDerhule had previously 
submitted a waiver request concerning this potential conflict of interest, and the waiver request 
was approved at the August 22, 2017, meeting. A copy of the written annual disclosure form is 
attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit D. 

********** 

Chairman Odenbach asked for a motion to approve the minutes of August 22, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the August 22, 
2017, meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Secretary Bergquist recognized and congratulated Commissioner VanDerhule's on his 
upcoming retirement from serving on the Commission. This Commission meeting is his last 
meeting as a Commission member. 
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Bergquist informed the Commission that the current Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
funding expires on September 30, 2017. Congress has been struggling with legislation for 
reauthorization of that funding. A bill to extend the funding for an additional six months was 
filed in the U.S. House of Representatives and failed to pass. It is believed it will be filed again 
under a different rule with a majority vote, rather than a two thirds vote. 

Hauge requested information regarding Senate Bill 1320 (Flight Act). Bergquist will check into 
that and get back to Hauge. 

********** 

Jack Dokken, Program Manager for the Office of Air, Rail, and Transit, presented the 
Commission with the trust fund statement that was requested by the Commission at the 
previous meeting. 

********** 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017 
Airport Master Plan study, airport layout plan, exhibit A and Aeronautical Study. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 285,000.00 
$ 15,833.33 
$ 15,833.34 

$ 316,666.67 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 

Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 
Passenger boarding bridge procurement and GA taxiway design to include provisions for 
aeronautical agricultural operations, access road, utility corridors and drainage issues. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 800,000.00 
$ 44,444.44 
$ 44,444.45 

$ 888,888.89 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 

Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017 
Construction of runway 17/35, including bidding, construction administration, engineering, 
wetland mitigation, easement acquisition, tribal & archeological monitoring, Precision Approach 
Path Indicator flight check. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

$ 3,528,000.00 
$ 196,000.00 
$ 196,000.00 
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Total $ 3,920,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 

Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017 
Acquisition of snow removal equipment. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 205,200.00 
$ 11,400.00 
$ 11,400.00 

$ 228,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 

Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017 
Design and bidding for runway 16/34 reconstruction (3,400' X 60'), turnarounds, connector 
taxiway, and lighting upgrades. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$153,000.00 
$ 8,500.00 
$ 8,500.00 

$ 170,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 

Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017 
Construction of hangar taxilane expansion, including design, bidding, construction admin, 
engineering. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 805,500.00 
$ 44,750.00 
$ 44,750.00 

$ 895,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to approve the following grant 
applications: 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 
Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017, state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 
Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017, state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 
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Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 
Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017, state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the grant 
application for Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 with state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 
All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission 
discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Mike Isaacs, Manager of the Pierre Regional Airport, presented the Commission with a request 
for up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax account to purchase various 
items to complete the Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) building project. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Hauge to approve the request by the 
Pierre Regional Airport to use up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax 
account to purchase various items to complete the ARFF building project. All present voted 
aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. 
The motion carried. 

********** 

The Department presented the Commission with the below informational item. 

The FAA Airports District Office has suggested that the State of South Dakota secure a 2018 
grant for a state aviation system plan update. It has been about eight years since the 
completion of the State's current system plan and FAA guidance provides for an update every 
ten years. 

This system plan is used to guide the State through airport projects so work is done 
systemically, rather than piecemeal. Factors to consider might be storage of large aircraft, turf 
runways, fuel systems, and weather reporting. The Department will issue a request for 
proposal this fall, with a consultant being selected sometime in the spring. Commission 
participation will be crucial at that time. 

In 2018, another pavement condition index (PCI) survey will be conducted. PCI surveys are 
conducted every three years. The last one was completed in 2015. These surveys along with 
subsurface surveys provide important information regarding the condition and remaining life of 
airport surfaces. They are normally included in the engineering reports provided to FAA to 
justify and guide pavement rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

No action was taken. 
********** 

Chairman Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 
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The Department is requesting approval from the Commission to purchase airport marker cones 
for use at multiple general aviation airports. In 2015, the Department was authorized to 
purchase 400 new plastic marker cones costing $37.52 each for a total cost of $15,008.00. 
The Department has received a quote from LeTourneau Plastics Inc. for 400 plastic marker 
cones costing $35.75 each for a total cost of $14,300.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to authorize the Department 
to secure the purchase of 400 airport marker cones for use at multiple general aviation airports 
in the amount of $14,300.00 and for the purchase of a segmented circle. The Department is 
authorized to distribute airport marker cones and segmented circle out to the airports that are 
in need and as available. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Odenbach, who 
abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chairman Odenbach. 

********** 

With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at 2:20 
p.m. 
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A1'1\U;\I. DISCLOSl;RE f'OR AlJTHORITYiBOAR!)!COMM!SSIO'J ).!EMBER 
PURSL'A:>IT TO SDCL CHAPTER 3-23 

THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCLMENT 

NamcofMcmocr: ARLEN HAL<.iE 

Name of Bo.,d, Authority or Commission: SOUTll DAKOTA AERON.ALTICS COM\·llSS!0:-1 

'rhe i\-femb<:r shall disc.Jose belov.1 any contract in v;hich the ~·1cmber has an interest or from \\ihich the tvlembcr derives a di reel bt-ni!fit 
if the cont:act is: 

I} \Vi<h the state agency to 1.1o,•hich the 7Vlember._s board. authority or coremissior. is aaacht:d for reporting or oversight 
purposes and 1,vhich con(:-act requires the c.."Xpcn<litun.: uf go1,·cmmcnt funds.; 

~) \Vith the s~ate and v.-hich contract requires the approval of the ~1eP-1her'::; board. authority or commission anC the 
~xpcnditurc of government funds; QI 

3) \Vi~h a poiitical suhdi1.·isior. of the state if the political subdivision ap;;iruves the cnntractand: 
a. ls i.:.ndcr ~he regulatory oversight of :ht: authcirity. board, or commisslon. QI 

b. Is i.:.ndcr :hr.: regulatory oversig:it of:he agency to \\"bich :he !\.1cmbcr's board, authority or commis:':'i()11 is 
attacheC.. 

"fhc r..-1embcr shal: disclose the contract e\'en though no additional authorization is needed from the \1cmbi..:r'~ bL)ar,J. authority or 
commission 10 have an inh::re~t or dt::ri~e a benefit !:-om th<: contract. 

The }wlcmbcr sha!l also identi~· every en tit;.· in \1,·h.ich the ri.·1ember possess::s an ownership intcrc:-;t of five percent or g:-eatcr if: 

I) The entity :cccive~ grd!ll n10ney from the State, either directly or by a pass-through grm~or 
2) The entity contract:; v.1ith the State or any political subdivision forsr.:rvic~. 
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1. f:ontracL~ in l\o·bjch "·ou ha\'e an jnteust pursuant t9 SDCI, Chapter 3.23 and »·hjch do not \'igla(f an"' qther prQ\'jsjon 
of law. Provide the tO!lo"vir.g for each contract i:i \\.hich your.av~. or will have, an interest. For further infu:mation sec SDCL 3-23-
~-1 and3<~3·3.t. 

Description of the contract 
-----~-----------,-=--

Parti~ I Description ofvour 

I 

Date contract "''.as pre,,."iously 
di~closed, if applicable i interest/role in~the contract 

I 

, __ 
A11ach lidditional page.~. if ru:.ccs:sa.ry. 

----··----~--

2. Contracts jn "1-'hish you ha~e a dj[frt benefit nnrsuanl to SDCI. Chapter 3·23. Provide Lhc fOJloVv·ing for each contract 
from v•hich you c.J.:rive. or v.-ill derive, a direct ber.efit. For more intOnnation 5'--'C Sl)CL 3-23-2, 3-21-2.2 and 3-23·3. l. 

-- --
P.arties i Dt!.'llcription or the direct "TDat_e contract ""as autbori7.ed : 

j benefit ___ _ _ ____J__ _j 

~.400 SQ FT LA'- D LEASE ~O 17 ' 

Ir· Description of the contract 

ILA'<D LEASE ----i-L-1N-c-,o-1.,--,-o-L-'ffY ~mPORT 

f i\Rl.E"'.\: H:\UGF 

i 

I 
! 

Alluch addi1iorw.l pages. if nece5sar;-.. --
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3. Entities jn "'·hjsh xou po::isess an nwnen:hip ipterest of fi"·e per«nt gr mon; that m;ei"·s gragt monev from the S•ate. 
either djrgctly or by a pass-through grant. or that contract n·ith the Stat£ or anr oolitical sybdj"·j"h>n for gn·icrs - Provide tbe 
tOllo\ri.'ing IOr each such cntity. See SDCL 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract or -grant 1 Party in which you pos!'ess the intcmt 

-Auach additional paKes, ~l ru:ces.s.ary . ... -------

l State .ag~ncy or subdi"'ision 
' ' 

The member shall complete a separate aulhoriz.ation requesl 10:- any contract identified abo ... e that requires autho~ization from the 
Membfi!r's board, <!.ulhority or co1nmission in ordi:r for the \1cmbcr to legally derive a direct benefit. 

Sig:rature of ~toi:mber: 
/ 
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AERONAUTICS COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
SEPTEMBER 26, 2017-1:00 P.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING- 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Eric Odenbach, Chairman 
Arnie Hauge, Vice Chairman 
Dave Luers, Member 
Skip VanDerhule, Member 

EXHIBIT A 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack Dokken, 
Jennifer Boehm, Jon Becker, Tom Koch, Colton Stahl, Kellie 
Beck and Tessa Wenner 

OTHERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Cori Helms and Todd Syher 

OTHERS PRESENT: Steve Hamilton, Bob Babcock, Rob Senn and Mike Isaacs 

Chairman Odenbach called the meeting of the South Dakota Aeronautics Commission meeting 
to order at 1 :10 p.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 

********** 

Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel provided additional information to the Commission 
members as a follow-up from the last teleconference meeting to address questions she 
received from Commission members relating to the new conflict of interest laws. 

Chairman Odenbach opened the floor to Commission members to disclose potential conflicts 
of interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) 
chapter 3-23. 

Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 

Eric Odenbach submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Odenbach, as owner of a hangar, and the city of Eureka, South Dakota. The lease allows 
Odenbach to maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the city-owned land. Odenbach will 
abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Eureka, South 
Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Luers and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Odenbach as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
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vote, except Odenbach, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chair Odenbach. 

Arlen Hauge submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit B) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Arlen Hauge, as owner of a hangar, and Lincoln County Airport. The lease allows Hauge to 
maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the county-owned land. Hauge will abstain from 
any discussion and voling in regard to items with Lincoln County, South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Luers to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Hauge as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the conflict 
is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, 
except Hauge, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Dave Luers submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit C) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Luers and Jim Peitz, as co-owners of a hangar, and the city of Pierre, South Dakota. The lease 
allows Luers and Peitz to maintain their hangar and house their aircraft on the city-owned land. 
Luers will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Pierre, 
South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver 
request submitted by Luers as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

The Commission acknowledged receipt of VanDerhule's annual disclosure of potential conflict 
of interest form, which will be filed with the required state agencies. The disclosure concerns 
VanDerhule's lease of a hangar from the City of Yankton. VanDerhule had previously 
submitted a waiver request concerning this potential conflict of interest, and the waiver request 
was approved at the August 22, 2017, meeting. A copy of the written annual disclosure form is 
attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit D. 

********** 

Chairman Odenbach asked for a motion to approve the minutes of August 22, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the August 22, 
2017, meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Secretary Bergquist recognized and congratulated Commissioner VanDerhule's on his 
upcoming retirement from serving on the Commission. This Commission meeting is his last 
meeting as a Commission member. 
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Bergquist informed the Commission that the current Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
funding expires on September 30, 2017. Congress has been struggling with legislation for 
reauthorization of that funding. A bill to extend the funding for an additional six months was 
filed in the U.S. House of Representatives and failed to pass. It is believed it will be filed again 
under a different rule with a majority vote, rather than a two thirds vote. 

Hauge requested information regarding Senate Bill 1320 (Flight Act). Bergquist will check into 
that and get back to Hauge. 

********** 

Jack Dokken, Program Manager for the Office of Air, Rail, and Transit, presented the 
Commission with the trust fund statement that was requested by the Commission at the 
previous meeting. 

********** 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017 
Airport Master Plan study, airport layout plan, exhibit A and Aeronautical Study. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 285,000.00 
$ 15,833.33 
$ 15,833.34 

$ 316,666.67 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 

Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 
Passenger boarding bridge procurement and GA taxiway design to include provisions for 
aeronautical agricultural operations, access road, utility corridors and drainage issues. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 800,000.00 
$ 44,444.44 
$ 44,444.45 

$ 888,888.89 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 

Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017 
Construction of runway 17/35, including bidding, construction administration, engineering, 
wetland mitigation, easement acquisition, tribal & archeological monitoring, Precision Approach 
Path Indicator flight check. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

$ 3,528,000.00 
$ 196,000.00 
$ 196,000.00 
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Total $ 3,920,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 

Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017 
Acquisition of snow removal equipment. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 205,200.00 
$ 11,400.00 
$ 11,400.00 

$ 228,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 

Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017 
Design and bidding for runway 16/34 reconstruction (3,400' X 60'), turnarounds, connector 
taxiway, and lighting upgrades. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 153,000.00 
$ 8,500.00 
$ 8,500.00 

$ 170,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 

Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017 
Construction of hangar taxilane expansion, including design, bidding, construction admin, 
engineering. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 805,500.00 
$ 44,750.00 
$ 44,750.00 

$ 895,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to approve the following grant 
applications: 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 
Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017, state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 
Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017, state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 
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Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 
Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017, state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the grant 
application for Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 with state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 
All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission 
discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Mike Isaacs, Manager of the Pierre Regional Airport, presented the Commission with a request 
for up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax account to purchase various 
items to complete the Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) building project. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Hauge to approve the request by the 
Pierre Regional Airport to use up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax 
account to purchase various items to complete the ARFF building project. All present voted 
aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. 
The motion carried. 

********** 

The Department presented the Commission with the below informational item. 

The FAA Airports District Office has suggested that the State of South Dakota secure a 2018 
grant for a state aviation system plan update. It has been about eight years since the 
completion of the State's current system plan and FAA guidance provides for an update every 
ten years. 

This system plan is used to guide the State through airport projects so work is done 
systemically, rather than piecemeal. Factors to consider might be storage of large aircraft, turf 
runways, fuel systems, and weather reporting. The Department will issue a request for 
proposal this fall, with a consultant being selected sometime in the spring. Commission 
participation will be crucial at that time. 

In 2018, another pavement condition index (PCI) survey will be conducted. PCI surveys are 
conducted every three years. The last one was completed in 2015. These surveys along with 
subsurface surveys provide important information regarding the condition and remaining life of 
airport surfaces. They are normally included in the engineering reports provided to FAA to 
justify and guide pavement rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

No action was taken. 
********** 

Chairman Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 
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The Department is requesting approval from the Commission to purchase airport marker cones 
for use at multiple general aviation airports. In 2015, the Department was authorized to 
purchase 400 new plastic marker cones costing $37.52 each for a total cost of $15,008.00. 
The Department has received a quote from LeTourneau Plastics Inc. for 400 plastic marker 
cones costing $35.75 each for a total cost of $14,300.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to authorize the Department 
to secure the purchase of 400 airport marker cones for use at multiple general aviation airports 
in the amount of $14,300.00 and for the purchase of a segmented circle. The Department is 
authorized to distribute airport marker cones and segmented circle out to the airports that are 
in need and as available. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Odenbach, who 
abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chairman Odenbach. 

********** 

With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at 2:20 
p.m. 
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ANNUAL DISCLOSURE FOR AlrfHORITY/BOARDICOMM!SSJON MEMBER 
PURSUANT TO SDCL CHAPTER 3-23 

THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

Name of Board, Authority or Commission: SOUTH DAKOTA AERONAUTICS COMMISSION 

The Member shalJ disclose belo"· any conuact in which the Member has an intere$ or from whicb lhc Member derives a direct benefit 
i.f the conl.r"..i.ct is: 

l) \\'ith the state agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is attached for reporting or oversight 
plli"poses m which contrac:t requires the expenditure of government funds~ 

2) With the state and which contract requires the approval of the Member's board. authority or commission and the 
expenditure of government funds; or 

3) With a political subdivision of the sla!e if the political subdivi•ion approves the conttaotand: 
a. fs under the regulatory oversight of the authority, board. or commission. m: 
b. Is under the reglllatory oversight of the agency to which the Member's board. anlhority or commission is 

attache<!. 

'tbc Member shall disclose the contract even though no additional authoriution is needed from the Member's board. autborir.y or 
commission to have an interest or derive a benefit from the: contrd.Ct 

The Member shall also identify every entity in which the Member possesses an O'W?lership interest of five percent -0r greater if: 

I) The entity receives grant money from the State. either directly or by a pass-through grant or 
2) The entity contracts with the State or any political subdivision for services. 
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AERONAUTICS COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
SEPTEMBER 26, 2017 - 1 :00 P.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING - 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Eric Odenbach, Chairman 
Arnie Hauge, Vice Chairman 
Dave Luers, Member 
Skip VanDerhule, Member 

EXHIBIT A 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack Dokken, 
Jennifer Boehm, Jon Becker, Tom Koch, Colton Stahl, Kellie 
Beck and Tessa Wenner 

OTHERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Cori Helms and Todd Syher 

OTHERS PRESENT: Steve Hamilton, Bob Babcock, Rob Senn and Mike Isaacs 

Chairman Odenbach called the meeting of the South Dakota Aeronautics Commission meeting 
to order at 1:10 p.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 

********** 

Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel provided additional information to the Commission 
members as a follow-up from the last teleconference meeting to address questions she 
received from Commission members relating to the new conflict of interest laws. 

Chairman Odenbach opened the floor to Commission members to disclose potential conflicts 
of interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) 
chapter 3-23. 

Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 

Eric Odenbach submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Odenbach, as owner of a hangar, and the city of Eureka, South Dakota. The lease allows 
Odenbach to maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the city-owned land. Odenbach will 
abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Eureka, South 
Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Luers and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Odenbach as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
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vote, except Odenbach, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chair Odenbach. 

Arlen Hauge submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit B) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Arlen Hauge, as owner of a hangar, and Lincoln County Airport. The lease allows Hauge to 
maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the county-owned land. Hauge will abstain from 
any discussion and voting in regard to items with Lincoln County, South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Luers to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Hauge as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the conflict 
is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, 
except Hauge, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Dave Luers submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit C) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Luers and Jim Peitz, as co-owners of a hangar, and the city of Pierre, South Dakota. The lease 
allows Luers and Peitz to maintain their hangar and house their aircraft on the city-owned land. 
Luers will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Pierre, 
South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver 
request submitted by Luers as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

The Commission acknowledged receipt of VanDerhule's annual disclosure of potential conflict 
of interest form, which will be filed with the required state agencies. The disclosure concerns 
VanDerhule's lease of a hangar from the City of Yankton. VanDerhule had previously 
submitted a waiver request concerning this potential conflict of interest, and the waiver request 
was approved at the August 22, 2017, meeting. A copy of the written annual disclosure form is 
attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit D. 

********** 

Chairman Odenbach asked for a motion to approve the minutes of August 22, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the August 22, 
2017, meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Secretary Bergquist recognized and congratulated Commissioner VanDerhule's on his 
upcoming retirement from serving on the Commission. This Commission meeting is his last 
meeting as a Commission member. 
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Bergquist informed the Commission that the current Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
funding expires on September 30, 2017. Congress has been struggling with legislation for 
reauthorization of that funding. A bill to extend the funding for an additional six months was 
filed in the U.S. House of Representatives and failed to pass. It is believed it will be filed again 
under a different rule with a majority vote, rather than a two thirds vote. 

Hauge requested information regarding Senate Bill 1320 (Flight Act). Bergquist will check into 
that and get back to Hauge. 

********** 

Jack Dokken, Program Manager for the Office of Air, Rail, and Transit, presented the 
Commission with the trust fund statement that was requested by the Commission at the 
previous meeting. 

********** 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017 
Airport Master Plan study, airport layout plan, exhibit A and Aeronautical Study. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 285,000.00 
$ 15,833.33 
$ 15,833.34 

$ 316,666.67 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 

Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 
Passenger boarding bridge procurement and GA taxiway design to include provisions for 
aeronautical agricultural operations, access road, utility corridors and drainage issues. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 800,000.00 
$ 44,444.44 
$ 44,444.45 

$ 888,888.89 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 

Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017 
Construction of runway 17/35, including bidding, construction administration, engineering, 
wetland mitigation, easement acquisition, tribal & archeological monitoring, Precision Approach 
Path Indicator flight check. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

$ 3,528,000.00 
$ 196 ,000 .00 
$ 196,000.00 
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Total $ 3,920,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 

Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017 
Acquisition of snow removal equipment. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 205,200.00 
$ 11,400.00 
$ 11,400.00 

$ 228,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 

Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017 
Design and bidding for runway 16/34 reconstruction (3,400' X 60'), turnarounds, connector 
taxiway, and lighting upgrades. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 153,000.00 
$ 8,500.00 
$ 8,500.00 

$ 170,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 

Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017 
Construction of hangar taxilane expansion, including design, bidding, construction admin, 
engineering. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 805,500.00 
$ 44,750.00 
$ 44,750.00 

$ 895,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to approve the following grant 
applications: 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 
Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017, state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 
Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017, state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 
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Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 
Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017, state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the grant 
application for Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 with state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 
All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission 
discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Mike Isaacs, Manager of the Pierre Regional Airport, presented the Commission with a request 
for up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax account to purchase various 
items to complete the Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) building project. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Hauge to approve the request by the 
Pierre Regional Airport to use up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax 
account to purchase various items to complete the ARFF building project. All present voted 
aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. 
The motion carried. 

********** 

The Department presented the Commission with the below informational item. 

The FAA Airports District Office has suggested that the State of South Dakota secure a 2018 
grant for a state aviation system plan update. It has been about eight years since the 
completion of the State's current system plan and FAA guidance provides for an update every 
ten years. 

This system plan is used to guide the State through airport projects so work is done 
systemically, rather than piecemeal. Factors to consider might be storage of large aircraft, turf 
runways, fuel systems, and weather reporting. The Department will issue a request for 
proposal this fall, with a consultant being selected sometime in the spring. Commission 
participation will be crucial at that time. 

In 2018, another pavement condition index (PCI) survey will be conducted. PCI surveys are 
conducted every three years. The last one was completed in 2015. These surveys along with 
subsurface surveys provide important information regarding the condition and remaining life of 
airport surfaces. They are normally included in the engineering reports provided to FAA to 
justify and guide pavement rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

No action was taken. 
********** 

Chairman Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 
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The Department is requesting approval from the Commission to purchase airport marker cones 
for use at multiple general aviation airports. In 2015, the Department was authorized to 
purchase 400 new plastic marker cones costing $37.52 each for a total cost of $15,008.00. 
The Department has received a quote from LeTourneau Plastics Inc. for 400 plastic marker 
cones costing $35.75 each for a total cost of $14,300.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to authorize the Department 
to secure the purchase of 400 airport marker cones for use at multiple general aviation airports 
in the amount of $14,300.00 and for the purchase of a segmented circle. The Department is 
authorized to distribute airport marker cones and segmented circle out to the airports that are 
in need and as available. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Odenbach, who 
abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chairman Odenbach. 

********** 

With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at 2:20 
p.m. 
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ANNUAL DISCLOSURE FOR AUTHORITY/BOARD/COMMISSION MEMBER 
PURSUANT TO SDCL CHAPTER 3-23 

THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

NameofMember:~!fiz,,~~U..--~~~c::::i~-~--''-'"-""-'-ff~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Namc of Board, Authority or Commission: __ ,4~~t'.leo~_N,~~=~H=t-~S~ 

The Member shall disclose below any contract in which the Member has an interest or from which the Member derives a direct benefit 
if the contract is: 

l) With the state agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is attached for reporting or oversight 
purposes and which contract requires the expenditure of government funds; 

2) With the state and which contract requires the approval of the Member's board, authority or commission ~nd the 
expenditure of government funds; Q! 

3) With a political subdivision of the state if the political subdivision approves the contract and: 
a. ls under the regulatory oversight of the authority, board, or commission, Qr 

b. Is under the regulatory oversight of the agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is 
attached. 

The Member shall disclose the contract even though no additional authorization is needed from the Member's board, authority or 
commission to have an interest or derive a benefit from the contract. 

The Member shall also identify every entity in which the Member possesses an ownership interest of five percent or greater if: 

1) The entity receives grant money from the State, either directly or by a pass-through grant or 
2) The entity contracts with the St.ate or any political subdivision for services. 
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I. Contrac~ in which you have an interest pursuant to SDCL Chapter 3-23 and which do not violate any other provision 
of law - Provide the following for each contract in which you have, or will have, an interest. For further information see SDCL 3-23-
2.1 and 3-23-3.1. 

I Description of the contract Parties Description of your Date contract was previously 
interest/role in the contract disclosed, if applicable 

I 

Attach addltzonal pages, if necessary. 

2. Contracts in which vou have a direct benefit pursuant to SDCL Chapter 3-23 - Provide the following for each contract 
from which you derive, or will derive, a direct benefit. For more information see SDCL 3-23-2, 3-23-2.2 and 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract Parties Description of the direct Date contract was authorized 
benefit - ·~ 

l4t<JO {u,£ oF i'?.11 ~ ~ [M<,6- f.,A.f:l-01',(t ~ 
)..1<Po£?1- ?!Loflt,fl.-/-i l!.ul. C),W(Mc,(I 

{..1. ...... In t<t-
CA <Ile"-"- 6 U)/'tlE-0 

ff,...,ic,.ur_ ' 

Attach additional pages, if necessary. 
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3. Entities in which you possess an ownership interest of five percent or more that receive grant money from the State, 
either directly or bv a pass-through grant. or that contr.act with the State or any political subdivision for services - Provide the 
following for each such entity. See SDCL 3-23-3. L 

-· 
Description of the contract or grant Party in which you possess the interest State agency or subdivision 

I 

Attach add1t1onal pages, if necessary. 

The member shall complete a separate authorization request for any contract identified above that requires authorization from the 
Member's board, authority or commission in order for the Member to legally derive a direct benefit. 

Signature of Member: -'-~='--<-~"-'~'-'~"-----"--------------------- Date: __ ?~--24~~-~l-+-7 

I 
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AERONAUTICS COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
SEPTEMBER 26, 2017 - 1 :00 P.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING - 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Eric Odenbach, Chairman 
Arnie Hauge, Vice Chairman 
Dave Luers, Member 
Skip VanDerhule, Member 

EXHIBIT A 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack Dokken, 
Jennifer Boehm, Jon Becker, Tom Koch, Colton Stahl, Kellie 
Beck and Tessa Wenner 

OTHERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Cori Helms and Todd Syher 

OTHERS PRESENT: Steve Hamilton, Bob Babcock, Rob Senn and Mike Isaacs 

Chairman Odenbach called the meeting of the South Dakota Aeronautics Commission meeting 
to order at 1:10 p.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 

********** 

Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel provided additional information to the Commission 
members as a follow-up from the last teleconference meeting to address questions she 
received from Commission members relating to the new conflict of interest laws. 

Chairman Odenbach opened the floor to Commission members to disclose potential conflicts 
of interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) 
chapter 3-23. 

Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 

Eric Odenbach submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Odenbach, as owner of a hangar, and the city of Eureka, South Dakota. The lease allows 
Odenbach to maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the city-owned land. Odenbach will 
abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Eureka, South 
Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Luers and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Odenbach as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
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vote, except Odenbach, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chair Odenbach. 

Arlen Hauge submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit B) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Arlen Hauge, as owner of a hangar, and Lincoln County Airport. The lease allows Hauge to 
maintain his hangar and house his aircraft on the county-owned land. Hauge will abstain from 
any discussion and voting in regard to items with Lincoln County, South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Luers to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Hauge as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the conflict 
is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, 
except Hauge, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Dave Luers submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request (attached to and 
incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit C) concerning a land lease entered into between 
Luers and Jim Peitz, as co-owners of a hangar, and the city of Pierre, South Dakota. The lease 
allows Luers and Peitz to maintain their hangar and house their aircraft on the city-owned land. 
Luers will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to items with the city of Pierre, 
South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by VanDerhule to approve the waiver 
request submitted by Luers as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the 
conflict is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call 
vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion 
carried. 

The Commission acknowledged receipt of VanDerhule's annual disclosure of potential conflict 
of interest form, which will be filed with the required state agencies. The disclosure concerns 
VanDerhule's lease of a hangar from the City of Yankton. VanDerhule had previously 
submitted a waiver request concerning this potential conflict of interest, and the waiver request 
was approved at the August 22, 2017, meeting. A copy of the written annual disclosure form is 
attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit D. 

********** 

Chairman Odenbach asked for a motion to approve the minutes of August 22, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the August 22, 
2017, meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Secretary Bergquist recognized and congratulated Commissioner VanDerhule's on his 
upcoming retirement from serving on the Commission. This Commission meeting is his last 
meeting as a Commission member. 
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Bergquist informed the Commission that the current Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
funding expires on September 30, 2017. Congress has been struggling with legislation for 
reauthorization of that funding. A bill to extend the funding for an additional six months was 
filed in the U.S. House of Representatives and failed to pass. It is believed it will be filed again 
under a different rule with a majority vote, rather than a two thirds vote. 

Hauge requested information regarding Senate Bill 1320 (Flight Act). Bergquist will check into 
that and get back to Hauge. 

********** 

Jack Dokken, Program Manager for the Office of Air, Rail, and Transit, presented the 
Commission with the trust fund statement that was requested by the Commission at the 
previous meeting. 

********** 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017 
Airport Master Plan study, airport layout plan, exhibit A and Aeronautical Study. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 285,000.00 
$ 15,833.33 
$ 15,833.34 

$ 316,666.67 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 

Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 
Passenger boarding bridge procurement and GA taxiway design to include provisions for 
aeronautical agricultural operations, access road, utility corridors and drainage issues. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 800,000.00 
$ 44,444.44 
$ 44,444.45 

$ 888,888.89 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 

Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017 
Construction of runway 17/35, including bidding, construction administration, engineering, 
wetland mitigation, easement acquisition, tribal & archeological monitoring, Precision Approach 
Path Indicator flight check. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

$ 3,528,000.00 
$ 196 ,000 .00 
$ 196,000.00 
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Total $ 3,920,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 

Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017 
Acquisition of snow removal equipment. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 205,200.00 
$ 11,400.00 
$ 11,400.00 

$ 228,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 

Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017 
Design and bidding for runway 16/34 reconstruction (3,400' X 60'), turnarounds, connector 
taxiway, and lighting upgrades. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 153,000.00 
$ 8,500.00 
$ 8,500.00 

$ 170,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 

Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017 
Construction of hangar taxilane expansion, including design, bidding, construction admin, 
engineering. 

Federal Share 
State Share 
Local Share 

Total 

$ 805,500.00 
$ 44,750.00 
$ 44,750.00 

$ 895,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to approve the following grant 
applications: 

Martin 3-46-0030-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $15,833.33. 
Redfield 3-46-0049-011-2017, state assistance in the amount of $196,000.00. 
Rosebud 3-46-0082-010-2017, state assistance in the amount of $11,400.00. 
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Sisseton 3-46-0051-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $8,500.00. 
Watertown 3-46-0058-032-2017, state assistance in the amount of $44,750.00. 

All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Hauge to approve the grant 
application for Pierre 3-46-0044-038-2017 with state assistance in the amount of $44,444.44. 
All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission 
discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Mike Isaacs, Manager of the Pierre Regional Airport, presented the Commission with a request 
for up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax account to purchase various 
items to complete the Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) building project. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Odenbach and seconded by Hauge to approve the request by the 
Pierre Regional Airport to use up to $40,000.00 from the Pierre Regional Airport fuel tax 
account to purchase various items to complete the ARFF building project. All present voted 
aye by roll call vote, except Luers, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. 
The motion carried. 

********** 

The Department presented the Commission with the below informational item. 

The FAA Airports District Office has suggested that the State of South Dakota secure a 2018 
grant for a state aviation system plan update. It has been about eight years since the 
completion of the State's current system plan and FAA guidance provides for an update every 
ten years. 

This system plan is used to guide the State through airport projects so work is done 
systemically, rather than piecemeal. Factors to consider might be storage of large aircraft, turf 
runways, fuel systems, and weather reporting. The Department will issue a request for 
proposal this fall, with a consultant being selected sometime in the spring. Commission 
participation will be crucial at that time. 

In 2018, another pavement condition index (PCI) survey will be conducted. PCI surveys are 
conducted every three years. The last one was completed in 2015. These surveys along with 
subsurface surveys provide important information regarding the condition and remaining life of 
airport surfaces. They are normally included in the engineering reports provided to FAA to 
justify and guide pavement rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

No action was taken. 
********** 

Chairman Odenbach turned the meeting over to Vice Chairman Hauge. 
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The Department is requesting approval from the Commission to purchase airport marker cones 
for use at multiple general aviation airports. In 2015, the Department was authorized to 
purchase 400 new plastic marker cones costing $37.52 each for a total cost of $15,008.00. 
The Department has received a quote from LeTourneau Plastics Inc. for 400 plastic marker 
cones costing $35.75 each for a total cost of $14,300.00. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by VanDerhule and seconded by Luers to authorize the Department 
to secure the purchase of 400 airport marker cones for use at multiple general aviation airports 
in the amount of $14,300.00 and for the purchase of a segmented circle. The Department is 
authorized to distribute airport marker cones and segmented circle out to the airports that are 
in need and as available. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Odenbach, who 
abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Vice Chairman Hauge turned the meeting back over to Chairman Odenbach. 

********** 

With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at 2:20 
p.m. 
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AERONAUTICS COMMISSION CONFERENCE CALL MEETING MINUTES 
AUGUST 22, 2017 – 1:00 P.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING – 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Eric Odenbach, Chairman 

Arnie Hauge, Vice Chairman 
Chris Funk, Member 
Dave Luers, Member 
Dan Noteboom, Member 
Skip VanDerhule, Member 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Joel Jundt, Jack Dokken, Jon Becker, Tom Koch, Jennifer Boehm, 
Bonnie Olson, Karla Engle, and Tessa Wenner 

OTHERS PRESENT  
VIA CONFERENCE CALL:  Dustin DeBoer (DOT), Steve Hamilton, and Bob Mercer 

Chairman Odenbach called the meeting of the South Dakota Aeronautics Commission meeting to order 
at 1:00 p.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 

********** 
Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel presented information on the new conflict of interest laws relating 
to boards and commissions.   

After Engle’s presentation, Chairman Odenbach opened the floor to the Commission members to 
disclose potential conflicts of interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota 
Codified Law (SDCL) chapter 3-23. 

Skip Vanderhule submitted a written waiver request (attached to and incorporated into these minutes 
as Exhibit A) concerning a hangar lease entered into between Vanderhule and James G. Cox, as co-
owners of an aircraft, and the city of Yankton, South Dakota. The lease allows Vanderhule and Cox to 
house their aircraft in the city-owned hangar. Vanderhule will abstain from any discussion and voting in 
regard to items with the city of Yankton, South Dakota. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Funk and seconded by Luers to approve the waiver request submitted by 
Vanderhule as the Commission has determined the matter underlying the conflict is fair, reasonable, 
and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except Vanderhule, who 
abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Chairman Odenbach asked for a motion to approve the minutes of June 27, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanderhule and seconded by Funk to approve the June 27, 2017, meeting 
minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

EXHIBIT A
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Joel Jundt, Deputy Secretary of the Department of Transportation (the “Department”), stated that the 
Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) bill is due to expire September 30, 2017, but with Congress 
being in summer recess, it will be difficult to get a bill passed. It is likely Congress will extend the 
current legislation. In addition, a fiscal year (“FY”) 2018 Federal Appropriations bill needs to be passed 
as it also expires September 30, 2017. Commission members posed a question and a request to 
discuss state financials. Jundt briefly discussed the financial report posted on the Commission’s 
webpage that was recently updated for FY2017. The Department will add the financials as an agenda 
item for the next Commission meeting and will provide a proposed financial chart for the Commission’s 
review and consideration.     

********** 

Harold Davidson Field, Vermillion AIP #3-46-0056-11-2015 – Design engineering for reconstruction of the 
apron. 

The federal grant amount was increased to reflect final as-built measured quantities for construction. The 
state share must increase accordingly. 

Federal (90%) State (5%) 

Final project $41,596.00 $2,310.89 

Original grant $40,000.00 $2,222.22 

Change $1,596.00 $88.67 

The Department recommends approval of a state grant amendment in the amount of $88.67. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanderhule and seconded by Hauge to approve an amendment for the 
Harold Davidson Field, Vermillion AIP #3-46-0056-11-2015 agreement to increase the state’s share of 
funding in the amount of $88.67. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

********** 
Aberdeen 3-46-0001-037-2017 

Snow Removal Equipment (SRE) acquisition, wildlife hazard assessment, and wildlife hazard 
management plan.  

Federal Share $ 1,215,000.00 
State Share $  67,500.00 
Local Share $  67,500.00 

Total $ 1,350,000.00 

The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $67,500.00. 
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Britton 3-46-0004-012-2017 
 
Design, construction and testing for hangar taxiway expansion.  
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 463,500.00 

State Share $   25,750.00 
Local Share $   25,750.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 515,000.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $25,750.00. 
 
Canton 3-46-0007-007-2017 
 
Construct wildlife fence and wetland mitigation. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 402,901.00 

State Share $   22,383.00 
Local Share $   22,385.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 447,669.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $22,383.00. 
 
Chamberlain 3-46-0071-009-2017 
 
Produce a master plan and airport layout plan, including aviation forecast and exhibit A property map. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 220,590.00 

State Share $   12,255.00 
Local Share $   12,255.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 245,100.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $12,255.00. 
 
Clark County 3-46-0009-011-2017 
 
Acquire SRE and attachments. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 157,500.00 

State Share $     8,750.00 
Local Share $     8,750.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 175,000.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $8,750.00. 
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Custer County 3-46-0011-013-2017 
 
Reconstruct apron including, engineering, administration and testing. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 575,000.00 

State Share $   31,944.44 
Local Share $   31,944.45 
 
Total 

 
$ 638,888.89 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $31,944.44. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Hauge and seconded by Funk to approve the following grant applications: 
 
Aberdeen 3-46-0001-037-2017, state assistance in the amount of $67,500.00 
Britton 3-46-0004-012-2017, state assistance in the amount of $25,750.00 
Canton 3-46-0007-007-2017, state assistance in the amount of $22,383.00 
Chamberlain 3-46-0071-009-2017, state assistance in the amount of $12,255.00. 
Clark County 3-46-0009-011-2017, state assistance in the amount of $8,750.00. 
Custer County 3-46-0011-013-2017, state assistance in the amount of $31,944.44 
 
All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 
Eagle Butte 3-46-0068-009-2017 
 
Design, bidding, CATEX, class III cultural survey for reconstruction and expansion of apron. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 72,000.00 

State Share $   4,000.00 
Local Share $   4,000.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 80,000.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $4,000.00. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Funk and seconded by Noteboom to approve state assistance in the 
amount of $4,000.00 for Eagle Butte 3-46-0068-009-2017. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The 
motion carried. 
 

 
********** 
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Faulkton 3-46-0016-010-2017 
 

Environmental assessment to include wetland delineation, wildlife hazard site visit and cultural survey. 
 
 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $6,250.00. 
 
Madison 3-46-0029-014-2017 
 
Wetland mitigation consisting of purchasing approximately 29.44 credits via a wetland bank. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 299,700.00 

State Share $   16,650.00 
Local Share $   16,650.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 333,000.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $16,650.00. 
 
Martin 3-46-0030-012-2017 
 
Construction, engineering and administration for wildlife fence.  
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 165,000.00 

State Share $    9,166.66 
Local Share $    9,166.67 
 
Total 

 
$ 183,333.33 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $9,166.66. 
 
Mitchell 3-46-0037-027-2017 
 
Purchase SRE. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 119,700.00 

State Share $    6,650.00 
Local Share $    6,650.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 133,000.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $6,650.00. 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 112,500.00 

State Share $     6,250.00 
Local Share $     6,250.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 125,000.00 
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Mobridge 3-46-0038-011-2017 
 
Design for reconstruction of runway 12/30 and connector taxiway, turnaround expansion, replacement of 
medium intensity runway lights and precision approach path indicators. new taxiway medium intensity 
taxiway lights and partial runway safety area, grading, land acquisition, exhibit A update. Reimbursement 
for 12’ SRE blade and pusher box attachments. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 337,509.00 

State Share $   18,751.00 
Local Share $   18,751.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 375,011.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $18,751.00. 
 
Rapid City 3-46-0048-049-2017 
 
Reconstruction of apron phase 2, SRE sander, design for de-icing apron and containment system. 
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 1,615,000.00 

State Share $     89,722.22 
Local Share $     89,722.22 
 
Total 

 
$ 1,794,444.44 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $89,722.22. 
 
Sioux Falls 3-46-0050-051-2017 
 
Partial reconstruction of runway 3/21, including in-pavement centerline lights; runway 3/21 partial rehab; 
runway 3/21 partial runway safety area grading; taxiway B1 & B3 reconstruction within 3/21 object free 
area including edge lights..  
 

 
Federal Share 

 
$ 8,227,472.00 

State Share $    457,081.00 
Local Share $    457,081.00 
 
Total 

 
$ 9,141,637.00 

 
The Department recommends approval of state assistance in the amount of $457,081.00. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanderhule and seconded by Luers to approve state assistance for the 
following grant applications: 
 
Faulkton 3-46-0016-010-2017, state assistance in the amount of $6,250.00. 
Madison 3-46-0029-014-2017, state assistance in the amount of $16,650.00 
Martin 3-46-0030-012-2017, state assistance in the amount of $9,166.66 
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Mitchell 3-46-0037-027-2017, state assistance in the amount of $6,650.00  
Mobridge 3-46-0038-011-2017, state assistance in the amount of $18,751.00 
Rapid City 3-46-0048-049-2017, state assistance in the amount of $89,722.22 
Sioux Falls 3-46-0050-051-2017, state assistance in the amount of $457,081.00 
 
All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
The following aeronautical study has not been approved by the FAA as of the date of the meeting. 
Sprint is asking the Aeronautics Commission for conditional approval pending the FAA’s issuance of a 
”Determination of No Hazard to Air Navigation”. 
 
Permit #2017-14082, Presho, SD 
FAA Aeronautical Study 2017-AGL-14082-OE 
 
Sprint is proposing to construct a 104 ft. steel antenna tower approximately 0.97 miles east of the 
Presho airport.   
 
The Department is recommending Commission approval. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanderhule and seconded by Funk to approve Permit #2017-14082, 
Presho, SD pending FAA approval. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 

 
********** 

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanderhule and seconded by Luers to adjourn. 
 
With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at 2:45 p.m. 
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I Date: 

Location: 

Present: 

DOE staff 

SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF EDUCATION STANDARDS 

Monday, July 17, 2017-8:00 a.m. Central Time 

Matthews Training Center, Foss Building 
523 E. Capitol Avenue, Pierre, SD 57501 

Public Telephone Access: 
1-866-410-8397 /conference code: 8381998525 

For live streaming of meeting: http://www.sd.net/remotel/ 

Sue Aguilar, Vice President 
Glenna Fouberg, Member 
Scott Herman, Member (joined meeting at approximately 8:12 a.m. CT) 
Donald Kirkegaard, President 
Kay Schallenkamp, Member 
Gopal Vyas, Member 
Lori Wagner, Member 

in attendance: Mary Stadick Smith, Becky Nelson, Abby Javurek, Laura Scheibe, Dorothy Aguilar 
Black-Bear, Andrea Diehm, Sandra Kangas, Ferne Haddock, and Holly Farris. 

Others in 
attendance: Dr. Kelly Duncan (former Board member), Bob Mercer (media), Jeff Danielson 

(Watertown School District), Brian Fields (Beresford School District), Joel 
Jorgenson (Madison School District), Bob Sittig (Baltic School District), Brian 
Huepel (Leola School District), Tim Graf (Milbank School District), Mark Naugle 
(Custer School District), Gary Leighton (Florence School District), Terry Nebelsick 
(Huron School District), Summer Schultz (Dell Rapids School District), Rob 
Monson (School Administrators of South Dakota), and other members of the 
public present in person or via telephone. 

Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance, and Roll Call: 

President Kirkegaard called the meeting to order at approximately 8:02 a.m. Central Time. 

Adoption of Agenda: 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Schallenkamp, to adopt the July 17, 2017, proposed agenda. 
Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Approval of Minutes: 
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Motion by Vyas, second by Wagner, to approve the May 15, 2017, minutes as proposed. Voice 
vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Election of Officers: 

Fouberg nominated Aguilar to fill the remaining term of the office of vice-president, vacated 
due to the resignation of Deb Shephard from the Board. 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Vyas, to cease nominations and cast a unanimous ballot for 
Aguilar. Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Conflicts disclosures (SDCL 3-23-3): 

Susan Aguilar requested waivers on two contracts between the Department of Education Child 
and Adult Nutrition Services division and Lutheran Social Services (LSS). Aguilar's spouse serves 
on the board of LSS. These contracts were entered into prior to the amendments to the conflict 
disclosure laws taking effect on July 1, 2017, and so Aguilar is requesting a waiver under the 
prior provisions of the law in the interest of full disclosure. Aguilar requested the waivers as 
soon as she became aware of the contracts. The contracts are to provide meals through the 
school nutrition and child and adult care food programs, which are funded on a reimbursement 
basis. Aguilar stated that she played no role in the contracts being awarded to LSS and her 
household receives no income as a result of LSS having the contracts. 

Motion by Vyas, second by Schallenkamp, to approve the waiver requests as presented. Voice 
vote, all present voted in favor (Aguilar and Herman abstained). Motion carried. 

Dr. Kelly Duncan, former board member, requested a waiver for her employment contract with 
the South Dakota Board of Regents to be employed as the dean of the School of Education at 
Northern State University. The contract was effective prior to July 1, 2017, and so Duncan is 
requesting a waiver according to the provisions of the law in effect at that time. Duncan 
previously received a waiver for her employment contract with NSU in 2016. 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Aguilar, to approve the waiver request as presented. Voice vote, 
all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

President Kirkegaard turned the gavel over to Vice President Aguilar at approximately 8:16 a.m. 
CT. 

Holly Farris, board counsel, provided a summary of House Bill 1170 and the associated updates 
to the conflict of interest disclosure laws affecting state board members. 

Kirkegaard requested a waiver for his employment contract with Meade School District, for 
which he serves as superintendent. Kirkegaard is a direct party to the contract with Meade 
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School District, and received a waiver for his employment contract in 2016 as well. (A copy of 
the waiver request is attached to the minutes as Attachment A.) 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Vyas, to approve the waiver request as presented. Voice vote, all 
present voted in favor (Kirkegaard abstained). Motion carried. 

Vice President Aguilar returned the gavel to Kirkegaard at approximately 8:22 a.m. CT. 

Each current board member submitted an annual disclosure form regarding conflicts of 
interest. (Copies of the disclosure forms are attached to the minutes as Attachments B-H.) 
Board members Aguilar, Fouberg, Schallenkamp, and Vyas had no disclosures on their annual 
forms. 

President Kirkegaard disclosed grant agreements between his employer, Meade School District, 
and the South Dakota Department of Education {DOE) for Title, IDEA, Perkins, and school food 
service program funds, which are needs-based programs. 

Lori Wagner disclosed a contract between her employer, the NSU E-Learning Center, and the 
DOE for the E-Learning Center to offer college readiness courses. 

Scott Herman disclosed a grant agreement between his employer, the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, and 
the DOE for summer food service program funds. 

Secretary's Report: 

Mary Stadick Smith, deputy Secretary of Education, presented the Secretary's report. Stadick 
Smith provided updates on the Department's Every Student Succeeds Act {ESSA) state plan 
progress and comment period, Governor Daugaard's focus on strengthening career pathways in 
the K-12 education system, the recent state Special Education programs federal review, and 
state dyslexia workgroup progress on a five-year plan and updates to the dyslexia handbook. 

Public Hearing-Administrative Rules (24:58 Principal Performance Standards and 
Evaluations) 

Article 24:58 (Principal Performance Standards and Evaluations) 

Proponent Testimony: 

Becky Nelson, DOE director of learning and instruction, testified in support of the proposed 
rules. Nelson stated that the proposed changes were formulated by gathering feedback from a 
variety of stakeholders, including the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) educator effectiveness 
workgroup and the Commission on Teaching and Learning. The Department also sent out a 
statewide survey to school administrators on the rules for teacher and principal evaluations to 
gather information. A hearing on these rules was originally scheduled in May, but the 
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Department determined additional time was necessary to gather information and draft the 
rules due to comments received from superintendents in the field. The additional information 
gathered consisted of a webinar held in June and a number of administrators participated. The 
proposed rules incorporate many, but not all, suggestions made during the webinar. 

Nelson stated that the proposed rules change the definitions of assistant principal and principal 
to align to the recently passed educator certification rules. The proposed changes also 
incorporate suggestions that assistant principals need not be evaluated on all six domains 
within the principal standards, but evaluators can choose four of the six domains. This 
increases flexibility for school districts. 

The current rules set out two performance measures: performance and school growth. The 
proposed changes to the rules would allow principals to set a specific goal aligned to the school 
improvement plan and could be used as an additional measure of performance. The proposed 
rules provide more flexibility for goal-setting between the superintendent and the principal. 
The proposed changes also allow schools to create a summative rating or do separate ratings 
for school growth and professional practices ratings, which provides additional flexibility. 
Because the proposed rules add flexibility for schools to formulate individual goals regarding 
student growth ratings, there is no longer a need for the alternative student growth model. 
Therefore, that rule would be repealed. 

The proposed changes also eliminate the need for a plan of assistance for principals. Further, 
language was added to clarify that the authority of a school or district to dismiss or non-renew 
is not superseded by the evaluation requirements in the rules. 

In response to Board questions, Nelson stated that feedback indicated superintendents wanted 
less requirements to evaluate on all domains for assistant principals, as responsibilities for 
those positions were not the same as principals. The rules reflect adjustments for the roles of 
assistant principals. 

Nelson stated that one public comment was received regarding these rules, from Jennifer 
Lowery, superintendent of the Tea School District. The comment raises concerns about 
principals unintentionally being given tenure because of the proposed requirements in the 
rules. Lowery recommended that two rules could be cut, primarily from the definitions section 
of the rules. Nelson responded to the comment by stating that the Department addressed the 
concerns about principal tenure by adding language clarifying that the chapter on principal 
evaluation was not to supersede district authority to non-renew or dismiss a principal. Nelson 
also stated that the Department wanted to be very clear that the rules require a principal 
evaluation model aligned with the principal standards, which are not being changed in the 
proposed rules. Further, the proposed rules do not require a certain evaluation tool be used, 
only that the evaluation tool used by a school district must align to the principal performance 
standards. 
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In response to Board questions, Nelson stated that over half of superintendents that received 
the survey responded and close to one-third of principals responded. Nelson also stated that 
very few schools currently have waivers pertaining to principal evaluations, perhaps less than a 
dozen. Nelson clarified that, currently, waivers may be obtained for utilizing different 
standards or growth goals (two separate waivers). Under the proposed rules, waivers for 
different growth goals would no longer be required, only waivers to evaluate on different 
principal standards. The student growth waiver would no longer be required because the 
proposed rules provide schools the flexibility to set whatever goal the district deems necessary. 

Nelson also stated that the proposed rules do not mandate a current form or tool, districts 
need to make sure the principals standards are used on whichever form is used. If a district 
wanted to use standards different than those already in rule, the district could apply for a 
waiver. The Department would then evaluate whether or not the standards were acceptable 
and make a determination on the waiver. Nelson stated that rules are still necessary, despite 
the fact that districts may still seek a waiver. The priority is to have all districts evaluate 
principals using the same standards. South Dakota created its own principal standards by 
modifying certain national standards to fit state needs. But the Department recognizes that 
some organizations have different standards that a district may feel better suit its needs. 

Opponent testimony: 

Jeff Danielson, superintendent of the Watertown School District and president-elect of the 
South Dakota Superintendent's Association (SOSA), testified in opposition to the proposed 
rules. Danielson stated that the SOSA executive board met in April and its position has 
remained to same to date. The SASD executive board's position on the proposed rules is that 
the principal effectiveness model should be a recommended model, not a required model. 
Districts would still comply with completing evaluations on the proposed timeline, but many 
superintendents feel that school districts need the ability to evaluate principals without lengthy 
paperwork which increases the workload on building principals also responsible for teacher 
evaluations. Danielson stated that principals need latitude to complete teacher evaluations 
without also being burdened by compliance with principal effectiveness requirements. 

Superintendents are concerned that the rules may give principals a level of tenure because they 
could argue that the principal is not serving at the will of the board, but could defend their jobs 
by accusing superintendents of not following all the protocol demanded by the proposed 
principal effectiveness model. Danielson also stated that ESSA's intent was to provide more 
flexibility and this just rolls over the old model and all its requirements. 

Bob Sittig, superintendent of the Baltic School District, testified in opposition to the proposed 
rules. Sittig stated that recent conversations with South Dakota's congressional delegation 
indicated that the intent of ESSA was to return control to states at a local level so decisions can 
be made closest to the students. Sittig stated that the proposed principal effectiveness model 
is in opposition to that intent. Sittig said that while schools can request waivers, they should 
not have to. 
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In response to Board questions, Tim Graf, superintendent at Milbank School District, stated that 
schools are agreeable with the requirement to complete evaluations, but superintendents feel 
that districts need the flexibility to change the recommended model as needed. It should be 
recommended, not required. Terry Nebelsick, superintendent at Huron School District, further 
stated that the validation of the effectiveness evaluations can be shown during the school 
accreditation process. 

Board discussion focused on how the proposed rules may be modified to provide more 
flexibility, as sought by the superintendents who testified in opposition. Nelson explained that 
eliminating the alternative evaluation application would remove flexibility from the rules, as the 
rules would then require that all school districts would have to use the principal standards in 
rule and there would be no option for schools to use different standards that the district has 
formulated. Nelson stated that to add flexibility, the Board could consider removing the 
requirements to assign professional practice ratings or school growth ratings. The rules would 
then provide that school districts would be required to complete an evaluation based on the 
principal standards, but would have flexibility to do the evaluation in individualized formats and 
assign ratings if the school district felt it necessary. Some Board members raised concerns with 
whether a focus on only flexibility for school districts would remove consistency in 
requirements to ensure effective and formative evaluations. 

Nelson stated that the current rules would require evaluations yearly for the first four years for 
principals, and then every other year. Those rules are not being amended. Nelson restated 
that waivers allow the principal evaluations to be completed using a different set of standards 
that the Department approves. Receiving a waiver does not eliminate the requirement to 
complete an evaluation. 

Nelson also discussed that school growth ratings in the past were goals based on the school 
performance index as well as a percentage of teachers with goals on student learning 
objectives. The proposed rules would allow schools to individually define a goal for school 
growth and evaluate principals on whether or not that goal was met. An example of this is 
student achievement on a benchmark assessment. Here, the term growth essentially means 
improvement. 

Nelson requested a recess to formulate some amendments to the proposed rules. 

President Kirkegaard declared a recess of the rules hearing at 9:42 a.m. Central Time. 

President Kirkegaard declared the rules hearing back in session at 10:35 a.m. Central Time. 

Nelson presented language to amend the proposed rules as requested by the Board. Nelson 
stated that the amendments reflect the superintendents' request for more flexibility and are 
significantly based on the specific suggestions made by Tea School District Superintendent 
Lowery in her public comment. The amendments increase flexibility by requiring schools to 
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evaluate principals but removing requirements to make specific ratings or school growth goals. 
The reason for eliminating these areas is to eliminate the additional paperwork and 
documentation that the superintendents found burdensome. The schools will have the option 
to set and implement goals, but goal-setting and assessment on those goals will no longer be 
mandated. The districts would be required to evaluate principals based on the standards for 
principals already in rule. 

Nelson reviewed the individual changes proposed as amendments. The professional practice 
rating and school growth rating definitions were eliminated and the rules renumbered. 
Language was added stating that the minimal evaluation requirements will be based on the 
principal framework of the existing principal standards consisting of the six existing domains. 
The professional practice rating and school growth rating requirements were removed. The 
remainder of the rules was not changed. 

In response to board questions, Nelson stated that the rules do not require a specific evaluation 
tool, so schools may use whatever is adequate for their local purposes without needing a 
waiver. The requirement to seek a waiver for evaluating principals on different standards than 
those in rule will still be necessary. The Department will continue to review these waivers and 
determine if a school district's proposed alternative principal standards comply with basic 
professional standards. 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Vyas, to amend the rules as proposed with Nelson's suggested 
edits. Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Schallenkamp, to approve the rules as amended. Voice vote, all 
present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

The rules hearing closed at approx. 10:46 a.m. Central Time. 

First Reading-Administrative Rules (Article 24:55 Public School Accountability): 

Laura Scheibe, DOE division of accountability systems, presented the first reading of 
administrative rule changes to Article 24:55. Scheibe stated that the proposed rules will put in 
place a large part of what the state ESSA plan lays out for the first year of plan implementation, 
and then other changes will be incorporated as other indicators are developed. 

Scheibe stated that the proposed rule changes can be broadly grouped into three components: 
indicators, school improvement and support, and goals and annual measures. Many of the 
proposed changes are a clean-up of the existing rules, where old requirements from the NCLB 
flexibility waiver are deleted as they are not part of the new system. 

Scheibe described the proposed changes regarding accountability indicators. The student 
achievement indicator includes proposed changes on how points are assigned. Points will now 
be awarded on a spectrum that rewards student growth and progress, rather than solely 
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measuring whether a student is proficient or not proficient. The proposed changes to the 
student attendance indicator adjust the measure of student attendance from 94 percent to 90 
percent. This reflects requirements at the federal level to report chronic absenteeism. The 
federal level also uses a 90 percent measure. State alignment with federal requirements will 
simplify reporting requirements. 

Scheibe discussed the college and career readiness and school performance index indicators. 
The separate readiness divisions for math, reading, and English language arts will be 
removed. Multiple options to show readiness for college, careers, and future work will be 
created, such as utilizing the national career readiness certificate (NCRC), dual credit 
coursework, and career and technical education concentrator status. Additional options will be 
built into the rules as ESSA implementation progresses. 

English language proficiency is a new indicator addressed in the proposed rules, which is 
required by ESSA. The indicator measures progress of students whose first language is not 
English being prepared for academic work and how long it takes such students to meet certain 
standards for academic participation. Similar to student achievement, points in this area will be 
awarded on a continuum. Abby Javurek discussed the process to develop this indicator in South 
Dakota, which involved national experts examining South Dakota data and South Dakota 
educators who work with the English learner population. 

The high school completion indicator as measured will remain unchanged, but the indicator is 
broken out into two components to satisfy federal requirements. The high school completion 
indicator calculates the high school completion rate, including GED/high school equivalency and 
graduation, irrespective of how many years a student took to earn a diploma. The four-year 
cohort graduation rate, as required by ESSA, will continue to be calculated. 

Another change in this area is that all indicators will now be calculated on full academic year 
students, which are those attending from October 1 to May 1. 

In response to Board questions, Scheibe noted that the Board does not need to approve the 
state plan prior to its submission to the U.S. Department of Education. 

Scheibe discussed the school ranking and classification accountability requirements. Several 
classifications will be removed from this area as they are not required under ESSA. The only 
rankings required under ESSA involve schools designated for school support. High-ranking 
schools no longer need to be designated as such. 

The new designation of comprehensive support schools is similar to the old designation of 
priority schools. Designations are based on Title I schools ranking in the bottom five percent of 
SPI scores and schools with graduation rates under 67 percent. Supports will be more 
individualized for schools, with many of the system's prescriptive requirements being removed. 
Evidence-based interventions are required. 
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The new designation of targeted support schools loosely replaces the old focus school 
designation. These schools used to be designated strictly by gap group performance, and now 
other subsets of student performance or disproportionate performance will be considered. 
Javurek noted that with the small South Dakota population, the rules are sensitive to the fact 
that there will be some small subgroups. Confidence intervals are built into the rules as a 
result, to prevent inadequate reporting. 

Academic progress used to be measured by annual measurable objectives and only goals for 
student achievement were included. ESSA requires goals for student achievement, four-year 
cohort graduation rate, and English learners obtaining proficiency. These goals will all follow a 
similar formula that involves setting aspirational goals resulting in 100 percent achievement of 
the benchmark within 13 years. These goals will be set in five-year intervals and based on 
2016-2017 school year performance. 

In response to Board questions, Scheibe discussed the aspirational goal of getting students to 
100 percent proficiency by graduation and whether that was a realistic goal. Scheibe stated that 
this was an ongoing conversation as the rules were developed. The goal in this area was to 
incorporate the department's existing aspiration and goal work. The Department's goal is to 
ensure all schools are included and get the focus they need. 

In response to questions about the college and career readiness indicator, Scheibe stated that 
students can show readiness by taking the NCRC, and that coursework will also be 
examined. This will pick up students who may not be particularly strong in readiness for a four
year degree school, but pursue a career path. Workgroups for the state plan felt strongly that 
career and technical education needed to be a stronger focus and that the indicators should not 
differentiate between college readiness and career readiness, but rather readiness for what 
comes after secondary education. 

Scheibe also discussed that, at this point, data regarding the number of students going on to 
postsecondary institutes will not be a component of the college and career readiness 
component of the accountability system, but that information will still be reported out. 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Wagner, to move the accountability rules to a public hearing. 
Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

President Kirkegaard declared a recess at approximately 10:20 a.m. CT. 

President Kirkegaard declared the meeting back in session at approximately 10:32 a.m. CT. 

NOCTI Exam Cut Score 

Erin Larsen, DOE division of career and technical education, presented the cut score for the 
NOCTI accounting teacher assessment for Board approval. The score applies to the accounting 
career pathway endorsement for teacher certification and was inadvertently omitted from the 
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cut score packed presented to the Board at the May meeting. Larsen requested that the 
criterion reference cut score be set at 55.9, as recommended by the test designer and career 
cluster advisory committee. Consultation with both NOCTI and the advisory committee 
indicated that a cut score of 55.9 should be recommended since this is a new test offered in 
South Dakota. The scores will be monitored to assess whether the score should be modified. 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Schallenkamp, to approve the recommended cut score. Voice 
vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Report on the South Dakota Comprehensive School Counseling Program Model: 

Andrea Diehm, DOE division of career and technical education, presented a report on the 
comprehensive school counseling program model. The model was created in 2013 and recently 
revised. The revision process focused on how to support schools and students as a whole, with 
an emphasis on how students benefit from the services provided and how a school counselor 
fits into the overall environment at a school. 

Components of the model include management and delivery, and alignment to the American 
School Counselor Association national model. The revised model has added standards for 
student success, reassignment of non-counseling duties, examples on program implementation, 
and sample lesson plans for classroom work. 

In response to Board questions, Diehm discussed how counselors fit into the role of ensuring 
students have information about career and workforce pathways. 

Proposed Agenda Items for Future Discussion: 

The Board requested informational updates from the Department on librarian and 
paraprofessional certification standards, and a report on educator certificate issuance. 

Review of BOES Duties and Responsibilities: 

Farris presented an overview of the Board's duties and obligations as outlined by state statutes. 
The Board requested that the Department collaborate to help revise the Board's mission 
statement. 

BOES Meeting Schedule Update: 

The location of the September meeting was changed from Pierre to Aberdeen, to accommodate 
the standards hearing cycle. The date will remain on September 18. 

Adjournment: 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m. CT. 

d~A.~ 10 
Ferne Haddock, Ex. Secretary, BOES 
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STATE OF soum DAKOTA 
BOARD OF EDUCATION STANDARDS 

REQUEST FOR STATE BOARD WAIVER 
PURSUANT TO SDCL CHAPTER3-23 

THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

Date: July 14. 2017 

.Name of Board Member or Forme:i· Board Member; Donald Kirkegaard 

Name of Board, Authority, or Commission; Board ofEduoation Standards 

Brief explanation of contract for which a waiyer is requested; 

a) Parties to the conu•act: 

Donald Kirkegaard and the Meade School District 46-1 

b) Board Member's role in the contract; 

I am a party to an employment contract With Meade School Diiflrtct to serve as 
superintendent of the Meade School District, 

c) Purpose and objective of the conll'aot: 

The purpose and objective to the cont1•act is ta provide superintendent services to the 
Meade School District for a one-year period 

d) Consideration or bene;fit conferred or agreed to be conferred upon each party: 

Salary of$! 32, 000 and benefits to provide superintendent services to Meade School 
DlstrkJt. 

e) Duration of the contract: 

July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2.018 

'""""''"""""''"" &~~ Date: rz ~ I 2>-;;o ~ 
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I Date: 

Location: 

Present: 

DOE staff 

SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF EDUCATION STANDARDS 

Monday, July 17, 2017-8:00 a.m. Central Time 

Matthews Training Center, Foss Building 
523 E. Capitol Avenue, Pierre, SD 57501 

Public Telephone Access: 
1-866-410-8397 /conference code: 8381998525 

For live streaming of meeting: http://www.sd.net/remotel/ 

Sue Aguilar, Vice President 
Glenna Fouberg, Member 
Scott Herman, Member (joined meeting at approximately 8:12 a.m. CT) 
Donald Kirkegaard, President 
Kay Schallenkamp, Member 
Gopal Vyas, Member 
Lori Wagner, Member 

in attendance: Mary Stadick Smith, Becky Nelson, Abby Javurek, Laura Scheibe, Dorothy Aguilar 
Black-Bear, Andrea Diehm, Sandra Kangas, Ferne Haddock, and Holly Farris. 

Others in 
attendance: Dr. Kelly Duncan (former Board member), Bob Mercer (media), Jeff Danielson 

(Watertown School District), Brian Fields (Beresford School District), Joel 
Jorgenson (Madison School District), Bob Sittig (Baltic School District), Brian 
Huepel (Leola School District), Tim Graf (Milbank School District), Mark Naugle 
(Custer School District), Gary Leighton (Florence School District), Terry Nebelsick 
(Huron School District), Summer Schultz (Dell Rapids School District), Rob 
Monson (School Administrators of South Dakota), and other members of the 
public present in person or via telephone. 

Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance, and Roll Call: 

President Kirkegaard called the meeting to order at approximately 8:02 a.m. Central Time. 

Adoption of Agenda: 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Schallenkamp, to adopt the July 17, 2017, proposed agenda. 
Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Approval of Minutes: 
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Motion by Vyas, second by Wagner, to approve the May 15, 2017, minutes as proposed. Voice 
vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Election of Officers: 

Fouberg nominated Aguilar to fill the remaining term of the office of vice-president, vacated 
due to the resignation of Deb Shephard from the Board. 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Vyas, to cease nominations and cast a unanimous ballot for 
Aguilar. Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Conflicts disclosures (SDCL 3-23-3): 

Susan Aguilar requested waivers on two contracts between the Department of Education Child 
and Adult Nutrition Services division and Lutheran Social Services (LSS). Aguilar's spouse serves 
on the board of LSS. These contracts were entered into prior to the amendments to the conflict 
disclosure laws taking effect on July 1, 2017, and so Aguilar is requesting a waiver under the 
prior provisions of the law in the interest of full disclosure. Aguilar requested the waivers as 
soon as she became aware of the contracts. The contracts are to provide meals through the 
school nutrition and child and adult care food programs, which are funded on a reimbursement 
basis. Aguilar stated that she played no role in the contracts being awarded to LSS and her 
household receives no income as a result of LSS having the contracts. 

Motion by Vyas, second by Schallenkamp, to approve the waiver requests as presented. Voice 
vote, all present voted in favor (Aguilar and Herman abstained). Motion carried. 

Dr. Kelly Duncan, former board member, requested a waiver for her employment contract with 
the South Dakota Board of Regents to be employed as the dean of the School of Education at 
Northern State University. The contract was effective prior to July 1, 2017, and so Duncan is 
requesting a waiver according to the provisions of the law in effect at that time. Duncan 
previously received a waiver for her employment contract with NSU in 2016. 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Aguilar, to approve the waiver request as presented. Voice vote, 
all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

President Kirkegaard turned the gavel over to Vice President Aguilar at approximately 8:16 a.m. 
CT. 

Holly Farris, board counsel, provided a summary of House Bill 1170 and the associated updates 
to the conflict of interest disclosure laws affecting state board members. 

Kirkegaard requested a waiver for his employment contract with Meade School District, for 
which he serves as superintendent. Kirkegaard is a direct party to the contract with Meade 
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School District, and received a waiver for his employment contract in 2016 as well. (A copy of 
the waiver request is attached to the minutes as Attachment A.) 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Vyas, to approve the waiver request as presented. Voice vote, all 
present voted in favor (Kirkegaard abstained). Motion carried. 

Vice President Aguilar returned the gavel to Kirkegaard at approximately 8:22 a.m. CT. 

Each current board member submitted an annual disclosure form regarding conflicts of 
interest. (Copies of the disclosure forms are attached to the minutes as Attachments B-H.) 
Board members Aguilar, Fouberg, Schallenkamp, and Vyas had no disclosures on their annual 
forms. 

President Kirkegaard disclosed grant agreements between his employer, Meade School District, 
and the South Dakota Department of Education {DOE) for Title, IDEA, Perkins, and school food 
service program funds, which are needs-based programs. 

Lori Wagner disclosed a contract between her employer, the NSU E-Learning Center, and the 
DOE for the E-Learning Center to offer college readiness courses. 

Scott Herman disclosed a grant agreement between his employer, the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, and 
the DOE for summer food service program funds. 

Secretary's Report: 

Mary Stadick Smith, deputy Secretary of Education, presented the Secretary's report. Stadick 
Smith provided updates on the Department's Every Student Succeeds Act {ESSA) state plan 
progress and comment period, Governor Daugaard's focus on strengthening career pathways in 
the K-12 education system, the recent state Special Education programs federal review, and 
state dyslexia workgroup progress on a five-year plan and updates to the dyslexia handbook. 

Public Hearing-Administrative Rules (24:58 Principal Performance Standards and 
Evaluations) 

Article 24:58 (Principal Performance Standards and Evaluations) 

Proponent Testimony: 

Becky Nelson, DOE director of learning and instruction, testified in support of the proposed 
rules. Nelson stated that the proposed changes were formulated by gathering feedback from a 
variety of stakeholders, including the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) educator effectiveness 
workgroup and the Commission on Teaching and Learning. The Department also sent out a 
statewide survey to school administrators on the rules for teacher and principal evaluations to 
gather information. A hearing on these rules was originally scheduled in May, but the 
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Department determined additional time was necessary to gather information and draft the 
rules due to comments received from superintendents in the field. The additional information 
gathered consisted of a webinar held in June and a number of administrators participated. The 
proposed rules incorporate many, but not all, suggestions made during the webinar. 

Nelson stated that the proposed rules change the definitions of assistant principal and principal 
to align to the recently passed educator certification rules. The proposed changes also 
incorporate suggestions that assistant principals need not be evaluated on all six domains 
within the principal standards, but evaluators can choose four of the six domains. This 
increases flexibility for school districts. 

The current rules set out two performance measures: performance and school growth. The 
proposed changes to the rules would allow principals to set a specific goal aligned to the school 
improvement plan and could be used as an additional measure of performance. The proposed 
rules provide more flexibility for goal-setting between the superintendent and the principal. 
The proposed changes also allow schools to create a summative rating or do separate ratings 
for school growth and professional practices ratings, which provides additional flexibility. 
Because the proposed rules add flexibility for schools to formulate individual goals regarding 
student growth ratings, there is no longer a need for the alternative student growth model. 
Therefore, that rule would be repealed. 

The proposed changes also eliminate the need for a plan of assistance for principals. Further, 
language was added to clarify that the authority of a school or district to dismiss or non-renew 
is not superseded by the evaluation requirements in the rules. 

In response to Board questions, Nelson stated that feedback indicated superintendents wanted 
less requirements to evaluate on all domains for assistant principals, as responsibilities for 
those positions were not the same as principals. The rules reflect adjustments for the roles of 
assistant principals. 

Nelson stated that one public comment was received regarding these rules, from Jennifer 
Lowery, superintendent of the Tea School District. The comment raises concerns about 
principals unintentionally being given tenure because of the proposed requirements in the 
rules. Lowery recommended that two rules could be cut, primarily from the definitions section 
of the rules. Nelson responded to the comment by stating that the Department addressed the 
concerns about principal tenure by adding language clarifying that the chapter on principal 
evaluation was not to supersede district authority to non-renew or dismiss a principal. Nelson 
also stated that the Department wanted to be very clear that the rules require a principal 
evaluation model aligned with the principal standards, which are not being changed in the 
proposed rules. Further, the proposed rules do not require a certain evaluation tool be used, 
only that the evaluation tool used by a school district must align to the principal performance 
standards. 
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In response to Board questions, Nelson stated that over half of superintendents that received 
the survey responded and close to one-third of principals responded. Nelson also stated that 
very few schools currently have waivers pertaining to principal evaluations, perhaps less than a 
dozen. Nelson clarified that, currently, waivers may be obtained for utilizing different 
standards or growth goals (two separate waivers). Under the proposed rules, waivers for 
different growth goals would no longer be required, only waivers to evaluate on different 
principal standards. The student growth waiver would no longer be required because the 
proposed rules provide schools the flexibility to set whatever goal the district deems necessary. 

Nelson also stated that the proposed rules do not mandate a current form or tool, districts 
need to make sure the principals standards are used on whichever form is used. If a district 
wanted to use standards different than those already in rule, the district could apply for a 
waiver. The Department would then evaluate whether or not the standards were acceptable 
and make a determination on the waiver. Nelson stated that rules are still necessary, despite 
the fact that districts may still seek a waiver. The priority is to have all districts evaluate 
principals using the same standards. South Dakota created its own principal standards by 
modifying certain national standards to fit state needs. But the Department recognizes that 
some organizations have different standards that a district may feel better suit its needs. 

Opponent testimony: 

Jeff Danielson, superintendent of the Watertown School District and president-elect of the 
South Dakota Superintendent's Association (SOSA), testified in opposition to the proposed 
rules. Danielson stated that the SOSA executive board met in April and its position has 
remained to same to date. The SASD executive board's position on the proposed rules is that 
the principal effectiveness model should be a recommended model, not a required model. 
Districts would still comply with completing evaluations on the proposed timeline, but many 
superintendents feel that school districts need the ability to evaluate principals without lengthy 
paperwork which increases the workload on building principals also responsible for teacher 
evaluations. Danielson stated that principals need latitude to complete teacher evaluations 
without also being burdened by compliance with principal effectiveness requirements. 

Superintendents are concerned that the rules may give principals a level of tenure because they 
could argue that the principal is not serving at the will of the board, but could defend their jobs 
by accusing superintendents of not following all the protocol demanded by the proposed 
principal effectiveness model. Danielson also stated that ESSA's intent was to provide more 
flexibility and this just rolls over the old model and all its requirements. 

Bob Sittig, superintendent of the Baltic School District, testified in opposition to the proposed 
rules. Sittig stated that recent conversations with South Dakota's congressional delegation 
indicated that the intent of ESSA was to return control to states at a local level so decisions can 
be made closest to the students. Sittig stated that the proposed principal effectiveness model 
is in opposition to that intent. Sittig said that while schools can request waivers, they should 
not have to. 
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In response to Board questions, Tim Graf, superintendent at Milbank School District, stated that 
schools are agreeable with the requirement to complete evaluations, but superintendents feel 
that districts need the flexibility to change the recommended model as needed. It should be 
recommended, not required. Terry Nebelsick, superintendent at Huron School District, further 
stated that the validation of the effectiveness evaluations can be shown during the school 
accreditation process. 

Board discussion focused on how the proposed rules may be modified to provide more 
flexibility, as sought by the superintendents who testified in opposition. Nelson explained that 
eliminating the alternative evaluation application would remove flexibility from the rules, as the 
rules would then require that all school districts would have to use the principal standards in 
rule and there would be no option for schools to use different standards that the district has 
formulated. Nelson stated that to add flexibility, the Board could consider removing the 
requirements to assign professional practice ratings or school growth ratings. The rules would 
then provide that school districts would be required to complete an evaluation based on the 
principal standards, but would have flexibility to do the evaluation in individualized formats and 
assign ratings if the school district felt it necessary. Some Board members raised concerns with 
whether a focus on only flexibility for school districts would remove consistency in 
requirements to ensure effective and formative evaluations. 

Nelson stated that the current rules would require evaluations yearly for the first four years for 
principals, and then every other year. Those rules are not being amended. Nelson restated 
that waivers allow the principal evaluations to be completed using a different set of standards 
that the Department approves. Receiving a waiver does not eliminate the requirement to 
complete an evaluation. 

Nelson also discussed that school growth ratings in the past were goals based on the school 
performance index as well as a percentage of teachers with goals on student learning 
objectives. The proposed rules would allow schools to individually define a goal for school 
growth and evaluate principals on whether or not that goal was met. An example of this is 
student achievement on a benchmark assessment. Here, the term growth essentially means 
improvement. 

Nelson requested a recess to formulate some amendments to the proposed rules. 

President Kirkegaard declared a recess of the rules hearing at 9:42 a.m. Central Time. 

President Kirkegaard declared the rules hearing back in session at 10:35 a.m. Central Time. 

Nelson presented language to amend the proposed rules as requested by the Board. Nelson 
stated that the amendments reflect the superintendents' request for more flexibility and are 
significantly based on the specific suggestions made by Tea School District Superintendent 
Lowery in her public comment. The amendments increase flexibility by requiring schools to 
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evaluate principals but removing requirements to make specific ratings or school growth goals. 
The reason for eliminating these areas is to eliminate the additional paperwork and 
documentation that the superintendents found burdensome. The schools will have the option 
to set and implement goals, but goal-setting and assessment on those goals will no longer be 
mandated. The districts would be required to evaluate principals based on the standards for 
principals already in rule. 

Nelson reviewed the individual changes proposed as amendments. The professional practice 
rating and school growth rating definitions were eliminated and the rules renumbered. 
Language was added stating that the minimal evaluation requirements will be based on the 
principal framework of the existing principal standards consisting of the six existing domains. 
The professional practice rating and school growth rating requirements were removed. The 
remainder of the rules was not changed. 

In response to board questions, Nelson stated that the rules do not require a specific evaluation 
tool, so schools may use whatever is adequate for their local purposes without needing a 
waiver. The requirement to seek a waiver for evaluating principals on different standards than 
those in rule will still be necessary. The Department will continue to review these waivers and 
determine if a school district's proposed alternative principal standards comply with basic 
professional standards. 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Vyas, to amend the rules as proposed with Nelson's suggested 
edits. Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Motion by Fouberg, second by Schallenkamp, to approve the rules as amended. Voice vote, all 
present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

The rules hearing closed at approx. 10:46 a.m. Central Time. 

First Reading-Administrative Rules (Article 24:55 Public School Accountability): 

Laura Scheibe, DOE division of accountability systems, presented the first reading of 
administrative rule changes to Article 24:55. Scheibe stated that the proposed rules will put in 
place a large part of what the state ESSA plan lays out for the first year of plan implementation, 
and then other changes will be incorporated as other indicators are developed. 

Scheibe stated that the proposed rule changes can be broadly grouped into three components: 
indicators, school improvement and support, and goals and annual measures. Many of the 
proposed changes are a clean-up of the existing rules, where old requirements from the NCLB 
flexibility waiver are deleted as they are not part of the new system. 

Scheibe described the proposed changes regarding accountability indicators. The student 
achievement indicator includes proposed changes on how points are assigned. Points will now 
be awarded on a spectrum that rewards student growth and progress, rather than solely 
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measuring whether a student is proficient or not proficient. The proposed changes to the 
student attendance indicator adjust the measure of student attendance from 94 percent to 90 
percent. This reflects requirements at the federal level to report chronic absenteeism. The 
federal level also uses a 90 percent measure. State alignment with federal requirements will 
simplify reporting requirements. 

Scheibe discussed the college and career readiness and school performance index indicators. 
The separate readiness divisions for math, reading, and English language arts will be 
removed. Multiple options to show readiness for college, careers, and future work will be 
created, such as utilizing the national career readiness certificate (NCRC), dual credit 
coursework, and career and technical education concentrator status. Additional options will be 
built into the rules as ESSA implementation progresses. 

English language proficiency is a new indicator addressed in the proposed rules, which is 
required by ESSA. The indicator measures progress of students whose first language is not 
English being prepared for academic work and how long it takes such students to meet certain 
standards for academic participation. Similar to student achievement, points in this area will be 
awarded on a continuum. Abby Javurek discussed the process to develop this indicator in South 
Dakota, which involved national experts examining South Dakota data and South Dakota 
educators who work with the English learner population. 

The high school completion indicator as measured will remain unchanged, but the indicator is 
broken out into two components to satisfy federal requirements. The high school completion 
indicator calculates the high school completion rate, including GED/high school equivalency and 
graduation, irrespective of how many years a student took to earn a diploma. The four-year 
cohort graduation rate, as required by ESSA, will continue to be calculated. 

Another change in this area is that all indicators will now be calculated on full academic year 
students, which are those attending from October 1 to May 1. 

In response to Board questions, Scheibe noted that the Board does not need to approve the 
state plan prior to its submission to the U.S. Department of Education. 

Scheibe discussed the school ranking and classification accountability requirements. Several 
classifications will be removed from this area as they are not required under ESSA. The only 
rankings required under ESSA involve schools designated for school support. High-ranking 
schools no longer need to be designated as such. 

The new designation of comprehensive support schools is similar to the old designation of 
priority schools. Designations are based on Title I schools ranking in the bottom five percent of 
SPI scores and schools with graduation rates under 67 percent. Supports will be more 
individualized for schools, with many of the system's prescriptive requirements being removed. 
Evidence-based interventions are required. 
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The new designation of targeted support schools loosely replaces the old focus school 
designation. These schools used to be designated strictly by gap group performance, and now 
other subsets of student performance or disproportionate performance will be considered. 
Javurek noted that with the small South Dakota population, the rules are sensitive to the fact 
that there will be some small subgroups. Confidence intervals are built into the rules as a 
result, to prevent inadequate reporting. 

Academic progress used to be measured by annual measurable objectives and only goals for 
student achievement were included. ESSA requires goals for student achievement, four-year 
cohort graduation rate, and English learners obtaining proficiency. These goals will all follow a 
similar formula that involves setting aspirational goals resulting in 100 percent achievement of 
the benchmark within 13 years. These goals will be set in five-year intervals and based on 
2016-2017 school year performance. 

In response to Board questions, Scheibe discussed the aspirational goal of getting students to 
100 percent proficiency by graduation and whether that was a realistic goal. Scheibe stated that 
this was an ongoing conversation as the rules were developed. The goal in this area was to 
incorporate the department's existing aspiration and goal work. The Department's goal is to 
ensure all schools are included and get the focus they need. 

In response to questions about the college and career readiness indicator, Scheibe stated that 
students can show readiness by taking the NCRC, and that coursework will also be 
examined. This will pick up students who may not be particularly strong in readiness for a four
year degree school, but pursue a career path. Workgroups for the state plan felt strongly that 
career and technical education needed to be a stronger focus and that the indicators should not 
differentiate between college readiness and career readiness, but rather readiness for what 
comes after secondary education. 

Scheibe also discussed that, at this point, data regarding the number of students going on to 
postsecondary institutes will not be a component of the college and career readiness 
component of the accountability system, but that information will still be reported out. 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Wagner, to move the accountability rules to a public hearing. 
Voice vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

President Kirkegaard declared a recess at approximately 10:20 a.m. CT. 

President Kirkegaard declared the meeting back in session at approximately 10:32 a.m. CT. 

NOCTI Exam Cut Score 

Erin Larsen, DOE division of career and technical education, presented the cut score for the 
NOCTI accounting teacher assessment for Board approval. The score applies to the accounting 
career pathway endorsement for teacher certification and was inadvertently omitted from the 
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cut score packed presented to the Board at the May meeting. Larsen requested that the 
criterion reference cut score be set at 55.9, as recommended by the test designer and career 
cluster advisory committee. Consultation with both NOCTI and the advisory committee 
indicated that a cut score of 55.9 should be recommended since this is a new test offered in 
South Dakota. The scores will be monitored to assess whether the score should be modified. 

Motion by Aguilar, second by Schallenkamp, to approve the recommended cut score. Voice 
vote, all present voted in favor. Motion carried. 

Report on the South Dakota Comprehensive School Counseling Program Model: 

Andrea Diehm, DOE division of career and technical education, presented a report on the 
comprehensive school counseling program model. The model was created in 2013 and recently 
revised. The revision process focused on how to support schools and students as a whole, with 
an emphasis on how students benefit from the services provided and how a school counselor 
fits into the overall environment at a school. 

Components of the model include management and delivery, and alignment to the American 
School Counselor Association national model. The revised model has added standards for 
student success, reassignment of non-counseling duties, examples on program implementation, 
and sample lesson plans for classroom work. 

In response to Board questions, Diehm discussed how counselors fit into the role of ensuring 
students have information about career and workforce pathways. 

Proposed Agenda Items for Future Discussion: 

The Board requested informational updates from the Department on librarian and 
paraprofessional certification standards, and a report on educator certificate issuance. 

Review of BOES Duties and Responsibilities: 

Farris presented an overview of the Board's duties and obligations as outlined by state statutes. 
The Board requested that the Department collaborate to help revise the Board's mission 
statement. 

BOES Meeting Schedule Update: 

The location of the September meeting was changed from Pierre to Aberdeen, to accommodate 
the standards hearing cycle. The date will remain on September 18. 

Adjournment: 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m. CT. 

d~A.~ 10 
Ferne Haddock, Ex. Secretary, BOES 
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MINUTES 
SOUTH DAKOTA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONER’S MEETING 
SHERATON SIOUX FALLS & CONVENTION CENTER 

October 4, 2017 

Board Members Present: Brent Dykstra, Vice-Chair 
Scott Erickson, Commissioner 
Bill Hansen, Treasurer 
Rick Hohn, Commissioner 
Mark Puetz, Commissioner 
David Pummel, Chairman 

Board Members Absent: Steve Kolbeck, Commissioner 

Staff Present: Mark Lauseng, Executive Director 
Brent Adney, Director of Homeownership Programs 
Todd Hight, Director of Finance and Administration  
Tasha Jones, Director of Rental Housing Management 
Lorraine Polak, Director of Rental Housing Development 
Mike Harsma, Director of Single Family Development 
Sheila Ricketts, Marketing/Executive Assistant 
Mary Stewart, HERO State Coordinator 

Guests Present: Dixie Hieb, Davenport, Evans, Hurwitz & Smith, Counsel to SDHDA 
Tom Caine, Caine Mitter & Associates  
Bronson Martin, Caine Mitter & Associates 
Patricia Ho, Caine Mitter & Associates 
John Wagner, Kutak Rock, LLC  

I. CALL TO ORDER/CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

The meeting was called to order at 8:30 a.m. and roll was called. In accordance with SDCL 
3-23-3.1, Commissioners Puetz and Hansen disclosed permissible conflicts of interest for 
which authorization by the SDHDA Board of Commissioners is not required.  The Annual 
Disclosure Forms with respect to the disclosed conflicts are attached to these minutes. 

II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was moved by Commissioner Dykstra and seconded by Commissioner Hansen that the 
Agenda be adopted as presented, but reserving the right to make further changes during 
the meeting. 

Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 

Conflict are at 
the end of the 
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III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

It was moved by Commissioner Puetz and seconded by Commissioner Dykstra that the 
Minutes of the Board of Commissioners’ Meeting held on August 29, 2017, be adopted as 
presented. 

Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 

IV. TREASURER’S REPORT 

Todd Hight, Director of Finance, presented the Treasurer’s Report; the Supplemental 
Schedule of Net Position dated June 30, 2017 and the Supplemental Schedule of 
Operations and Changes in Net Position for the twelve months ending June 30, 2017. It 
was moved by Commissioner Hansen and seconded by Commissioner Dykstra that the 
Treasurer’s Report be accepted as presented. 

Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz.  

V. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

Executive Director Lauseng thanked the Board of Commissioners for attending the training 
on October 3, 2017. He mentioned the Board of Commissioners will tour a Governor’s 
House, Technology Heights and Ellis Court following the meeting. Executive Director 
Lauseng stated there were a record number of applications submitted for this year’s 
Housing Tax Credit, HOME, Housing Trust Fund and Housing Opportunity Fund 
application round. He said the Task Force Committee Meeting is scheduled for November 
7, 2017. Executive Lauseng reported the NCSHA 2017 Annual Conference & Showplace 
will be October 14-17 in Denver, Colorado. He encouraged commissioners to attend the 
conference.  

VI. PROGRAM REPORTS 

The Program Reports were given by Directors and discussed with the Board. 

VII. OLD BUSINESS 

A. Resolution No. 17-10-48: Resolution to Approve Housing Tax 
Credit Program Waiver Request for Clear Spring Apartments 

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Puetz and seconded 
by Commissioner Dykstra that the above Resolution be adopted as follows: 
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WHEREAS, per Resolution No. 17-04-21, Clear Springs Apartments, 
Limited Partnership (Owner) received a Reservation of Housing Tax 
Credits (HTC) for Clear Springs Apartments;  
 
WHEREAS, the HTC Qualified Allocation Plan requires that certain 
documents, including a housing tax credit syndication agreement and 
documentation of the ten percent test, must be provided to SDHDA by 
December 31, 2017;  
 
WHEREAS, Owner has requested an extension to complete and submit 
these documents by July 1, 2018; and  
 
WHEREAS, the federal requirements allow such an extension; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board hereby approves 
the request, and the Executive Director is authorized to notify Owner that if 
the remaining Carryover documentation is submitted to the satisfaction of 
SDHDA, a Carryover Allocation Agreement may be issued for the housing 
tax credits originally reserved or in an amount determined to be financially 
necessary by SDHDA.   

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 

 
B. Resolution No. 17-10-49: Resolution to Approve Housing Tax 

Credit Program Waiver Request for Jefferson Village Apartments 
 

After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Hansen and 
seconded by Commissioner Hohn that the above Resolution be adopted as 
follows: 

 
WHEREAS, per Resolution No. 17-04-23, Jefferson Village Apartments, 
Limited Partnership (Owner) received a Reservation of Housing Tax 
Credits (HTC) for Jefferson Village Apartments;  
 
WHEREAS, the HTC Qualified Allocation Plan requires that certain 
documents, including a housing tax credit syndication agreement and 
documentation of the ten percent test, must be provided to SDHDA by 
December 31, 2017;  
 
WHEREAS, Owner has requested an extension to complete and submit 
these documents by July 1, 2018; and  
 
WHEREAS, the federal requirements allow such an extension; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board hereby approves 
the request, and the Executive Director is authorized to notify Owner that if 
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the remaining Carryover documentation is submitted to the satisfaction of 
SDHDA, a Carryover Allocation Agreement may be issued for the housing 
tax credits originally reserved or in an amount determined to be financially 
necessary by SDHDA.   

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 
 
C. Resolution No. 17-10-50: Resolution to Commit HOME Program 

Funds for Clear Spring Apartments 
 

After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Puetz and seconded 
by Commissioner Dykstra that the above Resolution be adopted as follows: 

 
WHEREAS, per Resolution 17-04-21, a Reservation in the amount of 
$600,000 was previously awarded to the following HOME Applicant; 
 
WHEREAS, the Applicant has agreed to comply with all HOME 
requirements; and  
 
WHEREAS, the environmental review has been completed and Applicant 
has submitted most of the required documentation; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that upon receipt of satisfactory 
documentation, the Executive Director be authorized to issue a 
Commitment of HOME Funds for the following: 
 
             DEVELOPMENT/        HOME FUNDS 
OWNER/APPLICANT           LOCATION         GENERAL POOL 
Clear Springs Apartments    Clear Springs Apartments   $600,000 
Limited Partnership           Spearfish, SD   

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 

 
D. Resolution No. 17-10-51: Resolution to Extend the Master 

Mortgage Pooling and Servicing Agreement Between the South Dakota 
Housing Development Authority (SDHDA) and the Idaho Housing and 
Finance Association (IHFA) to Service SDHDA Single Family MBS Mortgage 
Program 

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Dykstra and 
seconded by Commissioner Hansen that the above Resolution be adopted as 
follows: 
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WHERAS, per Resolution No. 14-08-56, the South Dakota Housing 
Development Authority (SDHDA) entered into a Master Mortgage Pooling 
and Servicing Agreement (Agreement) with the Idaho Housing and Finance 
Association (IHFA) to serve as SDHDA’s Master Servicer for a Mortgage 
Backed Securities (MBS) program; 
 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 8.01 of the Agreement, the Agreement 
shall have an effective date of November 1, 2014, and shall continue for a 
period of two (2) years with three (3) additional 1-year periods upon the 
mutual agreement of SDHDA and IFHA;  
 
WHEREAS, Resolution No. 16-10-53 authorized the extension of the 
Agreement for the first additional 1-year period; and 
 
WHEREAS, SDHDA desires to exercise its right to extend the Agreement 
for the second additional 1-year period; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Commissioners 
hereby authorizes the SDHDA Executive Director to extend the Agreement 
for an additional 1-year period, from November 1, 2017, to October 31, 
2018, and to execute any additional documents the Executive Director 
deems necessary in connection with such extension.   

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 

VIII. NEW BUSINESS 

A. Resolution No. 17-10-52:  Resolution to Commit HOME Program 
Funds under the Security Deposit Assistance Program for Mitchell Area 
Safehouse 

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Hohn and seconded 
by Commissioner Dykstra that the above Resolution be adopted as follows: 

WHEREAS, the following HOME Program application was received for the 
Security Deposit Assistance Program (SDAP) set-aside; and 
 
WHEREAS, the required documentation has been reviewed and 
evaluated, and the Applicant has agreed to comply with all HOME 
requirements; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Executive Director be 
authorized to issue a conditional commitment of HOME funds from the 
SDAP set-aside for the following: 
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       SECURITY DEPOSIT 
       ASSISTANCE 
APPLICANT      PROGRAM AMOUNT  
Mitchell Area Safehouse    $14,000 
 

Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 
 
B. Resolution No. 17-10-53:  Resolution to Commit HOME Program 

Funds under the Security Deposit Assistance Program for Pathways for the 
Homeless 

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Hansen and 
seconded by Commissioner Puetz that the above Resolution be adopted as 
follows: 

WHEREAS, the following HOME Program application was received for the 
Security Deposit Assistance Program (SDAP) set-aside; and 
 
WHEREAS, the required documentation has been reviewed and 
evaluated, and the Applicant has agreed to comply with all HOME 
requirements; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Executive Director be 
authorized to issue a conditional commitment of HOME funds from the 
SDAP set-aside for the following: 
       SECURITY DEPOSIT 
                  ASSISTANCE 
APPLICANT      PROGRAM AMOUNT  
Pathways Shelter for the Homeless   $16,000 
 

Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 
 
C. Resolution No. 17-10-54:  Resolution to Commit HOME Program 

Funds under the Homeowner Rehabilitation Program for NeighborWorks 
Dakota Home Resources Rehabilitation Program 

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Dykstra and 
seconded by Commissioner Hansen that the above Resolution be adopted as 
follows: 

WHEREAS, the following HOME Program application was received for 
the Homeowner Rehabilitation Program set-aside; and 
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WHEREAS, the required documentation has been reviewed and 
evaluated, and the Applicant has agreed to comply with all HOME 
requirements; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Executive Director be 
authorized to issue a commitment of HOME funds from the Homeowner 
Rehabilitation Program set-aside for the following: 
 
       HOMEOWNER 
          DEVELOPMENT/  REHABILITATION 
APPLICANT         LOCATION  PROGRAM AMOUNT 
NeighborWorks Dakota     NeighborWorks Dakota  $200,000 
Home Resources        Home Resources 
          Rehabilitation Program 
          Scattered Sites 

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 

 
D. Resolution No. 17-10-55:  Resolution to Authorize the Issuance and 

Sale of South Dakota Housing Development Authority Homeownership 
Mortgage Bonds, 2017 Series D, in an Aggregate Principle Amount not to 
Exceed $80,000,000, Determining the Final Terms Thereof and Setting Forth 
Covenants and Authorizing Execution of Documents with Respect thereto 

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Dykstra and 
seconded by Commissioner Erickson that the above Resolution be adopted as 
follows: 

ARTICLE I 
 

CREATION OF SERIES 

Section 1.01.  Authorization. 

(a) Resolutions.  This resolution, referred to herein as the 
“2017 Series Resolution,” is adopted pursuant to Article II of the Authority’s 
Resolution No. 77-27, adopted June 16, 1977, as amended and 
supplemented, and entitled: “Resolution Providing for the Issuance of 
Homeownership Mortgage Bonds of the South Dakota Housing 
Development Authority,” referred to herein as the “Bond Resolution,” to 
authorize the issuance and sale and determination of the terms and 
provisions of bonds of the Authority which are designated as 
“Homeownership Mortgage Bonds, 2017 Series D” (the “Series D Bonds”), 
or such other or additional series designations as an Authorized Officer 
may deem appropriate, in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed 
$80,000,000 (such Series of Bonds are collectively referred to herein as 
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the “Series Bonds”).  All terms defined in Section 103 of the Bond 
Resolution are used with like meaning in this 2017 Series Resolution. 

(b) Purposes.  It is determined to be in the best interests of the 
Authority to issue the Series Bonds for the purpose of providing funding for 
the Authority’s Program of making or purchasing Qualified Mortgage Loans 
to facilitate the development of a sufficient supply of residential housing in 
South Dakota at prices that persons and families of low and moderate 
income can afford, which funding may include the refunding of outstanding 
Homeownership Mortgage Bonds heretofore issued under the Bond 
Resolution or bonds or other indebtedness incurred by the Authority to 
finance its Program (the “Refunded Bonds”), and deposit of sale proceeds 
of the Series Bonds into the Funds and Accounts set forth in Section 2.02 
of Article II hereof to be expended for the Program. 

(c) Sale. 

(i) Contracts of Purchase Relating to Series Bonds.  
The Authority authorizes negotiation for the sale of the Series 
Bonds to one or more of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
Incorporated (“Merrill Lynch”), Citigroup Global Markets Inc. 
(“Citigroup”), J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, Dougherty & Company 
LLC and Wells Fargo Securities (Wells Fargo Bank, National 
Association) (collectively, the “Underwriters” or the “Original 
Purchasers”).  Any single investor may also be the sole purchaser 
of any Series Bonds if so authorized by an Authorized Officer.  The 
Authority hereby approves the use of the form(s) of Contract(s) of 
Purchase previously used with respect to its 2017 Series A/B/C 
Bonds, pursuant to which form(s) the Series Bonds are proposed to 
be sold, executed and delivered.  The Chair, Vice Chair or 
Executive Director (each an “Authorized Officer”) is authorized to 
select the Underwriters for the Series Bonds, to approve the final 
terms and provisions of the Contract(s) of Purchase relating to each 
series of the Series Bonds, and to execute the Contract(s) of 
Purchase for each on behalf of the Authority. 

(ii) Official Statement.  The Authority hereby approves 
the use of a Preliminary Official Statement, in the form previously 
used with respect to its 2017 Series A/B/C Bonds, or 2015 Series 
C Bonds (if any of the Series Bonds are sold to the public as 
variable rate demand bonds), containing information relating to the 
Authority and the related Series Bonds and such other information 
as is deemed appropriate by an Authorized Officer, and hereby 
approves and ratifies the distribution thereof by the Underwriters.  A 
final Official Statement, substantially in the form of the Preliminary 
Official Statement except for revisions required or approved by 
counsel for the Authority, and the officers of the Authority executing 
the same, and insertion of the final terms of each of the related 
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Series Bonds, is authorized to be prepared and signed by an 
Authorized Officer and furnished to the Underwriters. 

(iii) Approval of Continuing Disclosure Agreement.  The 
Authority hereby approves the use of a Continuing Disclosure 
Agreement relating to the Series Bonds in the form previously used 
with respect to its 2017 Series A/B/C Bonds, wherein the Authority 
will covenant for the benefit of the beneficial owners of the related 
Series Bonds to provide annually certain financial information and 
operating data relating to the Authority and to provide notices of the 
occurrence of certain enumerated events.  Said Continuing 
Disclosure Agreement is approved substantially in the form 
described and is authorized to be signed on behalf of the Authority 
by an Authorized Officer. 

(iv) Approval of Interest Rate Hedging Agreements.  The 
Authority hereby approves the use of interest rate hedging 
agreements with such financial organizations as an Authorized 
Officer may specify (each, a “Counterparty”), in particular financial 
organizations with whom the Authority already has such hedging 
agreements and the form of the interest rate hedging agreements 
with such counterparties, consisting of an ISDA Master Agreement, 
including a Schedule and Credit Support Annex, and one or more 
Confirmations thereto, relating to any one or more series of the 
Series Bonds which may be variable rate bonds, which 
Counterparties and form of agreements satisfy the provisions of the 
Authority’s Interest Rate Swap Policy (collectively, the “Hedging 
Agreements”), and the Authorized Officers of the Authority are 
authorized to negotiate the final terms of, approve and execute any 
such Hedging Agreements; and such execution and delivery shall 
constitute conclusive evidence of their approval of all changes 
thereto. 

(v) Continuing Covenant and Standby Bond Purchase 
Agreements.  The Authority hereby approves the use of a 
Continuing Covenant Agreement (“CC Agreement”) relating to any 
one or more of the variable rate Series Bonds in substantially the 
form used in conjunction with the sale of the 2016 Series E Bonds.  
The Authority also hereby approves the use of a Standby Bond 
Purchase Agreement or comparable liquidity agreement (“SBPA”), 
either itself or with a financial organization, relating to any one or 
more of the Series Bonds which have a tender right, in substantially 
the form used in conjunction with the sale of the 2015 Series C 
Bonds.  The Authorized Officers of the Authority are authorized to 
negotiate the terms of, approve and execute such CC Agreement 
or SBPA. The execution and delivery by any Authorized Officer of 
such Agreements shall constitute conclusive evidence of both the 
Authority’s and said Authorized Officer’s approval of all changes, 
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modifications, amendments, revisions and alterations made therein 
and shall conclusively establish said Authorized Officer’s absolute, 
unconditional and irrevocable authority with respect thereto from 
the Authority and the authorization, approval and ratification by the 
Authority of the Agreements so executed. 

(d) Pledge; Outstanding Bonds.  The pledge made and 
security interests granted in the Bond Resolution with respect to all 
Mortgage Loans, Revenues, money, securities, Funds and Accounts 
therein defined and created, and all covenants and agreements made by 
the Authority therein, are made and granted for the equal benefit, protection 
and security of the Holders of all Series Bonds, as well as all Bonds 
presently Outstanding under the Bond Resolution, without preference, 
priority or distinction of one Bond over any other of that or any other Series 
similarly authorized and issued under the Bond Resolution, as fully as 
though set out at length and resolved herein. 

(e) Capital Reserve Requirement.  The Capital Reserve 
Requirement with respect to the Series Bonds is determined to be 3% of 
the aggregate Capital Value of the Series Bonds from time to time 
Outstanding or any lesser amount determined by an Authorized Officer so 
long as the same does not adversely affect the ratings on the Bonds.  Upon 
issuance, sale and delivery of the Series Bonds, there shall be deposited 
in the appropriate Account(s) for the Series Bonds in the Capital Reserve 
Fund from the sources set forth in paragraph (b) of Section 2.02 of Article II 
hereof, or by transfer from other Accounts therein, the amount, as directed 
in an Officer’s Certificate delivered upon the Issue Date, which is equal to 
the Capital Reserve Requirement for such Series Bonds. 

(f) Mortgage Reserve Requirement.  The Mortgage Reserve 
Requirement with respect to the Series Bonds shall be 2% of the Mortgage 
Loans then outstanding, or any lesser amount determined by an Authorized 
Officer so long as the same does not adversely affect the ratings on the 
Bonds.  Upon issuance, sale and delivery of the Series Bonds, there shall 
be deposited in the appropriate Account(s) for the Series Bonds in the 
Mortgage Reserve Fund from the sources set forth in paragraph (b) of 
Section 2.02 of Article II hereof, or by transfer from other Accounts therein, 
the amount, as directed in an Officer’s Certificate delivered upon the Issue 
Date, which is equal to the Mortgage Reserve Requirement for such Series 
Bonds. 

Section 1.02.  Form of Bonds. 

(a) The Series Bonds shall be issuable in the form of fully 
registered Bonds, of single maturities, subject to transfer, registration and 
exchange as provided in Article VI of the Bond Resolution.  The Series 
Bonds authorized hereby shall be numbered serially for each Series, and 
no such Series Bond, whether issued initially or upon reregistration, 
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transfer or exchange, shall bear the same number as any other Bond of the 
same Series contemporaneously Outstanding; provided, however, that the 
form of any of the Series Bonds which are variable rate bonds may be 
modified in such manner as is approved by the Authority for the purpose of 
reflecting the addition, substitution or elimination of a CC Agreement or 
SBPA with respect to such Bonds in accordance with the terms hereof.  
Following a conversion date for the Series Bonds, the form of such Series 
Bonds may be appropriately revised to reflect the conversion of the interest 
rate on such Series Bonds, to delete the provisions of the form of Series 
Bonds which are then of no further force and effect, to include a description 
of the post conversion interest rate bonds, the terms upon which such 
Series Bonds may or are required to be redeemed and any additional 
security therefor and to make any other changes therein which are 
necessary or appropriate in such circumstances. 

(b) The Series Bonds shall be typewritten or printed in 
substantially the form specified in an Officer’s Certificate. 

ARTICLE II 
 

TERMS OF THE SERIES BONDS 

Section 2.01.  Terms. 

(a) Determination of Final Terms of Series Bonds and 
Refunded Bonds.  The issuance, sale and delivery of the Series Bonds 
from time to time is hereby approved, subject, however, to the 
hereinafter-described subsequent negotiation of the final terms of the 
Series Bonds, if issued, including the Series numbering and lettering, the 
interest rates on and maturities and redemption provisions of the Series 
Bonds, any bondholder rights to tender any such Bonds, the purchase price 
thereof and the underwriting fee; provided, however, that the Series Bonds 
shall mature no later than 40 years from the date of issuance and bear an 
interest rate not to exceed 7% per annum with respect to fixed rate bonds 
and 15% with respect to variable rate bonds. The terms of the Series Bonds 
and the determination of the Refunded Bonds, if any, to be refunded are 
subject to further authorization and approval as follows. The Executive 
Director-Secretary (or Director of Finance if the Executive 
Director-Secretary is not available) shall consult and coordinate with the 
Chair (or Vice Chair if the Chair is not available) with respect to the final 
terms of the Series Bonds and the determination of the Refunded Bonds, 
if any, and the Executive Director-Secretary (or Director of Finance if the 
Executive Director-Secretary is not available), after so discussing the final 
pricing terms and bonds to be refunded, if any, is authorized (subject in all 
cases to the limitations otherwise set forth herein) to determine the final 
size of the proposed issuance of the Series Bonds and bonds to be 
refunded, if any, and to negotiate the final terms of the proposed issuance 
of the Series Bonds with the Underwriter (which shall be selected from the 
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Underwriters listed above), including the determination of final interest 
rates, initial variable interest rates and method of determination of variable 
rates and modes, tender provisions, provisions of any SBPA (which may 
initially be self-liquidity), including a mode change concerning such Series 
Bonds, redemption provisions (if any) and maturities, the sale price to the 
Underwriter and the net underwriting fee (which shall not exceed 1.5% of 
the principal amount of the Series Bonds to be issued), provided that all or 
a portion of any Series Bonds may be sold to a single institutional investor 
(and any CC Agreement or any SBPA negotiated and finalized in 
conjunction therewith) if the Executive Director-Secretary (or Director of 
Finance if the Executive Director-Secretary is not available) determines the 
same will result in more beneficial financing terms for the Authority. 

(b) Issue Date; Interest Payment Dates; Denominations and 
Record Date.  The Issue Date of the Series Bonds shall be the date of 
delivery thereof or as may be otherwise specified by an Authorized Officer.  
The Series Bonds shall be issued in denominations of $5,000 principal 
amount, or any integral multiple thereof, or such other denominations as 
shall be authorized by an Authorized Officer, all specified in the related 
Series Determinations (hereinafter defined) or such other denominations 
as shall be authorized by an Authorized Officer, in each case not exceeding 
the principal amount maturing on any principal payment date.  Interest on 
the Series Bonds shall be payable each May 1 and November 1, or such 
other dates as may be specified by an Authorized Officer, or such dates 
set forth in any applicable CC Agreement or SBPA, by check or draft mailed 
to the person in whose name the Series Bond is registered on the 
registration books of the Authority maintained by the Trustee at the close 
of business on the Record Date (as set forth in the Series Determinations) 
or, upon the written request of a Holder of a Series Bond and payment of 
any applicable wire transfer fee of the Trustee, by wire transfer on each 
interest payment date from the Trustee to the Holder thereof as of the 
Record Date or as set forth in the CC Agreement or applicable SBPA with 
respect to variable rate Series Bonds purchased thereunder; provided, 
however, that so long as all of the Outstanding Series Bonds are registered 
in the name of The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) or its designee, or 
other securities depository as permitted by paragraph (e) of Section 2.03 
hereof, payment of interest on the Series Bonds shall be made in 
accordance with operational arrangements of the securities depository as 
agreed to by the Authority.  The principal of, any redemption premium, if 
any, and interest due on Series Bonds shall be payable at the principal 
corporate trust office of the Trustee, or in the case of variable rate tender 
bonds, with respect to the purchase price, at the corporate trust office of 
the tender agent to be selected by an Authorized Officer, upon presentation 
and surrender of the Series Bonds on or after the date of maturity or 
redemption or purchase thereof; provided, however, that so long as all 
Outstanding Series Bonds are registered in the name of DTC or its 
designee, or other permitted securities depository, the securities depository 
may, in its discretion, make a notation on any Series Bond indicating the 
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date and amount of any reduction of principal except in the case of final 
maturity, in which case the Series Bonds shall be surrendered to the 
Trustee for payment or in the case of variable rate bonds, with respect to 
the purchase price, at the corporate trust office of the Tender Agent.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, payments on bonds purchased under a 
liquidity facility shall be made in accordance with the applicable liquidity 
facility. 

(c) General Redemption Provisions. 

(i) Partial Redemption.  If less than all of the Series 
Bonds of any Series and maturity are to be redeemed at any time, 
whether by the application of Sinking Fund Installments or 
otherwise, the Trustee shall select the Series Bonds of said Series 
to be redeemed among numbers to be assigned by the Trustee to 
each $5,000 principal amount or other applicable minimum 
denomination of any such Series Bond, or such other method as 
may be authorized by an Authorized Officer; provided, however, 
that so long as all Outstanding Series Bonds are registered in the 
name of DTC or its designee, or other permitted securities 
depository, the Series Bonds to be redeemed shall be selected in 
accordance with the operational arrangements of the securities 
depository as agreed to by the Authority. 

(ii) General Provisions.  All actions taken by the 
Authority and the Trustee in the redemption of Series Bonds shall 
conform to the provisions of Sections 405 and 409 and Article VII of 
the Bond Resolution, provided that, pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 803 of the Bond Resolution, the provisions of Section 704 
of the Bond Resolution are hereby modified to require that mailed 
notice of redemption shall be given not less than 20 days prior to a 
redemption date and that published notice of redemption of the 
Series Bonds shall not be required, provided further that, 
notwithstanding the foregoing, a copy of the notice of the call for 
any redemption identifying any variable rate Series Bonds to be 
redeemed may be given by immediate notice, with respect to such 
Series Bonds, not less than 15 days (20 days if in book-entry-only 
form), or such lesser time period as may be agreed upon by the 
Authority and the purchaser of such Series Bonds prior to the date 
fixed for redemption if authorized by an Authorized Officer, and if 
Bonds purchased under a SBPA are to be redeemed, the Trustee 
shall give immediate notice of such Bonds to the SBPA 
counterparty at least one business day prior to the date fixed for 
redemption. 

(d) Modes, Tender and Conversion Provisions.  Any variable 
rate Series Bonds shall have such variable or fixed rate modes, tender 
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provisions and conversion provisions as are authorized by an Authorized 
Officer as set forth in the related Series Determinations. 

Section 2.02.  Establishment and Funding of Accounts Related to 
Series Bonds. 

(a) Series Bond Clearing Account.  The Trustee shall 
establish on its books a Clearing Account for each series of the Series 
Bonds and deposit therein net proceeds of the related Series Bonds upon 
receipt by the Trustee from the Underwriters.  The Trustee shall then 
transfer or credit amounts therein to other Funds and Accounts for the 
financing of Qualified Mortgage Loans and for the payment of the Refunded 
Bonds or costs of issuing the Series Bonds, if any, as directed in an 
Officer’s Certificate.   

(b) Establishment and Funding of Certain Accounts 
Relating to the Series Bonds.  The following accounts are hereby created 
relating to the issuance of the Series Bonds and shall be funded from the 
sources and in the amounts set forth or determined in the manner as 
follows: 

(i) There are established accounts designated as the 
Mortgage Loan Accounts for each series of the Series Bonds, 
moneys in which shall be used for the purposes and as authorized 
by Section 303 of the Bond Resolution.  On the date of issuance of 
the Series Bonds, there shall be deposited by the Trustee into such 
Mortgage Loan Accounts, as the case may be, from the respective 
Series Clearing Accounts the amounts as directed in an Officer’s 
Certificate delivered upon the Issue Date. 

(ii) There is established within the Capital Reserve 
Fund, an account designated as such for each series of the Series 
Bonds.  On the date of issuance of the Series Bonds, there shall be 
deposited by the Trustee into such Accounts, as the case may be, 
the Capital Reserve Requirement for the respective Series Bonds, 
from the respective Clearing Accounts as directed in an Officer’s 
Certificate delivered upon the Issue Date. 

(iii) There is established within the Mortgage Reserve 
Fund, an account designated as such for each series of the Series 
Bonds.  On the date of issuance of the Series Bonds, there shall be 
deposited by the Trustee into such Accounts, as the case may be, 
the Mortgage Reserve Requirement for the respective Series 
Bonds, from the respective Clearing Accounts as directed in an 
Officer’s Certificate delivered upon the Issue Date. 

(iv) There is established within the Revenue Fund, an 
account designated as such for each series of the Series Bonds.  
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On the date of issuance of the Series Bonds, the Trustee shall 
deposit the accrued interest, if any, received with respect to the sale 
of the related Series Bonds into the respective Accounts in the 
Revenue Fund. 

(v) Such moneys shall be transferred to each of the 
Series Accounts of the Revenue Fund from the related Clearing 
Accounts, and such deposits shall be made into said Accounts on 
the dates of issuance of the Series Bonds from such sources, all as 
directed by an Officer’s Certificate, and the Trustee shall make 
deposits and disbursements of Revenues allocable to the Series 
Bonds into and from said Accounts from time to time in accordance 
with Sections 402 and 403 of the Bond Resolution or as otherwise 
directed by an Officer’s Certificate. 

(vi) Costs of Issuance of the Series Bonds may be paid 
from the Revenue Fund or Special Program Fund, or any Costs of 
Issuance Accounts established in connection with the issuance of 
the Series Bonds, upon receipt by the Trustee of an Officer’s 
Certificate authorizing and directing such payment. 

(vii) There shall be established, if so specified in an 
Officer’s Certificate, a Bond Purchase Account on the books of the 
Trustee (herein, each a “Bond Purchase Account”), for any series 
of Series Bonds subject to tender rights, in which shall be deposited 
as and when received, (A) all proceeds of the remarketing of the 
related Series Bonds, (B) all amounts received under any SBPA 
with respect thereto and (C) all payments made directly by the 
Authority with respect to the purchase of such Series Bonds in 
accordance with the Series Determinations related to such Series 
Bonds.  Money in such Bond Purchase Account, if any, shall be 
used as provided in the Series Determinations related to such 
Series Bonds. 

(c) Single Account.  In lieu of establishing separate accounts 
for each such series of the Series Bonds as provided above in this Section, 
one or more single accounts may be established upon receipt by the 
Trustee of an Officer’s Certificate directing the same. 

Section 2.03.  Conditions Precedent to Issuance and Delivery. 

(a) Documents Furnished to Trustee.  For purposes of the 
Bond Resolution, the Series Bonds are considered as being issued to 
provide funds for the making or purchase of Qualified Mortgage Loans, the 
refunding of Outstanding Bonds as set forth in Section 202(2) of the Bond 
Resolution, or both.  In accordance with the provisions of Section 203 of 
the Bond Resolution, the Executive Director shall furnish to the Trustee on 
the dates of issuance and delivery of the Series Bonds: 
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(i) Certified copies of the Bond Resolution and this 
2017 Series Resolution. 

(ii) An opinion of Counsel to the Authority that the Bond 
Resolution and this 2017 Series Resolution have been duly 
adopted by the Authority and are valid and binding upon it and 
enforceable in accordance with their terms, that the Bond 
Resolution creates the valid pledge it purports to create, and that 
the principal amount of the Series Bonds then being issued, when 
added to the principal amount of other obligations theretofore 
issued by the Authority, does not exceed any legal limitations. 

(iii) An Officer’s Certificate, stating: 

(A) The Series designations, interest rates, 
maturities, redemption provisions, tender rights (if any) and 
any other terms of the Series Bonds then being issued, as 
well as the form of the Bonds, the purchase price thereof, 
any underwriting fee and any bonds to be refunded, 
pursuant to Section 2.01(a) hereof (the “Series 
Determinations”). 

(B) The amounts of the proceeds of the Series 
Bonds then being issued and other funds to be credited to 
the Funds and Accounts referred to in Section 301 of the 
Bond Resolution at the time of delivery of such Series 
Bonds, as provided in this 2017 Series Resolution. 

(C) Whether or not interest on the Series Bonds 
then being issued is to be exempt from federal income 
taxation.  

(D) That upon the issuance of such Series 
Bonds, the Parity Test and the Cash Flow Test will be 
satisfied. 

(E) That the issuance of such Series Bonds will 
have no material adverse effect on the ability of the Authority 
to pay the Principal Installments of and interest on all Bonds. 

(iv) An Officer’s Certificate: 

(A) Identifying the bonds, interest and 
redemption premiums, if any, to be refunded and identifying 
separately those bonds to be paid at their respective 
maturity dates and those to be redeemed at specified 
Redemption Prices and on specified dates at which such 
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bonds may be redeemed from funds held in the Redemption 
Fund and from other funds. 

(B) Directing the Trustee to make due 
publication, if applicable, of a notice of redemption and 
refunding with respect to any Refunded Bonds to be 
redeemed prior to maturity. 

(C) Stating that funds will be deposited with the 
Trustee at or before the time of delivery of the Series Bonds 
then being issued, sufficient to effect retirement of any 
Refunded Bonds, interest and any redemption premiums 
thereon. 

(b) Trustee’s Certification.  The Executive Director shall then 
request the Trustee to determine and certify: 

(i) That it has received the documents listed in 
paragraph (a) of this Section 2.03. 

(ii) That the amount to be deposited in the Capital 
Reserve Fund is sufficient to increase the amount in that Fund to 
the Capital Reserve Requirement effective after the issuance of the 
Series Bonds then being issued, as computed by the Trustee. 

(iii) That upon the issuance of the Series Bonds then 
being issued, and deposit of amounts in all Funds and Accounts as 
directed in the Officer’s Certificate, the Parity Test will be satisfied. 

(c) Certification under Applicable Federal Tax Law.  If the 
interest on any of the Series Bonds is to be exempt from federal income 
taxation, an Authorized Officer is authorized and directed, on the date of 
delivery of such Series Bonds, to prepare and execute a certificate on 
behalf of the Authority, setting forth in brief and summary terms the facts, 
estimates and circumstances on the basis of which the Authority 
reasonably expects that the proceeds of such Series Bonds will not be used 
in a manner that would cause such Series Bonds to be arbitrage bonds 
under applicable federal tax law. 

(d) Execution and Delivery of Series Bonds.  The Series 
Bonds shall be executed in the name of the Authority by the manual or 
facsimile signature of the Chair or Vice Chair and countersigned by the 
manual or facsimile signature of its counsel, attested by the manual or 
facsimile signature of the Executive Director, shall be authenticated by the 
Trustee by manual signature in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 603(A) of the Bond Resolution, and shall be sealed with a printed 
or actual facsimile of the official seal of the Authority.  After receipt of the 
Trustee’s Certificate referred to in paragraph (b) of this Section, the 
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Authorized Officers are authorized and directed to prepare, execute on 
behalf of the Authority and deliver to the Underwriters the certificates, 
opinions and other documents specified in the related Contract of Purchase 
and the Bond Resolution and this 2017 Series Resolution and to deliver the 
Series Bonds (then being issued) to the Underwriters or Original 
Purchaser, as the case may be, after receipt by the Trustee of the purchase 
price in the amount and in the manner therein specified. 

(e) Securities Depository. 

(i) For purposes of this Section, the following terms 
shall have the following meanings: 

“Beneficial Owner” shall mean, whenever used with 
respect to a Series Bond, the person in whose name such 
Series Bond is recorded as the beneficial owner of such 
Series Bond by a Participant on the records of such 
Participant, or such person’s subrogee. 

“Cede & Co.” shall mean Cede & Co., the nominee 
of DTC, and any successor nominee of DTC with respect to 
the Series Bonds. 

“DTC” shall mean The Depository Trust Company of 
New York, New York. 

“Participant” shall mean any broker-dealer, bank or 
other financial institution for which DTC holds Series Bonds 
as securities depository. 

(ii) The Series Bonds shall be initially issued as 
separately authenticated fully registered Bonds, and one Series 
Bond of each Series shall be issued in the principal amount of each 
stated maturity of the Series Bonds of each such Series.  Upon 
initial issuance, the ownership of such Series Bonds shall be 
registered in the bond register in the name of Cede & Co., as 
nominee of DTC.  The Trustee and the Authority may treat DTC (or 
its nominee) as the sole and exclusive owner of the Series Bonds 
registered in its name for the purposes of payment of the principal 
of or interest on the Series Bonds, selecting the Series Bonds or 
portions thereof to be redeemed, if any, giving any notice permitted 
or required to be given to registered owners of Series Bonds under 
the Bond Resolution or this 2017 Series Resolution, registering the 
transfer of Series Bonds, and for all other purposes whatsoever, 
and neither the Trustee nor the Authority shall be affected by any 
notice to the contrary.  Neither the Trustee nor the Authority shall 
have any responsibility or obligation to any Participant, any person 
claiming a beneficial ownership interest in the Series Bonds under 
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or through DTC or any Participant, or any other person which is not 
shown on the bond register as being a registered owner of any 
Series Bonds, with respect to the accuracy of any records 
maintained by DTC or any Participant, with respect to the payment 
by DTC or any Participant of any amount with respect to the 
principal of, interest, redemption premium or purchase price on the 
Series Bonds, with respect to any notice which is permitted or 
required to be given to owners of Series Bonds under the Bond 
Resolution or this 2017 Series Resolution, with respect to the 
selection by DTC or any Participant of any person to receive 
payment in the event of a partial redemption or purchase of the 
Series Bonds, or with respect to any consent given or other action 
taken by DTC as registered owner of the Series Bonds.  So long as 
any Series Bond is registered in the name of Cede & Co., as 
nominee of DTC, the Trustee shall pay all principal of and interest 
on, and purchase price of, such Series Bond, and shall give all 
notices with respect to such Series Bond, only to Cede & Co. in 
accordance with DTC’s Operational Arrangements, and all such 
payments shall be valid and effective to fully satisfy and discharge 
the Authority’s obligations with respect to the principal of and 
interest on, and purchase price of, the Series Bonds to the extent 
of the sum or sums so paid.  No person other than DTC shall receive 
an authenticated Series Bond for each separate stated maturity of 
each Series evidencing the obligation of the Authority to make 
payments of principal, interest and purchase price.  Upon delivery 
by DTC to the Trustee of written notice to the effect that DTC has 
determined to substitute a new nominee in place of Cede & Co., the 
Series Bonds will be transferable to such new nominee in 
accordance with subsection (iv) hereof. 

(iii) In the event the Authority determines that it is in the 
best interest of the Beneficial Owners that they be able to obtain 
Series Bonds in the form of bond certificates, the Authority may 
notify DTC and the Trustee, whereupon DTC shall notify the 
Participants of the availability through DTC of Series Bonds in the 
form of certificates.  In such event, the Series Bonds will be 
transferable in accordance with subsection (iv) hereof.  DTC may 
determine to discontinue providing its services with respect to the 
Series Bonds at any time by giving notice to the Authority and the 
Trustee and discharging its responsibilities with respect thereto 
under applicable law.  In such event the Series Bonds will be 
transferable in accordance with subsection (iv) hereof. 

(iv) In the event that any transfer or exchange of Series 
Bonds is permitted under subsection (ii) or (iii) hereof, such transfer 
or exchange shall be accomplished upon receipt by the Trustee of 
the Series Bonds to be transferred or exchanged and appropriate 
instruments of transfer to the permitted transferee in accordance 
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with the provisions of the Bond Resolution and this 2017 Series 
Resolution.  In the event Series Bonds in the form of certificates are 
issued to owners other than Cede & Co., its successor as nominee 
for DTC as owner of all the Series Bonds, or another securities 
depository as owner of all the Series Bonds, the provisions of the 
Bond Resolution and this 2017 Series Resolution shall also apply 
to all matters relating thereto, including, without limitation, the 
printing of such Series Bonds in the form of bond certificates and 
the method of payment of principal of and interest on such Series 
Bonds in the form of bond certificates. 

Section 2.04.  General Authorization of Officers.  The Authorized 
Officers are hereby authorized and directed to do all acts and things and to 
execute and deliver any and all documents, filings, certificates and other 
instruments necessary or desirable to effectuate the transactions 
contemplated by the Bond Resolution or this 2017 Series Resolution. 

ARTICLE III 
 

THE CODE AND RESTRICTIONS 

Section 3.01.  Tax Covenant and Restrictions. 

(a) General Tax Covenant.  In Section 505 of the Bond 
Resolution the Authority has covenanted that, if interest on any of the 
Series Bonds is to be exempt from federal income taxation, it will at all 
times do and perform all acts and things permitted by law and necessary 
or desirable in order to assure that interest paid by the Authority on the 
Bonds shall be exempt from all federal income taxation, and that no part of 
the proceeds of the Bonds shall at any time be used directly or indirectly to 
acquire securities or obligations the acquisition of which, from the funds 
used for that purpose, if reasonably anticipated on the date of issuance of 
any Bond, would have caused such Bond to be an arbitrage bond, unless 
such acquisition is at such time permitted by applicable federal tax law and 
the Treasury Regulations thereunder, as then in effect.  The Authority shall 
at all times do and perform all acts and things permitted by law and the 
Bond Resolution and necessary or desirable in order to assure that the 
proceeds of such Series Bonds and the Revenues attributable thereto will 
be used in a manner consistent with the provisions of applicable federal tax 
law and applicable Regulations. 

(b) Authority and Effect.  Sections 3.01 and 3.02 of this 
Article III shall be applicable only to the obligations, covenants, 
agreements, limitations, conditions and restrictions of and upon the 
Authority in relation to the Holders of the Series Bonds on which interest is 
to be exempt from federal income taxation.  The meaning of capitalized 
terms used in Sections 3.01 and 3.02 of this Article III are as defined in 
Section 103 of the Bond Resolution or in this 2017 Series Resolution.  The 
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covenants and restrictions set forth in Section 3.02 hereof shall apply to 
Mortgage Loans made in whole or in part from the proceeds of the Series 
Bonds on which interest is to be exempt from federal income taxation 
initially deposited into the Mortgage Loan Accounts or Revenues for the 
Series Bonds on which interest is to be exempt from federal income 
taxation attributable thereto.  The Authority retains the right to impose 
covenants with respect to Mortgage Loans, Homes and Mortgagors more 
restrictive than those imposed by applicable federal tax law. 

(c) Amendments.  If and to the extent that applicable federal 
tax law is amended or additional Regulations are promulgated or rulings 
given thereunder, and the Authority determines on the advice of counsel 
that the effect thereof is to add to, delete from or change the restrictions 
and limitations contained in applicable federal tax law or the Authority’s 
interpretation thereof, any provision of Sections 3.01 and 3.02 of this 
Article III may be amended or supplemented to conform to applicable 
federal tax law and the Regulations and rulings thereunder as then in effect, 
without the consent of the Trustee or Bondholders, as contemplated in 
Section 801 of the Bond Resolution. 

Section 3.02.  Compliance With Applicable Federal Tax Law. 

(a) Code Provisions.  If interest on any of the Series Bonds is 
to be exempt from federal income taxation, the Authority determines to 
apply the provisions of Section 103 or 143, as applicable, of the Code to 
the Mortgage Loans to be made or purchased, in whole or in part, from the 
proceeds of such Series Bonds, and the Authority determines to take all 
necessary action to insure that the Series Bonds on which interest is to be 
exempt from federal income taxation meet the requirements of Section 103 
or 143 as an issue of Pre-Ullman single-family mortgage revenue bonds or 
“qualified mortgage bonds”, as applicable.  In conjunction with the issuance 
of any Refunded Bonds the Authority covenanted to comply with then 
applicable federal tax rules and take all action necessary to insure that such 
Refunded Bonds (or any “new money” Bonds refunded thereby) complied 
with the requirements of said Section 103 or 143, as applicable (or any 
applicable prior provisions of the Code), including any Mortgage Loans 
financed with recycled repayments of Mortgage Loans financed by such 
Refunded Bonds, so that the interest on the related Bonds would be 
exempt from federal income taxation; the Authority hereby reconfirms and 
renews such covenants in conjunction with the issuance of the Series 
Bonds on which interest is to be exempt from federal income taxation. 

(b) Arbitrage.  The Authority will take all actions as may be 
necessary to assure that the Series Bonds will meet the requirements of 
Sections 143(g), if applicable, and Section 148 of the Code, if any, and 
applicable Regulations, relating to arbitrage, and the Authority will pay or 
cause to be paid the rebate amount with respect to the Series Bonds on 
which interest is to be exempt from federal income taxation required by 
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Section 148(f) of the Code and the Regulations, as provided in the 
Arbitrage Rebate Certificates executed by the Trustee and the Authority in 
conjunction with the issuance and delivery of the Series Bonds on which 
interest is to be exempt from federal income taxation. 

Section 3.03.  The Authority hereby declares its intention, within the 
meaning of Section 1.150-2 of the Internal Revenue Code regulations, to 
facilitate continuous funding of its homeownership program (as described 
above) by, from time to time, financing mortgage loans and then issuing 
bonds in one or more series within 18 months thereof to reimburse itself for 
such financing, all in an amount presently expected to not exceed the 
amount of the Series Bonds authorized by Article I hereof, and hereby 
confirms that the Executive Director has been and continues to be 
authorized to also so declare the intention of the Authority within the 
meaning of said Section 1.150-2 to issue bonds to reimburse itself for the 
financing of mortgage loans, provided that the final amount of any such 
bond issuances shall be determined only by subsequent action of the 
Authority and any such declaration does not authorize or obligate the 
Authority to issue any such bonds. 

ARTICLE IV 
 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

This 2017 Series Resolution shall take effect immediately. 
 

Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Dykstra, Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and 
Puetz. 
 
Commissioner Dykstra left the meeting at 9:29 a.m. 

 
E. Resolution No. 17-10-56:  Resolution to Approve the Fiscal Year 

2018 Budget  
 

After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Hohn and seconded 
by Commissioner Puetz that the above Resolution be adopted as follows: 

WHEREAS, the Board has reviewed the proposed fiscal year 2018 budget 
as presented; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the proposed budget for fiscal 
year 2018 is hereby adopted. 

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and Puetz. 
Excused: Commissioner Dykstra. 
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F. Resolution No. 17-10-57:  Resolution to Approve the Election of 
Officers for Fiscal Year 2018  

 
After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Hohn and seconded 
by Commissioner Puetz that nominations cease and the above Resolution be 
adopted as follows: 

BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that the officers of South Dakota Housing 
Development Authority Board of Commissioners for fiscal year 2018 are as 
follows: 
 
 Chairman – David Pummel 
 Vice-Chair – Brent Dykstra 
 Secretary – Mark Lauseng (SDCL 11-11-12) 
 Treasurer – Bill Hansen 
 Assistant Treasurer – Todd Hight 

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and Puetz. 
Excused: Commissioner Dykstra. 

 
G. Resolution No. 17-10-58:  Resolution to Approve the 

Homeownership Education Resource Organization (HERO) Funding 
 

After review and discussion, it was moved by Commissioner Hansen and 
seconded by Commissioner Erickson that the above Resolution be adopted as 
follows: 

WHEREAS, HERO is an affiliate created and supported by South Dakota 
Housing Development Authority (SDHDA) as an independent 501(c)(3); 
 
WHEREAS, BE IT KNOWN that the cost of providing education and 
counseling services in South Dakota is projected at $773,273 for the 
fiscal year 2018; and 
 
WHEREAS, HERO continuance is dependent upon the financial support 
of SDHDA; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that during fiscal year 2018, 
SDHDA shall financially support HERO up to $436,283 for the purpose of 
providing homebuyer education in South Dakota. 

 
Via voice vote, the following votes were recorded: 
Voting AYE: Chairman Pummel; Commissioners Erickson, Hansen, Hohn and Puetz. 
Excused: Commissioner Dykstra.  
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South Dakota Attorney General Page 1 of 2 

State Authorities/Boards/Commissions - Annual 
Disclosure Form 

ANNUAL DISCLOSURE FOR AUTHORITY/BOARD/COMMISSION MEMBER 
PURSUANT TO SDCL CHAPTER 3-23 

THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

Name of Member: Mark Puetz 

Name of Board, Authority or Commission: South Dakota Housing Development Authority 

The Member shall disclose below any contract in which the Member has an interest or from which the Member 
derives a direct benefit if the contract is: 

1. With the state agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is attached for reporting or 
oversight purposes and which contract requires the expenditure of government funds; 

2. With the state and which contract requires the approval of the Member's board, authority or commission and 
the expenditure of government funds; or 

3. With a political subdivision of the state if the political subdivision approves the contract and: 
a. Is under the regulatory oversight of the authority, board, or commission, or 
b. Is under the regulatory oversight of the agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is 

attached. 

The Member shall disclose the contract even though no additional authorization is needed from the Member's board, 
authority or commission to have an interest or derive a benefit from the contract. 

The Member shall also identify every entity in which the Member possesses an ownership interest of five percent or 
greater if: 

1. The entity receives grant money from the State, either directly or by a pass-through grant or 
2. The entity contracts with the State or any political subdivision for services. 

1. Contracts in which you have an interest pursuant to SDCL Chapter 3-23 and which do not violate any other 
provision of law - Provide the following for each contract in which you have, or will have, an interest. For further 
information see SDCL 3-23-2.1 and 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract Description of your 
interest/role in the contract 

Parties Date contract was 
previously disclosed; if 

applicable 

add row 
2. Contracts in which you have a direct benefit pursuant to SDCL Chapter 3-23 - Provide the following for 
each contract from which you derive, or will derive, a direct benefit. For more information see SDCL 3-23-2, 3-23-2.2 
and 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract Parties Description of the direct 
benefit 

Date contract was 
authorized 

add row 

http://atg.sd.gov/Legal/OpenGovemment/annualdisclosure_onlineform.aspx 10/3/2017 
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3. Entities in which you possess an ownership interest of five percent or more that receive grant money from the 
State, either directly or by a pass-through grant, or that contract with the State or any political subdivision for services 
- Provide the following for each such entity. See SDCL 3-23-3,1. 

Description of the contract or grant Party in which you possess the 
interest 

State agency or subdivision 
SD Dept. of Transportation; 
SD Bureau of Adm Office of 
State Engineers 

Construction Contract Puetz Corporation 

add row 
The member shall complete a separate authorization request for any contract identified above that requires 
authorization from the Member's board, authority or commission in order for the Member to legally derive a direct 
benefit. 

Sionature of Member: 

//v V- V Date: 

http://atg.sd.gov/Legal/OpenGovemment/annualdisclosure_onlineform.aspx 10/3/2017 
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State Authorities/Boards/Commissions - Annual 
Disclosure Form 

ANNUAL DISCLOSURE FOR AUTHORITY/BOARD/COMMISSION MEMBER 
PURSUANT TO SDCL CHAPTER 3-23 

THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

Name of Member: William Hansen 

. Name of Board, Authority or Commission: South Dakota Housing Development Authority 

The Member shall disclose below any contract in which the Member has an interest or from which the Member 
derives a direct benefit if the contract is: 

1. With the state agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is attached for reporting or 
oversight purposes and which contract requires the expenditure of government funds; 

2. With the state and which contract requires the approval of the Member's board, authority or commission arid 
the expenditure of government funds; or 

3. With a political subdivision of the state if the political subdivision approves the contract and: 
a. Is under the regulatory oversight of the authority, board, or commission, or 
b. Is under the regulatory oversight of the agency to which the Member's board, authority or commission is 

attached. 

The Member shall disclose the contract even though no additional authorization is needed from the Member's board, 
authority or commission to have an interest or derive a benefit from the contract. 

The Member shall also identify every entity in which the Member possesses an ownership interest of five percent or 
greater if: 

1. The entity receives grant money from the State, either directly or by a pass-through grant or 
2. The entity contracts with the State or any political subdivision for services. 

1. Contracts in which you have an interest pursuant to SDCL Chapter 3-23 and which do not violate any other 
provision of law - Provide the following for each contract in which you have, or will have, an interest. For further 
information see SDCL 3-23-2.1 and 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract Description of your 
interest/role in the contract 

Parties Date contract was 
previously disclosed; if 

applicable 
N/A SDHDA Awards and 

Grants 
SDHDA and Southeast 
Council of 
Governments 

SECOG Employee 

N/A Unpaid ICAP Board 
Member 

SDHDA Awards and 
Grants 

SDHDA and Inter-
Lakes Community 
Action Partnership 

Unpaid SEHP Board 
Member 

N/A SDHDA and Sioux 
Empire Housing 
Partnership 

SDHDA Awards and 
Grants 

http://atg.sd.gov/Legal/OpenGovemment/annualdisclosure onlineform.aspx 10/3/2017 
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add row 
2. Contracts in which you have a direct benefit pursuant to SDCL Chapter 3-23 - Provide the following for 
each contract from which you derive, or will derive, a direct benefit. For more information see SDCL 3-23-2, 3-23-2.2 
and 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract Parties Description of the direct 
benefit 

Date contract was 
authorized 

add row 
3. Entities in which you possess an ownership interest of five percent or more that receive grant money from 
the State, either directly or by a pass-through grant, or that contract with the State or any political subdivision for 
services - Provide the following for each such entity. See SDCL 3-23-3.1. 

Description of the contract or grant Party in which you possess the 
interest 

State agency or subdivision 

add row 
The member shall complete a separate authorization request for any contract identified above that requires 
authorization from the Member's board, authority or commission in order for the Member to legally derive a direct 
benefit. 

'aMAiW Signature of Member: 

Date- ( 0/H / /"f 

httD://ate.sd.eov/Leeal/ODenGovernment/annualdisclosure onlineform.asDX 10/3/2017 
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Banner Student Update and Funding Proposal 2795; 3293-3303 
FY18 Operating Budgets 2795; 3304-3327 
FY18 Minnesota Reciprocity 2796-2796; 3328-3334 
FY19 Budget Request 2796; 3335-3336 
SDSU Lincoln Hall Renovation Preliminary Facility Statement 2796-2797; 3337-3341 
SDSU Pugsley Center Renovation Preliminary Facility Statement 2797; 3342-3347 
BOR Policy 5:5:4 – Tuition and Fees: Fees (First Reading) 2797; 3348-3353 
BOR Policy 6:4 – Capital Improvements (Emergency Approval) 2797-2798; 3354-3361 
BOR Policy 6:5 – Building Committee (Emergency Approval) 2798; 3362-3364 
BOR Policy 6:6 – Maintenance and Repair (Emergency Approval) 2798; 3365-3376 
BOR Policy 6:7 – Building Plaques (Emergency Approval) 2798; 3377-3383 
Resolution to Rename USD Commons from the Auxiliary Facilities 
System 2798-2799; 3384-3388 
ADJOURN 2799 
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BOARD OF REGENTS 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
August 8-10, 2017 

 
The South Dakota Board of Regents met on August 8-10, 2017 at River Rock Lodge in Pierre, 
South Dakota with the following members present: 
 
     Bob Sutton, President 

Kevin Schieffer, Vice President 
      John Bastian, Secretary  

Conrad Adam, Regent  
Jim Thares, Regent 
Jim Morgan, Regent 
Randy Schaefer, Regent 
Pam Roberts, Regent 
Joan Wink, Regent 

        
Also present during all or part of the meeting were Mike Rush, Executive Director and CEO;  
Guilherme Costa, Board of Regents’ General Counsel; Paul Turman, System Vice President for 
Academic Affairs; Nathan Lukkes, System Assistant Vice President for Research and Economic 
Development; Michele Anderson, System Internal Auditor; Monte Kramer, System Vice President 
of Finance and Administration; Molly Hall-Martin, System Director of Student Preparation & 
Success; Molly Weisgram; System Director of Student Affairs and Executive Assistant to the 
CEO/Board; Janelle Toman, System Director of Communications; Leah Ahartz, System Budget 
Manager; Jay Perry, System Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs; Mary Ellen Garrett, 
System Accounting Director; Ben Schaap, Regents Fellow; Jammie Raske, Senior Information 
Technology Specialist; Barry Dunn, President SDSU; José-Marie Griffiths, President DSU; Tom 
Jackson Jr., President BHSU; Marjorie Kaiser, Superintendent SDSBVI/SDSD; Jan Puszynski, 
Interim President SDSM&T; Tim Downs, President NSU; James Abbott, President USD; Jeff 
Mehlhaff, LRC Analyst; Brittani Skipper, BFM Analyst; and Bob Mercer, Aberdeen American 
News/AP. 
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 2017 
 
PLANNING SESSION 
 
Regent Bob Sutton called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m. with the following members in 
attendance: 
 
ROLL CALL: 
 
Conrad Adam – PRESENT 
John Bastian – PRESENT 
Jim Morgan – PRESENT* 
Pam Roberts – PRESENT 
Randy Schaefer – PRESENT 
Jim Thares – PRESENT  
Joan Wink – PRESENT 
Kevin Schieffer – PRESENT 
Bob Sutton – PRESENT 
 
*Regent Morgan arrived after the roll call vote. 
 
Regent Sutton introduced new regent Jim Thares. Regent Thares explained that he was honored to 
join the group and shared his biographical information.  
 
PLANNING SESSION 
 
Regent Sutton welcomed the attendees to the 2017 Board of Regents retreat. 
 
Board Operations and Priorities for 2017-2018 
 
Dr. Mike Rush, Board of Regents’ Executive Director, described the purpose of this planning 
session topic. He described the way in which the system works, explaining the Academic and 
Business Affairs Councils and how information and ideas get vetted with the many different 
groups involved in the regental system. He talked about the structure of the Board meeting itself 
and invited feedback on how the agenda is organized and the committee work is communicated. 
Additionally, he discussed two newly proposed committees: Audit Committee and Athletics 
Committee. He provided rationale for the additional Board committees and insight into how he 
envisions these committees will work. 
 
Regent Sutton shared insights from the recently attended Association of Governing Boards (AGB) 
Leadership Institute in Washington, D.C. He said AGB personnel talked about the many things 
that the South Dakota Board of Regents does well. They also introduced new ideas. He explained 
that the Leadership Institute provided an opportunity for the SDBOR Executive Director and 
President to identify expectations of one another. Their time with AGB reinforced the idea that 
many of the issues that challenge South Dakota higher education are national issues. He said he 
contends that the Board could be focused on more strategic issues. He also feels the Board must 
be focused on addressing the lack of funds for students that exists as a result of the lack of a state 
needs-based scholarship. Without a needs-based scholarship, South Dakota is at a huge 
disadvantage. He also said the Board needs to be more thoughtful about reaching different 
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demographics, recognizing the Native American Reservations and the growing populations of 
students of color in the Sioux Falls school district. He said 40% of the graduating class in Sioux 
Falls will be students of color in the near future. He also recognized that South Dakota higher 
education builds its own facilities, which is an enigma when compared to other states. This presents 
additional challenges that most other state’s university systems do not have to balance. Regent 
Sutton noted that the job of a regent is a time-consuming endeavor and includes a steep learning 
curve. He said a good orientation process is critical. He also questioned whether or not a regent 
must sit on every building committee meeting. Lastly, he recognized CEO assessments as another 
critical aspect of the Board’s role. He explained that as the Board approaches the Executive 
Director evaluation, which will occur in the upcoming executive session, he solicited feedback 
from each regent prior to this meeting. He introduced the idea that he may solicit the perspective 
of presidents in the future as well. 
 
Additionally, he noted that in the future he would like the Board to consider self-evaluations as a 
tool for sharpening the effectiveness of Board operations. He said the best practice of self-
evaluations was a topic discussed and highly recommended at the AGB Leadership Institute.  
 
After Regent Sutton invited feedback on Board operations generally, Regent Bastian noted that he 
appreciates the way in which the Board committees do their work in the presence of the whole 
Board. Regarding the publishing of Board materials, he wondered if some materials could be 
released before the official mail out date in order to provide more time to review.  
 
Regarding the institutional items of information, the Board discussed whether it would be more 
effective to provide newsletter type of information to regents on Fridays rather than to include 
them in the Board packet. 
 
When discussing whether or not the Board committees should be meeting on more strategic 
academic or financial issues, Regent Schieffer suggested that the chairs of the committee be the 
ones to determine whether they call a strategy meeting. 
 
Dr. Rush also suggested that perhaps Board members may want to attend the Academic or Business 
Affairs Council meeting when there are more strategic issues being discussed. 
 
Regent Sutton asked whether there should be more open discussion at the committee meetings. He 
said at present the committees only work through agenda items, they do not address strategic 
direction as an open topic. 
 
BHSU President Tom Jackson, Jr. noted that presidents represent many constituent groups at their 
institutions so an open discussion may be difficult because they want to make sure their responses 
are thoughtful.  
 
Regent Sutton said that past Board Chairs have noted that it is important for the Board to move 
into a more strategic focus, rather than to work in the weeds. 
 
SDSU President Dunn said SDSU is preparing a document that compiles accomplishments toward 
the institution’s strategic plan. He said it might be good for the Board to have a similar-type of 
document that helps it understand where it is relative to its goals. 
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Referencing the Board self-evaluation examples provided in the agenda item, Dr. Rush described 
this process as being a best practice and discussed the types of evaluations the Board could elect 
to use.  
 
Regent Schieffer recognized self-evaluations as important and highly recommended. He said he 
would be interested to get other perspectives, such as inviting presidents or senior staff to evaluate 
the Board and the regents. 
 
Regent Morgan said in his experience, the most useful information from a self-evaluation comes 
back in the comments section. He said if the Board does a self-evaluation the comments section 
should be emphasized. The Board generally said they liked the example provided in Attachment 
II because it prompts more information. 
 
Dr. Rush noted that AGB offers a self-evaluation service that helps facilitate the process. 
 
Regent Thares said that because the Board is small and there are many new members, it seems like 
not a lot of information would be gathered through a self-evaluation. He said that it seems more 
impactful to get the perspectives of the presidents and the senior staff. 
 
Regent Wink said that she would like to hold onto the idea of a peer review. She said that these 
can be helpful.  
 
Dr. Rush said self-evaluations prove useful because they include Board processes which can be 
helpful in adjusting the way the Board functions. 
 
Dr. Rush said that in the interest of time, the By-Laws review would be discussed during the 
agenda item on Thursday. However, he addressed one element of the By-Laws, which has to do 
with the Audit and Athletics Committees considered during the June 2017 BOR meeting. He said 
at that time, the Board expressed interest in these being Standing Committees. Therefore, until the 
second reading of the revised By-Laws, the Audit and Athletics Committees would be created as 
Special Committees so as not to impede these groups from starting their work.  
 
Regent Morgan asked how the Audit and Athletics Committees would function. Dr. Rush said the 
Audit Committee has a Charter that will help guide its operations, but he envisions an initial 
meeting of both committees before the October Board meeting to discuss and determine the ways 
in which they will work. 
 
President Sutton noted that the Audit Committee is not only about finances. It can also look at 
compliance. 
 
BHSU President Jackson, Jr. said that there is an enormous amount of time spent on the 
accreditation process at the institutions. He suggested that perhaps some of this information could 
be used by the Audit Committee. 
 
After Regent Sutton emphasized the importance of governance, Dr. Rush explained that as part of 
the By-Laws review, it is suggested that the Committee on Planning and Resource Development 
take governance as part of its responsibilities.  
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A copy of the Board Operations and Priorities 2017-2018 item can be found on pages 2807 to 2813 
of the official minutes. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Bastian, seconded by Regent Schieffer, that the Board of Regents 
dissolve into Executive Session at 4:17 p.m. on Tuesday, August 8, to discuss personnel matters, 
pending and prospective litigation, contractual matters, and to consult with legal counsel; that it 
rise from Executive Session and adjourn for the day at 7:00 p.m.; that it resume the regular order 
of business at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, August 9, 2017; and that it report its deliberations while 
in executive session during the appropriate Board agenda item. Motion passed. 
 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 2017 
 
Regent Sutton reconvened the meeting of the Board of Regents at 8:10 a.m.  
 
PLANNING SESSION – CONTINUED 
 
Efficiencies in the Regental System  
 
Dr. Mike Rush, Board of Regents’ Executive Director, introduced the item entitled Efficiencies in 
the Regental System by explaining that the Joint Committee on Appropriations (JCA) recently 
requested information about the things done within the regental system to promote efficiency. The 
JCA asked that the Board and the institutions demonstrate a commitment to student success, 
affordability, and performance while being financially responsible to the students and taxpayers 
of South Dakota, by providing a preliminary assessment of opportunities to maximize results 
through efficiencies at their July 26 meeting in Aberdeen. Board of Regents staff developed a 
response to the query by developing a list of recent activities, initiatives and policy revisions 
underway to address the three objectives denoted above.   
 
Dr. Rush said that after presenting this report to the JCA on July 26, the group explained that they 
would like to see more of these efforts toward efficiency. 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, reiterated that South Dakota is 
fourth highest in the country when looking at net price. He said that the lack of state aid in South 
Dakota is also relevant. That said, he noted that South Dakota public institutions’ cost to degree is 
much less than peer institutions in the United States, meaning that South Dakota is doing a very 
good job with less resources when compared to other institutions throughout the country. He 
presented the various activities discussed with the JCA.   
 
Discussion ensued about guided pathways as well as the change from 128 to 120 credit hours 
required to earn a degree. The Board and presidents discussed the types of programs that require 
more than 120 credit hours and recognized that this is often tied to accreditation requirements. 
 
President Dunn pointed out the consequences of a low cost to degree. He said the system can offer 
a low cost to degree because it does not pay its faculty and staff competitive wages compared to 
other institutions. He said SDSU can only pay faculty 65% of the national average, which can 
trigger education quality issues. 
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In response to a comment about using lecturers, who require less pay than full professors, President 
Abbott noted that the regental institutions are small and many departments cannot afford to employ 
lecturers because they still need to have full time faculty since lecturers cannot design curriculum 
or teach graduate courses. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked how many full professors are necessary for each institution and how that 
data compares to peer institutions. He said the legislature and others are looking for ways to create 
efficiencies, and this is an answer that is important for the regents to have available. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked for additional information about (1) the section size analysis, (2) instructor 
versus full professor ratio, and (3) program redundancy. He said questions about these topics are 
being asked and, without clear answers, they are difficult to defend. He asked that these be 
examined and decided upon by the Board, putting the regents in a better position to defend. He 
emphasized that the financial analysis related to each of these areas needs to be included since 
money is the overall motivation of looking at these issues. 
 
Regent Sutton noted that leadership, such as shared administrators, is another area to examine. 
 
Dr. Rush described a process called program prioritization that the Board might want to consider 
to create additional efficiencies. 
 
Dr. Turman suggested that another area the Board may want to explore is program productivity 
and whether or not the current required number of graduates in a program over a certain period of 
time is appropriate. He said perhaps the Board would prefer a higher number of required graduates 
for a program to continue to operate. 
 
Regent Roberts noted that personnel expenses are the majority of the institutional budgets. She 
asked if there is a process in place to analyze whether or not a position should be filled when 
vacancies arise. Presidents acknowledged that there is a process in place to review the vacancies 
and whether or not they should be filled and, if so, where. 
 
Regents said it would be helpful to have more education on the institutions’ position-review 
processes. 
 
President Abbott emphasized the importance of national benchmarks, similar to what Regent 
Sutton described when Avera chose to consolidate leadership positions. He highlighted the critical 
importance of understanding the different types of programs being offered, which dictate the 
requirements for things such as section size, etc. 
 
Interim President Puszynski also provided the reminder that there are other expectations of the 
universities, such as research, that can only be conducted by full professors. 
 
Regent Sutton summarized the entire discussion by saying that the Board would like more 
information so the Board can make good decisions and then defend these decisions to the 
legislature and broader public when necessary. 
 
A copy of the Efficiencies in the Regental System item can be found on pages 2814 to 2833 of the 
official minutes. 
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University Center – Sioux Falls  
 
Dr. Jay Perry, Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, described the information provided 
in the retreat agenda item and summarized the wide variety of actions undertaken since August of 
2015 to implement the ten specific directives provided by the Board to reshape the University 
Center-Sioux Falls (UC-SF).  
 
Dr. Craig Johnson, Executive Director of the UC-SF, said the consultant’s report was an important 
effort for the UC-SF. He acknowledged that the process brought people to the table individually 
and collectively that otherwise would not have occurred. He described the things that are working 
well and the challenges that remain.  
 
In response to a reference about the advising process being adopted at the UC-SF, Regent Schaefer 
asked the presidents involved in the UC-SF for their perspectives. President Griffiths said that the 
intrusive advising model that is being adopted at the UC-SF is critical. President Dunn said that 
the provosts from SDSU and DSU need to do a good job of fully describing their degree offerings 
so that the UC-SF advisors and Provost Moran at USD can understand these programs and best 
help students. 
 
Dr. Johnson touched on the primary recommendations made by the consultants in regards to the 
UC-SF and described the next recommended actions from his perspective. 
 
Regent Schaefer said #13 “Develop a community-based career development program” is exactly 
where we need to go. He said there are opportunities system-wide as there is not a sustainable 
career development program in place currently. In regard to #10 “Find a way to lower the UC 
tuition rate for lower division courses,” he said there needs to be a financial commitment from the 
Sioux Falls business community.  
 
Dr. Johnson said the conversation with the Sioux Falls business community has started, but he said 
it is difficult to fundraise from the local community when there are no state dollars contributing to 
direct costs. 
 
To address a question about whether state dollars contribute to the direct costs of the UC-SF, Dr. 
Kramer confirmed that the direct operating expenses are covered by the revenues generated by the 
UC-SF only. However, he said the campuses indirectly support the UC-SF in several ways, such 
as the time it takes planning which programs they will offer at the UC-SF, all of which are reflected 
as indirect costs. He said how the facilities are financially supported is another issue because the 
Board holds the debt for all regental buildings and HEFF dollars are allocated to the institutions.  
 
He said we do not include the facilities costs because those are held by the Board. Debt is owned 
by the Board, not the institutions. In other words, the campus financial statements do not include 
the proportional debt attributed to the campuses. We have the same issue across the system (central 
management of HEFF and bonding debt). Therefore, some universities partially subsidize other 
universities.  
 
Regents Schaefer and Schieffer said they would like an informational item that clearly shows the 
direct costs of the UC-SF. They would like to see this for the individual universities as well. Dr. 
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Kramer said he could add additional information to the operating statements and provide them to 
the Board.  
 
Dr. Johnson responded to a question about the goal of lowering costs to $199 as described in 
recommendation #10. He said when comparing off-site centers in surrounding states with lower 
rates, 47% of their funding came from state money. He reiterated that the UC-SF is not trying to 
become a community college. It is trying to add a community college like function to the menu of 
offerings. 
 
Dr. Perry noted that the UC-SF is working to create a community college like function without the 
most important element of a community college, which is the ability to be a financially viable 
option – one that allows access to populations in Sioux Falls that would otherwise not be able to 
access higher education.  
 
Dr. Johnson said that Sioux Falls is an attractive enough location that if it could offer a financially 
viable option for higher education, it could also be an importer of individuals which would 
positively contribute to the workforce. 
 
It was suggested that more effort be placed in the area of recruiting financial support from the 
Sioux Falls community and that the ability to change state law to allow public money to be spent 
at the UC-SF should be advocated by the community of Sioux Falls. 
 
Dr. Johnson said that it is yet to be determined whether these programs will resonate with the 
students and the work place. He also said that the community will be watching the UC-SF’s 
behavior in the next 6-12 months to see if it takes action and starts to adopt the recommendations 
of the FutureWorks report or other signs that change is happening. 
 
President Dunn said that the community of Brookings has invested $10 million over the last 10 
years in buildings on the campus of SDSU, which provides a model for the UC-SF and the Sioux 
Falls community. 
 
Regent Schaefer asked about Dr. Johnson’s recommendation that the new advisory board for the 
UC-SF should exclude a representative from the university partners and Board office. He asked 
how that would engender more trust and communication when those are two key issues.  
 
Dr. Johnson said that the MOU that gives USD the management rights to the UC-SF has not been 
fully exercised. He is asking for more trust by the partner institutions until trust is broken. He said 
he would be happy to compromise this recommendation by including the provosts of the partner 
institutions and Dr. Perry from the Board office, if necessary. 
 
When further asked about the composition of the advisory board, Dr. Johnson said that it will be 
difficult to get business executives to the advisory board meetings; instead it should include 
individuals those executives trust. 
 
Regent Schieffer pushed back on the compromise position of having the provosts from DSU and 
SDSU along with Dr. Perry from the Board office as part of the advisory board membership. He 
said the UC-SF Executive Director is accountable for the center. By including only the Executive 
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Director in the membership, rather than leadership from DSU, SDSU and the Board office, this 
accountability will be demonstrated to the community members. 
 
President Abbott said the point of the advisory committee is to give the Sioux Falls community 
members a voice. 
 
In response to a question by Regent Schieffer, Dr. Johnson said that there are people that think the 
Executive Director position should have more ability to make decisions, such as determine 
when/how to use space when it becomes available onsite. The current thinking is that when there 
is an issue, the three partners should come to a collaborative decision. He asserted that the MOU 
intends that he can made decisions independently, but this is not what has been happening. He 
described a recent situation related to a vacant suite of offices and disagreement about how it 
should be used. Nonetheless, he reiterated that the successes far outweigh the remaining difficulties 
especially related to academic programming. 
 
Dr. Johnson said that at some point a change of leadership might be necessary, which might help 
with the trust factor. 
 
In response to a question by Regent Morgan, Dr. Johnson described a space study conducted by 
SDSU two years ago to explore moving the nursing program to the UC-SF. This study showed 
that adding a program like this might require an addition to the UC-SF. He additionally explained 
that a transition to hybrid course offerings could provide more available space. 
 
Regent Schieffer urged the UC-SF to look at how it is using and booking its space, considering the 
seeming vacancy of the building. Additionally, he emphasized that they need to find a resolution 
to the space issue in regards to the SDSU nursing program.  
 
Regent Schieffer further asked for clarification about the changes in head count and credit hours. 
Dr. Johnson said that at this point it appears that there could be a 5-10% increase in credit hours 
since last fall with a near even head count. 
 
Regent Sutton said next steps from this conversation include (1) understanding how the community 
group of leaders responds to a funding proposal and (2) work through space allocation issues that 
incorporates partner institutions’ programming and space utilization. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked if there is objection to the community steering committee recommendation 
as written in the item. 
 
Regent Schaefer reiterated the importance of improved communication amongst the three partner 
institutions. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Schieffer, seconded by Regent Bastian, to modify the MOU to reflect 
recommendation #2 under III.2 of the report put forth by the Executive Director of the UC-SF 
offered in the related agenda item. Motion Passed. 
 
Regent Sutton said with this approval, the Board should also receive a report of who is appointed 
to this committee and get a periodic report of its meetings and related developments. 
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A copy of the University Center – Sioux Falls item can be found on pages 2834 to 2848 of the 
official minutes. 
 
High School to College Transitions  
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that for the past three 
years, the Board of Regents has prepared an annual Matriculation dashboard that depicts the 
postsecondary placement for South Dakota high school graduates. Data depicted in this tool 
indicates that on average, 67% of South Dakota high school graduates each year pursue 
postsecondary opportunities within 16 months of graduation, with just under 36% of those students 
who enrolled in postsecondary did so directly into the regental system.  
                 
He said over the past decade, the Board of Regents has also aggressively pursued programs and 
activities intent on providing South Dakota students with opportunities that will improve their 
successful transition into postsecondary education. For instance, concurrent credit coursework has 
been delivered through partnerships between regental institutions and local school districts. More 
recently the creation of the High School Dual Credit (HSDC) program has greatly expanded access 
to General Education courses allowing students to enroll in existing face-to-face and distance 
courses delivered in the regental system.  
 
He said at its June 2017 meeting, the Board engaged in discussion about the potential for further 
expanding the HSDC program to include an Early College model at the Harrisburg school district, 
the implications of which would result in similar expansion to other school district 
partnerships. Also at this meeting, representatives from Governor Daugaard’s office provided an 
overview of the current career pathway initiative which has a number of implications for potential 
partnerships between districts and regental institutions.  
 
Regent Sutton described the HSDC program as one where two strategic priorities collide. He said 
it provides affordability and access to students; however, it has the significant potential for revenue 
loss for the regental system. 
 
Dr. Turman said one of the other challenges of the HSDC program is that it creates an imbalance 
within our own system. For instance, BHSU delivers a lot of dual credit hours to students who 
enroll elsewhere (particularly SDSM&T and SDSU), so BHSU gets revenue it otherwise would 
not get, and SDSU loses revenue from these students who enroll there (but who earned HSDC 
from another institution). There is an impact on staffing at the campuses that lose revenue and have 
a lower demand for those courses.  
 
Regent Morgan asked how often the institutions have had to add another section to accommodate 
the additional HSDC students. Dr. Turman indicated that adding 3,000 students cannot be added 
to the margins so feels confident that additional sections have been added. This is especially true 
for the more popular courses. For less popular courses, there is room to increase enrollment without 
increasing costs. 
 
President Dunn said there are ripple effects to the HSDC program. It is expensive to add another 
section because there is overhead and they have to hire another instructor. 
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Dr. Turman said there have been appropriate structures put in place to ensure that the dual credits 
earned through the HSDC program apply to a degree and that a student will be successful if he or 
she takes the courses. The regental system has imposed the following requirements for students to 
be eligible to participate in the HSDC program: students (1) must be juniors or seniors to qualify 
to take dual credit coursework and (2) must have a certain GPA or class standing. He said because 
technical institutes have not implemented similar requirements, students may start going to the 
technical institutes for dual credit courses as early as the freshman year in high school and then 
transfer these credits into the regental system. He said we now have students coming to us who are 
on academic probation from the start and who have a number of credits that have no equivalency 
in the regental system. We need to collaborate and collectively manage the HSDC program to 
ensure that we do not become the entity that delivers the junior and senior years of the high school 
curriculum. 
 
Regarding the Early College model, Dr. Turman said that the question is what the correct price 
point is to offer the courses in this model. He pointed out the revenue models related to concurrent 
credit and dual credit, noting that the system earns more with the dual credit model. If a special 
price point is added for the Early College model, Dr. Turman said that we could risk losing the 
opportunity to deliver these courses if we say we would expect the school districts or students to 
pay a higher cost. 
 
In response to a comment by Dr. Turman, Regent Sutton asked what the public’s reaction would 
be to limiting the number of dual credits a student can bring with him or her into the regental 
system. Dr. Turman responded by saying that there is not currently a lot of guidance for students 
on what courses they should take. It is possible that with more data, we may be able to show that 
a limit is useful to the students because they are not taking courses that are relevant to their degree. 
 
Regent Roberts suggested that dual credit funding be discussed with the Governor now that the 
HSDC program has been in place for a few years. 
 
Dr. Rush said because we are not in control of all the variables we need to be careful of the limits 
we place on this programming. Students will find a way around our limits because others will offer 
the opportunities without the same limits. 
 
Dr. Turman asked whether the Board is supportive of taking the high school dual credit approach 
to starting the relationship with the Harrisburg school district. The regents agreed that this should 
move forward as a pilot.  
 
Regent Schieffer said it is important to continue to calibrate the price point. It needs to make sense 
for the regental system but it also needs to have the high school pay before a bill is sent to the 
student. He wants to be sure that the state is not being double-billed to educate the same students. 
 
A copy of the High School to College Transitions item can be found on pages 2849 to 2868 of the 
official minutes. 
 
Regent Sutton said that if there are no objections, he would propose that the Board move into 
executive session at 4 p.m. to finish a discussion they started in the prior evening’s executive 
session. There was no objection. 
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65% Degree Attainment Goal 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, described past efforts of the 
regental system that sought to implement new and innovative ways of supporting students. He 
referred to past performance funding models which helped to seed the integration of co-requisite 
remediation and other activities encouraged by Complete College America. He provided the Board 
information about the current engagement with AAC and the Math Discipline Council related to 
approaches for improving remedial math performance and options for developing alternative math 
pathways.  
 
After explaining that the national mathematics association and many higher education institutions 
are moving away from the requirement that every student take Algebra in order to graduate, the 
group asked questions about what types of math skills students need to know if they are, for 
example, an English teacher. They discussed the current applied Algebra class called 103 
Quantitative Literacy, which has not been particularly popular with students. 
 
Regent Morgan said the regental system should take a hard look at the pre-requisites that it 
requires, which we presumably believe are necessary for students to graduate and be successful. 
 
President Jackson said that failure in a single math class can oftentimes determine whether a 
student is going to graduate.  
 
President Downs said that it is more and more common to advise students to take math in their 
second year, which allows them time to gain confidence. This is done for a student who is not 
comfortable with math and is not in a math-intensive major. 
 
Dr. Turman said that advisors should encourage students to take the general education core within 
their first or second year. 
 
In response to a question by President Abbott, Dr. Turman explained that students must take their 
general education requirements within their first 90 credits so there is flexibility on what classes 
they can take in their first years. Some classes are prerequisites so they really should be taken early 
if a student is to say on track for graduating in four years. 
 
Regent Adam said that he would argue that students are more successful in College Algebra in 
their first semester of their first year of college because the further they are from taking a math 
course, the less successful they are likely to be. He also asked about the Math Emporium model at 
USD, which he understands has been a challenge. President Abbott said that after the initial signs 
that the Math Emporium model was successful, it has shown not to be successful in the last two 
years. He said they are bound and determined at USD to rectify the problem and are investing 
toward a resolution starting this fall. 
 
Regent Morgan said recognizing that not much progress has occurred in math remediation over 
the last several years, he would be supportive of further investigating the option of changing the 
math requirement dependent on the students’ degree program. The other regents agreed, and 
Regent Sutton said we need to ensure that we are not unnecessarily weeding out students with 
College Algebra. 
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It was emphasized that a change to the math requirement would not be put in place to lessen the 
knowledge required of our students but to provide different pathways to the education they need 
for their degree programs. 
 
Dr. Turman also provided the Board an update on the Proactive Admission project which is being 
launched this Fall in partnership with the Department of Education. He also discussed the College 
Application Campaign and said this program will reach all school districts in the state by the 2018-
19 academic year.   
 
Regent Sutton asked whether Dr. Rush is leading a group of partner agencies and institutions to 
encourage efforts for sharing responsibility of the 65% degree attainment goal. Dr. Rush explained 
that efforts have incorporated the technical institutions, and we have relationships with tribal 
institutions as well. Dr. Turman noted that he is meeting with the private institution presidents on 
August 30 to discuss Shared Responsibility, SARA and the 65% Degree Attainment Goal. As part 
of the Lumina Grant effort, he hopes to find a time in September or October for all groups to meet 
in Pierre to discuss. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked for a current status report on the percentage of degree attainment and how 
this is calculated. 
 
A copy of the 65% Degree Attainment Goal item can be found on pages 2869 to 2878 of the official 
minutes. 
 
FY19 Budget Development  
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, and Leah Ahartz, System 
Budget Manager, asked the Board to review the draft list of budget requests in order to provide 
guidance toward creating the final budget requests. They explained that after final review by the 
Board the budget proposal will be developed and submitted to the Governor’s budget office 
(Bureau of Finance and Management) by the end of August.   
 
They summarized the budget priorities previously discussed, which included: Shared 
Responsibility Student Aid Program, REED 100 Gigabit Network, General Fund M&R Recovery, 
and Student Success Initiatives. 
 
Regent Sutton asked for feedback on the Shared Responsibility, M&R Recovery, and REED 
100GB Network. 
 
President Dunn said that we will not get close to achieving a 65% degree attainment goal without 
a more substantial needs-based scholarship. President Downs agreed.  
 
Regent Schieffer said priority 1 (Shared Responsibility) should be priorities 1, 2 and 3. He said we 
should craft a solid presentation that compares South Dakota to other states and show that we have 
failed South Dakota’s students in need.  
 
In the student success initiatives category, President Dunn noted that while he believes in the math 
initiative at SDSM&T, it is important to recognize that many legislators believe the best and 
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brightest do not need additional support. Regent Sutton said if this moves forward we need to 
reframe and educate people that this is not remedial math, as that phrase is typically understood. 
 
In response to a comment by Regent Sutton that the Board needs to consider whether or not the 
items have a chance to be funded, Dr. Kramer said that the math initiative at SDSM&T has had 
traction in the past. However, he recommended that the high school piece to the math initiative be 
dropped as he feels it jeopardizes the other part of the program. He added that it will be important 
to show the legislature the data that shows that this program continues to be successful. 
 
Regent Roberts said that she struggles with the small dollar requests. She would prefer to focus on 
the top three big items. However, she said asking for $14 million in this budget year does not make 
sense. 
 
It was noted that the legislature will not allocate an amount of money without knowing how the 
dollars will specifically be spent. The group continued to discuss how to prioritize the items and 
what specific strategies they will use for the request. 
 
A copy of the FY19 Budget Development item can be found on pages 2879 to 2931 of the official 
minutes. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Bastian, seconded by Regent Adam, to dissolve into Executive 
Session at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, August 9, 2017 to continue the discussion of personnel 
matters. Motion passed. 
 
 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 2017 
 

PLANNING SESSION – CONTINUED 
 
Regent Sutton resumed the meeting at 8:00 a.m. Regent Wink recognized President Downs for 
Northern State University’s recently concluded accreditation process for which NSU received a 
very high rating. 
 
FY19 Budget Development – Finalization 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, handed out a summary 
of the Board of Regents’ budget request based on the previous day’s discussion. The summary 
included the base budget requests ranked in the following order: (1) Shared Responsibility Student 
Aid Model, (2) General Fund M&R Recovery, and (3) Mathematics Success Initiatives. The one-
time budget request included the REED 100 Gig Network. 
 
Regent Schieffer suggested that the name of the Shared Responsibility Student Aid Model be 
changed to be more obvious on its face. Regent Sutton explained that the idea is to move away 
from the needs-based scholarship vernacular because we want to introduce the idea that many 
stakeholders should all share in the responsibility of creating an educated citizenry. 
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Dr. Turman provided the history of the legislation that created the needs-based scholarship. He 
introduced the name “Dakota’s Promise,” which was at one time considered but did not make it 
into the legislation that created a needs-based scholarship. 
The Board said they like the name Dakota’s Promise and suggested that it be officially used when 
referring to the Shared Responsibility Student Aid Model. 
 
Interim President Puszynski recommended that the math success initiatives request, which 
originally only included SDSM&T, be expanded to a system-wide request. The presidents agreed 
and said they would like to further develop their math success initiatives as well. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked whether a system-wide request would muddy the waters, especially related 
to the idea and common understanding of remedial math. Discussion ensued about how this should 
be framed, and some recommended this being framed as a retention issue. 
 
Regent Schieffer emphasized that the definitions of remediation are important. There are two 
fundamental concepts in a system-wide request: (1) helping students achieve the level of 
competency they need in order to be college-ready, and (2) helping students achieve success in a 
certain discipline that requires intensive math skills. He said both are student success and retention 
issues. 
 
The group discussed whether this could be successful as a system-wide request with different 
programs as well as the appropriate dollar amount for each request. 
 
Dr. Rush recommended that the higher-end math skills be wrapped into one request (SDSU and 
SDSM&T) and the requests from the other four institutions be framed as a student success request 
(BHSU, NSU, DSU, and USD). 
 
Regent Roberts said she recognizes the need for resources for student success. She suggested that 
3-A be Mathematics at SDSM&T and SDSU at $504,000 and 3-B be Student Success Initiatives 
for $395,000 ($165,000 each). Each president should be prepared to explain their proposed 
programming with the dollars requested. The group concurred. 
 
Regarding the REED Network, President Griffiths suggested that Phase 3, which includes the cable 
being run to west river locations, be recognized in the request so that the full picture is revealed.  
 
President Dunn said that the capital projects were not discussed and he asked for consideration of 
the Precision Agriculture building. 
 
Dr. Kramer said that if there are no general funds tied to the project, it would not need to be 
included in the budget request. He said this project could be included in the list of legislation to be 
approved for the October BOR meeting.  
 
The Board said they support the project with other funds. Because the $31 million for the Precision 
Agriculture building would come from a tax, funded similarly to the ADRDL project, they would 
not need to include it in the budget request.   
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President Dunn said that when trying to raise private funds for projects, the question presidents are 
frequently asked is whether the Board supports these projects. Being able to say that the Board 
supports the project is critical in terms of engaging in successful fundraising. 
 
Dr. Rush said that Precision Agriculture and MadLabs have had initial support shown by the Board 
because they have gone through the first steps of the building process. 
 
The group described the budget process going forward. The Board submits its formal request to 
the Governor on September 1 and then meets with the Governor and his staff in late September. 
In early December, the Governor presents his recommended budget to the Legislature, at which 
point the Board learns which of its requests were incorporated in the Governor’s recommended 
budget. 
 
Regent Sutton asked whether there are any other projects in this list that the Board wants to include 
in the budget request to the Governor.  
 
President Dunn asked whether salary policy should be included. It was clarified that we have been 
asked not to include salary policy since this is determined by the Governor. The Board said we 
need to make the strong statement that salary policy is the number one request in the narrative. 
 
President Griffiths said DSU’s effort in K-12 education regarding cyber security is capturing 
attention. She wondered whether the Board needs to show its support in some way. 
 
Regent Sutton said the items that show up on the larger list of proposed projects are supported. If 
they do not show up on the budget request list, it just means the Board is not requesting general 
funds for them at this time. 
 
There was discussion about how projects would be handled if individual legislators pitched them 
as separate bills during legislative session. The Board agreed that as special bills are presented, the 
Board will meet by a special telephonic meeting to discuss and give direction to the related 
institutional president on how to proceed. 
 
Regent Thares said he feels that the regental system’s entire need should be known even if we do 
not ask for that total amount. He suggested that we frame the request in such a way that it is seen 
as an investment in a major industry/huge economic driver in South Dakota. He said the Board is 
not in the business of providing a cheap education but rather a quality education at an affordable 
price. 
 
Tuition and Fees 
 
Regent Sutton introduced this topic by providing a quick summary of how the Board sets tuition 
and when in the process this happens. He noted that recently the media incorrectly reported the 
expectation that the Board would be voting on a proposal to increase tuition and fees at this 
meeting, which is not the case.  
 
He asked Dr. Kramer to provide a historical perspective for how tuition has been set in the past 
and how that has changed over time. Dr. Kramer was also asked to comment on the state funding 
gap and how it came to be. 
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Dr. Kramer said various factors need to be considered when determining the tuition structure. 
These include (1) the overall cost of attendance and how it compares to surrounding states, (2) the 
fact that tuition and fees are picking up a much bigger proportion of the operating and facility 
costs, which is likely impacting enrollments, (3) the lack of state-funded scholarships and (4) 
declining enrollments. He said at this point in time 58% of the budget is funded by the students 
(tuition and fees) and 42% is coming from the state.  
 
Dr. Kramer explained that the tuition structure has gone through several iterations of 
standardization and differentiation over the years. He provided the logic for standardization, which 
in essence happened because all money went into the same central account and the money was 
then divided among the institutions based on the enrollments at each institution. He said in 2012, 
the Board implemented differentiation to recognize the importance of the research mission and the 
additional costs associated with it. He noted that the differentiation in 2012 also came at a time 
when the revenue brought in by each institution was kept by that institution. In addition to the 
recognition that research institutions cost more to operate, the 2012 change was intended to provide 
more funding to three of the schools that were identified as needing more resources based on the 
Revenue Gap Funding Formula. 
 
Dr. Kramer described the return to standardization in March 2017. 
 
Dr. Kramer acknowledged his belief that differential tuition makes sense. He explained that almost 
every state has a higher tuition rate for its doctoral level institutions because they cost more to 
operate. Of the 46 states that have both comprehensive and doctoral level institutions, 43 states 
have differential rates. The differentials range from 3.3% to 85%.  
 
He said South Dakota is one of few states that does not have a differential.  
 
Regent Schaefer said he likes the differential tuition but feels that there should be more than two 
segments. He said his problem with the differential during 2012-2017 was the two categories of 
institutions. One included the research universities, which combined SDSU, USD and SDSM&T. 
The other was the comprehensive universities, which combined DSU, NSU and BHSU. He felt 
that including DSU with NSU and BHSU didn’t make sense because DSU has higher faculty costs 
because of its unique mission and programs that are technology-intensive. He prefers 
individualized differential tuition by institution.  
 
Dr. Kramer explained that the ranking structure of comprehensive versus research-level institution 
is a national ranking structure that is widely used in higher education. 
 
Dr. Kramer described examples of how the system currently differentiates its tuition and fees, such 
as through required laptop fees and general activity fees. 
 
In response to a question by Regent Bastian, Dr. Kramer said that as of 2011, each institution pays 
into the tuition and fee pool but they take out what they put in. The only reason they have to pay 
into the pool at all is that it is required by statute. He acknowledged that this change drove the 
change to move to the differential tuition that occurred in 2012. 
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Dr. Kramer further described how South Dakota’s tuition and fees compare when looking at its 
regional competitors. He commented on how other states are working to recruit South Dakota 
students, often charging South Dakota students their resident tuition rate.  
 
Dr. Kramer also described the way the tuition and fee proposals (excluding discipline fees) have 
traditionally been built. The proposal only accounts for increases to the following: (1) salary 
policy, (2) health insurance, and (3) CPI inflation. 
 
In response to a question by President Dunn and Regent Sutton, Dr. Kramer provided more 
information about the Minnesota and South Dakota reciprocity program. Dr. Kramer said that 
although we have reciprocity with Minnesota, many Minnesota institutions give South Dakota 
residents the Minnesota resident rate. 
 
Regent Schieffer said for the 14 institutions where South Dakota students can go out of state and 
pay less than the in-state South Dakota tuition rate, it would be helpful to know how many South 
Dakota students attend those institutions. Dr. Paul Turman later provided the requested numbers, 
which showed that over a five year period 3,220 students were lost to these 14 institutions. 
 
The discussion moved to the difficulty of recruiting students when there are few scholarships to 
attract students to our institutions. 
 
In response to a question about whether scholarship money would significantly change South 
Dakota’s higher education enrollment challenges, the group felt it would be interesting to analyze 
changes in Wyoming’s enrollment since implementation of its recent scholarship program.  
 
Dr. Kramer said the system continues to show success in recruiting nonresidents, but the 
competition is getting fierce. 
 
He said South Dakota is one of the last in the country for state aid. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked whether institutions are using tuition to fund institutional scholarships. Dr. 
Kramer said that institutional scholarships are not funded through tuition or the general activity 
fee. He said other fund sources like athletics receipts, auxiliary business profits, rentals, etc.. are 
used. Dr. Kramer said that campuses offer the scholarships and gain revenue because these student 
would not had otherwise been recruited. 
 
Presidents provided examples of the strategy used when deciding who and how much to offer in 
scholarships for recruitment purposes. 
 
Regent Thares asked about how much money it would take to have the state pay 50% of the cost. 
Dr. Kramer answered roughly $20 million. 
 
Regent Sutton asked that Dr. Rush bring this to the Board in October or December to discuss what 
the Board learned today. He wants to discuss such things as the Board’s philosophy on tuition 
differentials as well as BHSU’s fee proposal as a different philosophy. 
 
A copy of the Tuition and Fees item can be found on pages 2935 to 2950 of the official minutes. 
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SD Higher Education Enhancement Initiative Proposal from Black Hills State University  
 
Dr. Rush introduced this discussion item by explaining that the Council of Presidents and 
Superintendents (COPS) have been in discussion about alternate ways of funding program 
enhancement and faculty salaries. This proposal provided by President Tom Jackson, Jr. requests 
the establishment of the South Dakota Higher Education Enhancement Initiative which seeks to 
address these issues.   
 
When speaking to the importance of faculty salary needs in South Dakota, the presidents provided 
examples demonstrating the difficulty of retaining their best faculty. When institutions lose highly 
productive faculty, it damages departments and drains the institution of any grants these faculty 
members have been awarded. 
 
President Jackson described his proposal as a $40 million dollar proposal over 10 years. This 
includes $25 million for campus enhancements based on the percentage of students at each campus 
and $15 million to supplement faculty salaries based on the BOR faculty salary needs survey. 
 
Regent Sutton asked for more information about movement to midpoint in state government and 
the regental system.  
 
Regent Adam said that from the student perspective this proposal would be difficult. He said tuition 
has increased about $5,000 for the student over the last 10 years, and this proposal would increase 
tuition by another $6,000 over the next 10 years for a four-year degree. He said this runs counter 
to the Board’s affordability priority. 
 
Regent Roberts said that the legislature will not provide salary policy above what other state 
employees are getting, so we will have to find other fund sources besides general funds to increase 
faculty salaries. 
 
Regent Sutton asked at what point students leave an institution because there are subpar faculty. 
President Dunn explained that SDSU received results from a recent campus climate survey. He 
noted that from the results it appears that students are rating their faculty lower than students at 
peer institutions rate their own faculty. 
 
There was an acknowledgement that the Board’s only authority is raising tuition and fees but the 
elasticity threshold in what we can charge the students has been crossed. There needs to be an 
alternative funding source. 
 
Regent Morgan said the tourism tax idea is interesting because no one chooses vacations based on 
the state that has the lowest tourism tax. He said it would be worth having a conversation with the 
Governor’s office about it. Otherwise, we can only get more money by taxing our students or 
taxing our residents. 
 
When considering ways to continue the conversation, Regent Morgan suggested using the Board’s 
committees. He said these types of initiatives could come through the committee process to then 
be considered as proposals by the full Board.  
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The Board was interested in continuing the conversation as a committee meeting topic. It was also 
suggested that the Business Affairs Council, Academic Affairs Council, and COPS be included in 
the discussions. 
 
A copy of the SD Higher Education Enhancement Initiative Proposal from Black Hills State 
University item can be found on pages 2932 to 2934 of the official minutes. 
 
LUNCH MEETING WITH AREA LEGISLATORS 
 
Representative Tim Rounds (District 24), Representative Mary Duvall (District 24), 
Representative Jim Schaefer (District 26B), Representative Bob Glanzer (District 22), and Senator 
Jim White (District 22) met with Board members to informally discuss collaboration with technical 
education, remediation and retention strategies, student preparation for higher education, and the 
state’s high school dual credit program. 
 
REGULAR SESSION 
 
BOARD WORK 
 
3-A Approval of the Agenda 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Schieffer, to approve the agenda 
including an additional executive session to continue to discuss personnel matters from 4:00-5:00 
p.m. on Wednesday, August 9 as well as additional agenda items 5-L Exclusion Resolution and 5-
M University Centers. Motion passed. 
 
3-B Declaration of Conflicts 
 
Regent Sutton noted that he filed his annual disclosure with the Board. Regent Sutton’s annual 
disclosure can be found on pages 2801 to 2806 of the official minutes. 
 
3-C Approval of the Minutes 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Schieffer, seconded by Regent Morgan, to approve the minutes of 
the meeting on June 27-29, 2017. Motion passed.  
  
3-D Rolling Calendar 
 
The Board acknowledged the presidents’ concerns with proposed dates, which were recommended 
to be held a week later than usual. It was decided to not adopt the recommended dates as outlined 
on the agenda item and instead stay with the week in August traditionally used for the retreat, 
which is August 7-9, 2018. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Schieffer, seconded by Regent Thares, to approve the date and 
location of next year’s Board of Regents meeting to be held on August 7-9, 2018, in Pierre.  Motion 
passed. 
 
A copy of the Rolling Calendar can be found on pages 3064 to 3068 of the official minutes.  
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CONSENT AGENDA 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Wink, seconded by Regent Schieffer, to approve consent agenda 
items 4-A(1) through 4-F. Regent Wink noted a necessary correction to agenda item 4-B(1) which 
incorrectly references USD in the draft motion rather than NSU. Motion passed. 
 
CONSENT - ACADEMIC & STUDENT AFFAIRS 
 
4-A(1) New Specialization Requests – SDSM&T – Geology and Geological Engineering 
 
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology (SDSM&T) requests authorization to offer a Mining 
Engineering Specialization with the Geology and Geological Engineering Doctor of Philosophy 
(Ph.D.) in program. 
 
A copy of the SDSM&T’s request for a Mining Engineering Specialization can be found on 
pages 3069 to 3077 of the official minutes. 
 
4-A(2) New Certificate Requests – USD – Medical Product Development and Manufacturing  
 
University of South Dakota (USD) requests authorization to offer a Medical Product Development 
and Manufacturing Specialization with the Masters of Science (M.S.) in Biomedical Engineering 
program. 
 
A copy of USD’s request for a Medical Product Development and Manufacturing Specialization 
can be found on pages 3078 to 3081 of the official minutes.  
 
4-B(1) New Certificate Requests – NSU – Chinese (Undergrad) 
 
Northern State University (NSU) requests authorization to offer an undergraduate certificate in 
Chinese. The certificate will provide a credential to students with Chinese language skills and is 
designed to allow students to market themselves to potential employers who desire candidates with 
Chinese language and cultural proficiencies. 
 
A copy of NSU’s request for an undergraduate certificate in Chinese can be found on pages 3082 
to 3087 of the official minutes. 
 
4-B(2) New Certificate Requests – USD – Spanish Translation (Graduate) 
 
The University of South Dakota (USD) requests authorization to offer a graduate certificate in 
Spanish Translation. The certificate will provide a credential to students with capacity for Spanish 
translation, and has students explore theory and ethics, in order to meet the region’s needs for 
professional translation services. 
 
A copy of USD’s request for a graduate certificate in Spanish Translation can be found on 
pages 3088 to 3093 of the official minutes. 
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4-C Agreements on Academic Cooperation – SDSM&T 
 
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology (SDSM&T) seeks approval to enter into an 
agreement on academic cooperation with the Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC), 
Peru.  SDSM&T currently has an MOU with UPC Peru and would like to begin an exchange 
program with them. 
 
A copy of SDSM&T’s Agreement on Academic Cooperation can be found on pages 3094 to 3098 
of the official minutes. 
 
4-D(1) Articulation Agreements – SDSU  
 
South Dakota State University (SDSU) requests approval to enter into eleven new articulation 
agreements with Lake Area Technical Institute as noted within the item. 
 
A copy of SDSU’s Articulation Agreements can be found on pages 3099 to 3100 of the official 
minutes. 
 
4-D(2) Articulation Agreements  – USD 
 
The University of South Dakota (USD) requests approval for articulation agreements between 
Western Iowa Tech Community College, Western Dakota Technical Institute, Southeast Technical 
Institute, Mitchell Technical Institute, Lake Area Technical Institute, Avera Hospital, Rapid City 
Regional Hospital, and Sanford Hospital as noted within the item. 
 
A copy of USD’s Articulation Agreements can be found on pages 3101 to 3104 of the official 
minutes. 
 
4-E Request to Seek Accreditation – DSU  
 
Dakota State University (DSU) requests approval to seek accreditation from the National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD) for their Digital Arts and Design program. 
 
A copy of DSU’s request to seek accreditation can be found on pages 3105 to 3108 of the official 
minutes. 
 
4-F Graduation Lists 
 
Black Hills State University (BHSU), Northern State University (NSU), South Dakota State 
University (SDSU), and University of South Dakota (USD) request approval of the attached 
graduation lists for Summer 2017.  DSU and SDSM&T recognize their summer graduates at May 
commencement. 
 
A copy of the graduation lists can be found on page 3109 of the official minutes. 
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PLANNING & RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
 
5-A Welcome by SDBOR Executive Director Mike Rush 
 
Executive Director Mike Rush welcomed the attendees of the Board of Regents meeting to Pierre.  
 
5-B Reports on Individual Regent Activities 
 
Regent Morgan said the recent Governor’s Workforce Development Conference in Sioux Falls 
was a very good opportunity to bring together all levels of education in South Dakota as well as 
the business community for one conversation. That effort was important to helping move education 
forward in South Dakota. He said Regent Sutton and President Dunn were both panelists. 
 
Regent Bastian said he recently had the opportunity to appear before the new Board of Technical 
Education to emphasize the Board of Regents’ willingness to work together with them. At that 
meeting, he said he discussed the 65% degree attainment goal. Additionally, he said he emphasized 
Dr. Rush’s background in serving technical institutes in his former role and offered assistance 
where useful. 
 
Regent Adam said he attended the Law School Task Force meeting earlier this week. He said there 
is a wide variety of information being gathered to help the Task Force make a recommendation. 
The Task Force has a goal of delivering a recommendation by December 1. 
 
5-C Reports from Individual Presidents and Superintendents 
 
President Griffiths said the opening event for the Beacom Institute of Technology is August 20 
and hopes that all will attend. She also noted that DSU will host the European Union Ambassador 
to the United States in October. She would like to invite the regents and the presidents to stay for 
lunch on Thursday of the October Board meeting to meet with the Ambassador. 
 
President Downs announced the opening of the NSU Wolves Memorial Suites, which is filled to 
full capacity this fall. He noted that the construction of the other new residence halls and the new 
science building is on schedule.   
 
President Dunn said the Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic Laboratory (ADRDL) ground 
breaking is being held on August 31 with a football game following.  
 
President Jackson said that the BHSU football field replacement is on schedule and will be ready 
next week.   
 
Interim President Puszynski said SDSM&T’s new turf, which was paid for by the city, was recently 
installed. He also acknowledged that several important meetings took place related to SURF in 
July.  
 
5-D Report and Actions of Executive Session 
 
Upon convening at 3:00 p.m. on Tuesday, August 8, 2017, the Board dissolved into executive 
session at 4:17 p.m. to discuss personnel matters, pending and prospective litigation, contractual 
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matters, and to consult with legal counsel. The Board rose from Executive Session and adjourned 
for the day at 7:00 p.m. The Board resumed the regular order of business at 8:00 a.m. on 
Wednesday, August 9, 2017. The Board dissolved into Executive Session at 4:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday, August 9, 2017, to discuss personnel matters before rising from Executive Session to 
resume the regular order of business. While in executive session, the Board discussed the items 
just described, which are also shown on the published agenda, and gave directions to its executive 
director and general counsel concerning these matters.   
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Bastian, seconded by Regent Schieffer, that the Board approve 
directions given to the executive director and the general counsel with respect to matters discussed 
in executive session, that it: 
 

1. Approve awarding one (1) year of prior service credit toward tenure and one (1) year of 
prior service credit toward promotion for Brian Bengs, Assistant Professor (NSU); and 
awarding two (2) years of prior service credit toward tenure and two (2) years of prior 
service credit toward promotion for Joseph Tinguely, Assistant Professor (USD). 

2. Award the title of Professor Emeritus of Biology for Dr. R. Neil Reese (SDSU). The 
resolution of recognition can be found on page 2951 of the official minutes. 

3. Approve the personnel actions as submitted by the Board office, campuses, and special 
schools. A copy of the personnel actions can be found on pages 2952 to 3063 of the official 
minutes. 

 
Motion passed. 
 
5-E Report of the Executive Director 
 
Dr. Mike Rush referenced the Interim Actions report in the published agenda. 
 
A copy of the Interim Actions of the Executive Director can be found on pages 3110 to 3112 of 
the official minutes. 
 
5-F South Dakota School for the Deaf Task Force Report 
 
Regent Schieffer said the School for the Deaf Task Force is on track to have its recommendation 
ready by December 1. He said the deaf community has an emotional attachment to the school so 
if the numbers prove out they will keep the school in its current location. That said it is reasonable 
to conceive that a part of the property, perhaps the unused track, could be sold.  
 
Dr. Mike Rush, Executive Director and CEO, provided a brief overview of the steps taken up to 
this point in preparation for a recommendation. He noted that a request for information (RFI) was 
sent to several developers in the Sioux Falls area. He said there have been several responses and 
further discussions with the developers will occur in the near future. 
 
President Dunn asked whether SDSU Extension was included in the task force hearings. It was 
acknowledged that SDSU Extension was involved. Regent Schieffer said the group recognizes that 
Extension would have to find a different space if the property was sold and that there would be 
costs associated for SDSU Extension if they had to move. This would also mean lost revenue to 
the School for the Deaf if it was not able to rent to SDSU Extension any longer. 
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Regent Schieffer said the next steps include a meeting on August 30, informal discussions with 
those who respond to the RFI, and continued communication with the stakeholders. 
 
A copy of the South Dakota School for the Deaf Task Force Report can be found on pages 3113 
to 3119 of the official minutes. 
 
5-G University Center – Sioux Falls New Vision, Mission, and Values Statements Report 
 
Dr. Jay Perry, System Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that the 
FutureWorks report, received by the Board at its June 2017 meeting, included a recommendation 
for new mission, vision, and values statements for the UC-SF. He said the proposed statements 
emerged through discussion among the consultants, the project Steering Committee, and the 
project Planning Group. Those groups identified certain principles as important to the future of 
UC-SF. The principles identified were that the UC-SF must be community-facing, must offer 
demand-driven programming, and must be student-centered. 
 
In response to a question by Regent Thares, Dr. Perry acknowledged there has been no financial 
commitment from business partners and the local community yet but there has been interest. 
 
Dr. Rush said this fall is the first full-scale test of the new associate degree programs. In another 
year or so we will be better positioned to ask for a financial commitment. 
 
Regent Sutton said he likes the vision statement and the capturing of individual prosperity in it. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Adam, seconded by Regent Schieffer, to approve the new vision, 
mission, and values statements for the University Center-Sioux Falls. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the UC-SF New Vision, Mission, and Values Statements can be found on pages 3120 
to 3121 of the official minutes. 
 
5-M University Centers – Capital University Center and BHSU-RC 
 
Dr. Mike Rush, Board of Regents Executive Director, provided an update on the Capital University 
Center (CUC). He said the viability of the USD Nursing program is unknown, and USD will make 
a decision on how to go forward in March 2018. He said he visited with Pierre and Fort Pierre city 
leaders asking them to co-fund the director position and focus on workforce development efforts; 
however, they are a long way from having a workable model. 
 
Janelle Toman, System Director of Communications and former CUC Executive Director, said her 
current role at CUC is limited to touching base with the staff to see whether they need any help 
and signing checks for the CUC Foundation when necessary. She said enrollment is up in the BS 
in Nursing program offered through USD. Other programs have a very small enrollment and are 
not projected to increase. She noted that student interest is mostly focused on online coursework. 
 
In response to a question by Regent Sutton, Dr. Rush said CUC is not a viable option under the 
current model. He said the only viable option is a community effort. 
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Regent Schieffer said he is increasingly concerned about the CUC. He heard three years ago that 
they needed time to make it work, and he went along with the plan despite hesitation. In three 
years, all the data points have worsened. He said spending resources at CUC does not make sense. 
He said he is finished talking about a transition, noting that it is not working and should be wound 
down. He asked others to give him an argument as to why his sentiment is wrong. 
 
President Abbott noted that although the enrollment has increased for the BS in Nursing it is still 
not meeting initial projections. He said USD will lose $250,000 per year from CUC based on the 
current student enrollment. 
 
Regent Schieffer said he is not in favor of continuing because he does not see a solution on the 
horizon. Regent Schaefer agreed and said he does not want to spend any more time studying and 
transitioning. 
 
President Dunn noted that SDSU is projected to lose roughly $150,000 per year from CUC. 
President Dunn said that SDSU will be fully responsible for the cost of operations at CUC going 
forward and they do not offer many courses there. 
 
In response to a question from Regent Sutton, President Abbott said that if CUC is wound down, 
any student who has started a program will be able to finish it. 
 
Regent Bastian said that he would like to fully understand the consequences of ending Board of 
Regents’ operational responsibility at CUC. He wants to know about the lease obligations, the 
impact on students, and the process and impact of winding down. 
 
Dr. Kramer said the CUC facility is owned by the CUC Foundation, and we lease it from them. 
The lease payments of $84,768 per year are paid from the following sources: $50,000 from HEFF 
and another $34,768 per year are appropriated general funds. He said the operating costs, currently 
paid by SDSU, cover staff costs. USD manages and pays the nursing staff. He said personnel costs 
were partially subsidized with approximately $150,000 from the Board office, in the last fiscal 
year, which is no longer happening. Those costs are being absorbed by SDSU. 
 
He said we have the money from general funds this year and the HEFF amount. He said we would 
need to give the Foundation notification. He said the HEFF amount would go back into the HEFF 
funds and the $34,768 from general funds would not be appropriated to the Board for the CUC 
lease. 
 
He said if the Board would choose to wind down CUC, the $50,000 of HEFF goes back to M&R 
and the general funds appropriation of $34,768 for the CUC lease would stop.  
 
Regent Schaefer asked Dr. Rush to gather the information to immediately research the unwinding 
process at CUC (how soon can we unwind, costs, etc.). Regent Schieffer added that he would like 
to see any other options to make the CUC immediately viable. They said this information should 
be reported back to the Board at its October meeting. 
 
Regarding the BHSU-RC, President Jackson reported current issues and trends. He said there are 
three staff advisors onsite. Both USD and SDSU offer courses there. He said the center engages 
an advisory board that includes 11 community members. He described pilot programs that are 
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being tested at the center. He also explained that in fall 2016, 66.4% of credit hours were produced 
by full-time faculty and 33.6% were produced by adjunct faculty. He noted that the enrollment is 
currently flat.  
 
Regent Schieffer commended President Jackson’s efforts and initiatives at the BHSU-RC. He said 
when that center was transitioned to BHSU, the numbers were more hopeful than have proved out. 
That said, it is in better shape than UC-SF or CUC. He asked whether President Jackson had 
solutions for how to make BHSU-RC more successful.  
 
President Jackson said the most potential for enrollment growth for the BHSU-RC is to capture 
students within Rapid City. He said their challenge is to recruit these students who often do not go 
to college or who start but do not finish. 
 
Regent Schieffer asked whether the pilot program related to block scheduling will stimulate 
morning classes considering that the center is quiet during the day and busy at night. President 
Jackson confirmed that the block scheduling is designed to run during the mornings or over the 
weekends. 
 
Regent Schieffer directed President Jackson to run some projections for the next 4-5 years. 
 
5-H Amendment to the By-Laws (First Reading) 
 
Dr. Mike Rush, Board of Regents Executive Director, explained that during the course of working 
to create the Audit Committee and the Athletics Committee, it became evident that revisions were 
needed to the By-Laws. This item seeks to make necessary changes to Article III of the By-Laws 
(which addresses Standing Committees) to create the Audit Committee and the Athletics 
Committee as Standing Committees, and to make other changes to better align the By-Laws and 
the operations of the Board.  
 
He noted that an additional change will be made to the naming of the Athletics Committee. The 
word “Advisory” will be struck to all reference to the Athletics Advisory Committee. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Bastian, seconded by Regent Adam, to approve the first reading of 
the amendments to the By-Laws, as shown in Attachment I and reflected in Attachment II, and 
also leave out the term “Advisory” from the Athletics Advisory Committee name as well as change 
the language in Section 2.0 Membership to have the last sentence read “The terms and 
qualifications of regents are subject to SDCL Ch. 13-49.” Motion passed.  
 
A copy of the Amendment to the By-Laws (First Reading) can be found on pages 3122 to 3142 of 
the official minutes. 
 
5-I Creation of Athletics Advisory Committee 
 
Dr. Mike Rush, Board of Regents Executive Director, explained that after the discussion at the 
June 2017 Board Meeting, it was decided that the Athletics Committee will be created as a Special 
Committee in the Board’s By-Laws, in order to avoid waiting until the second reading of the 
comprehensive revisions to the By-Laws have been approved. As part of the comprehensive 
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review of the By-Laws, the Athletics Committee will eventually be codified in the By-Laws as a 
Standing Committee. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Thares, seconded by Regent Morgan, to approve the creation of the 
Athletics Committee as a Special Committee of the Board. The word “Advisory” in the committee 
name was struck consistent with the action in 5-H. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the Creation of Athletics Committee can be found on pages 3143 to 3144 of the official 
minutes. 
 
5-J Creation of Audit Committee and Approval of Audit Committee Charter 
 
Shelly Anderson, Internal Auditor for Board of Regents, explained that additional language had 
been added to the draft Audit Committee Charter since the Board initially reviewed it during the 
June 2017 Board meeting. She explained that after the discussion in June, it was decided that the 
Audit Committee will be created as a Special Committee in the Board’s By-Laws, in order to avoid 
waiting until the second reading of the comprehensive revisions to the By-Laws have been 
approved. As part of the comprehensive review of the By-Laws, the Audit Committee will 
eventually be codified in the By-Laws as a Standing Committee. 
 
Dr. Rush said the Audit Committee includes internal controls as part of its responsibilities.  
 
Shelly Anderson asked for nominations for two additional audit committee members who are not 
Board members and who have a finance background. She asked that suggestions be sent to her for 
President Sutton’s consideration. It was clarified that these committee members would not be paid 
and would be asked to work as volunteers. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Thares, seconded by Regent Adam, to approve (1) the creation of the 
Audit Committee as a Special Committee of the Board, and (2) the Audit Committee Charter. 
Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the Creation of Audit Committee and Approval of Audit Committee Charter can be 
found on pages 3145 to 3148 of the official minutes. 
 
5-K Resolution Requesting the Grant of Easements to the City of Sioux Falls  
 
Nathan Lukkes, Assistant Vice President of Research & Economic Development, explained that 
the USD Research Park, Inc. is requesting the grant of an easement to the City of Sioux Falls for 
street/highway right-of-way, water, sanitary and storm sewers, drainage, other utilities or 
structures associated with the operation and maintenance of the street/highway. The foregoing will 
facilitate the City of Sioux Falls taking responsibility for the operation and maintenance of those 
portions of W. Nobel Street and N. Frances Avenue to include the water, sanitary and storm sewers, 
drainage, other utilities or structures associated with the operation and maintenance of the street.   
 
Additionally, in reviewing the manner in which prior streets in the area were dedicated, he noted 
that questions arose regarding the process used to effectuate the August 2007 street dedication for 
North Career Avenue. As such, the Commissioner of School and Public Lands suggested 
addressing the aforementioned street dedication in the resolution and request the Commissioner 
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draw up the necessary documents to ratify and effectuate the same, removing the potential for 
future controversy regarding the validity of the dedication.  
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Schaefer, seconded by Regent Thares, to approve and adopt the 
Resolution set forth in Attachment I, requesting the Commissioner of School and Public Lands to 
proceed with the easements as stated therein. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the Resolution Requesting the Grant of Easements to the City of Sioux Falls can be 
found on pages 3149 to 3164 of the official minutes. 
 
5-L Exclusion Resolution 
 
DSU President Griffiths explained that the National Defense Security Service is asking for a 
quorum of the governing Board to have some level of security clearance in addition to certain 
personnel at DSU. She said that they need a quorum of regents to be cleared and, with that, the 
Board needs to decide which members will be excluded from the security clearance. 
 
In response to a question about whether one of these regents being excluded should later need to 
be included, it was confirmed that the Board could do a new resolution allowing their inclusion.  
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Bastian, seconded by Regent Morgan, to approve the Exclusion 
Resolution included as Attachment I.  
 
ROLL CALL: 
 
Adam – AYE 
Bastian – AYE 
Morgan – AYE 
Roberts – AYE 
Schaefer – AYE 
Thares – AYE 
Wink – AYE 
Schieffer – AYE 
Sutton – AYE 
 
Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the agenda item entitled Exclusion Resolution can be found on pages 3165 to 3166 of 
the official minutes. 
 
ACADEMIC AND STUDENT AFFAIRS 
 
6-A BOR Policy 4:10 Revisions – Tenure on Appointment (Second Reading) 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, stated that over the past two years 
the Board of Regents has received a number of requests seeking tenure on appointment for 
administrators. He explained revisions in Section C.8.3, which have been made to update the 
policy to align with current practice of asking presidents to have the institutional promotion and 
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tenure committees provide a recommendation when tenure on appointment requests are submitted 
to the Board. He said the revisions in Section C.1.3 have been proposed to denote a potential 
avenue for institutions to allow faculty previously granted tenure at an institution outside the 
regental system the capacity to go up for review after one year of service to the new institution. 
No additional changes have been made to the proposed revisions since the approval of the first 
reading at the May 2017 BOR meeting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Morgan, seconded by Regent Adam, to approve the second and final 
reading of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 4:10 as presented. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 4:10 – Tenure on Appointment can be found on 
pages 3167 to 3177 of the official minutes. 
 
6-B BOR Policy 1:7:2 Revisions – Academic Affairs Council (Second Reading) 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that BOR Policy 1:7 
identifies the Board’s councils and appointed committees. He said that during the November 2016 
Academic Affairs Council (AAC) meeting, the AAC discussed reviews being undertaken by a 
number of the other councils to update the policy framework for councils’ roles and 
responsibilities. During its November 2016 and April 2017 meetings, the AAC identified a number 
of areas within BOR Policy 1:7.2 where emphasis could be added and additional 
updates/modifications were made for review. AAC members were supportive of the proposed 
revisions provided in Attachment I of the agenda item. No additional changes have been made to 
the proposed revisions since the approval of the first reading at the May 2017 BOR meeting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Morgan, seconded by Regent Wink, to approve the second and final 
reading of the proposed changes to BOR Policy 1:7:2 - Academic Affairs Council as presented. 
Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 1:7:2 can be found on pages 3178 to 3179 of the 
official minutes. 
 
6-C BOR Policy 4:11 Revisions – Rank and Promotion (Second Reading) 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that during the 2013 
round of COHE negotiations the series of Lecturer and Librarian ranks were created but BOR 
Policy 4:11 Rank and Promotion was not updated to reflect the changes that were made to the 
COHE agreement. The proposed revisions seek to align the Rank and Promotion requirements 
with the current negotiated agreement by establishing three new sections that differentiate the 
requirements for the Librarian Ranks, Lecturer Ranks, and Research Ranks from the current 
Professorial Ranks. No additional changes have been made to the proposed revisions since the 
initial reading of the proposed revisions at the June 2017 BOR meeting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Morgan, seconded by Regent Wink, to approve the second and final 
reading of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 4:11 – Rank and Promotion as presented. Motion 
passed. 
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A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 4:11 can be found on pages 3180 to 3194 of the 
official minutes. 
6-D BOR Policy 4:43 Revisions – Emeritus Status (Second Reading) 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that with the 
inconsistency in workload and discipline standards across the six Regental institutions, the 
Academic Affairs Council (AAC) was asked to consider the removal of the formal Board approval 
for emeritus recognition. Specifically, each campus has developed separate policies/guidelines that 
manage this process. Some require vetting through a formal committee, and others rely on the 
Provost’s office to submit requests for approval by the Board. Similar processes unfold regarding 
the application of “distinguished professor” designations at individual campuses.  
 
He said with this in mind the revisions to BOR Policy 4:43 depicted in Attachment I of the item 
were advanced for discussion and consideration by AAC. Under the proposed revisions, campuses 
would be responsible for developing their own guidelines/procedures for determining emeritus 
status, distinguished professor, and/or resolutions of recognition eligibility for its various faculty 
and staff. These recognitions without formal benefit to faculty/staff would be approved at the 
institutional level and would not require formal approval by the Board of Regents. No additional 
changes have been made to the proposed revisions since the approval of the first reading at the 
June 2017 BOR meeting. 
 
Regent Morgan asked whether the Board would get an annual report of those awarded emeritus 
status. Dr. Turman said that this could be done as well as a report of the distinguished professors. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Morgan, seconded by Regent Wink, to approve the second and final 
reading of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 4:43 – Emeritus Status as presented. Motion 
passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 4:43 can be found on pages 3195 to 3200 of the 
official minutes. 
 
6-E BOR Policy 2:3 Revisions – Admissions (Second Reading) 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that the Academic 
Affairs Council (AAC) has received a number of updates related to the Proactive Admission 
project during several meetings over the past two years. Discussions continue to unfold with the 
South Dakota Department of Education with a goal of implementing the process for notifying 
South Dakota high school students in September of their senior year.  
 
He said BOR Policy 2:3 – System Undergraduate Admissions does not currently provide the policy 
framework that would allow for the admission of high school students just based on their 
performance on the Smarter Balanced assessment test administered to all South Dakota students 
at the conclusion of the eleventh grade. To address this issue, revisions have been made to the 
current admission policy to provide a mechanism for institutional admission personnel to process 
student applications once they arrive without having to evaluate students against the three other 
criteria that are currently used to determine admission. The first reading of the proposed revisions 
was approved by the Board during the June 2017 meeting, and no additional changes have been 
made to the proposed revisions since the initial reading. 
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IT WAS MOVED by Regent Morgan, seconded by Regent Bastian, to approve the second and 
final reading of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 2:3 – System Undergraduate Admissions as 
presented. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 2:3 can be found on pages 3201 to 3215 of the 
official minutes. 
 
6-F USD Programs Approved for WICHE Graduate Exchange Program  
 
Dr. Jay Perry, System Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, explained that the Western 
Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) operates the Western Regional Graduate 
Program (WRGP). The WRGP includes master’s and doctoral degree programs that are of 
demonstrated quality and not widely available in the WICHE region. Students from the WICHE 
states seeking degrees in these programs may attend approved WRGP programs and pay resident 
tuition rates; in the case of the new programs from USD, the resident graduate tuition rate is 
$314.70/credit hour. WICHE invites universities to nominate programs. This year eight programs 
were nominated from the University of South Dakota (USD) and approved by WICHE. 
 
Dr. Turman noted that the Board is supposed to approve these programs and the sequence in which 
that is done is currently unclear. He said he will verify whether the Board has to approve prior to 
submitting these programs to WICHE.  
 
A copy of the USD Programs approved for WICHE Graduate Exchange Program can be found on 
page 3216 of the official minutes. 
 
6-G 2017 Credits to Degree Report 
 
Dr. Paul Turman, System Vice President for Academic Affairs, noted that in October 2011 the 
Board of Regents adopted a policy change establishing new credit hour limits for undergraduate 
degree programs. While the regental system previously had observed – by convention, but not as 
a matter of policy – unofficial requirements of 128 credit hours for bachelor’s degree programs 
and 64 credit hours for associate’s degree programs, the above policy change established firm 
requirements of 120 hours and 60 hours for these respective program types. This report tracks the 
effects of this policy change by examining the number of credit hours completed by regental 
graduates in recent years.  
 
In response to the discussion during the retreat the previous day, Dr. Turman said this is a report 
that can be used to combat some of the arguments presented by critics. 
 
A copy of the Credits to Degree Report can be found on pages 3217 to 3222 of the official minutes. 
 
6-H Teacher Education Report 2016  
 
Dr. Paul Turman, Vice President for Academic Affairs, noted that this report provides a data-
driven snapshot of the five teacher education programs in the public university system (i.e., at 
BHSU, DSU, NSU, SDSU, and USD). Data are shown for a variety of performance measures, 
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including student enrollments, academic performance, degree completions, graduate placement, 
and labor force outcomes.  
 
He emphasized that Board policy states that students cannot teach in South Dakota if they cannot 
pass the PRAXIS exam in their content area. 
 
He recognized the increased ability to retain teacher education candidates over the last several 
years, from 30% to 52%. Also, he said the year-long residency has matured the candidates and 
helped them to secure jobs after graduation. 
 
Lastly, he touched on why there are five teacher education programs in the regental system. He 
said the data bears out that teacher education candidates tend to get jobs near the post-secondary 
institution they attend. This is critical for the school districts throughout the state. 
 
A copy of the Teacher Education Report 2016 can be found on pages 3223 to 3235 of the official 
minutes. 
 
6-I Institutional Items of Information  
  
The Board received Institutional Items of Information submitted by the institutions and special 
schools.  
 
A copy of the Institutional Items of Information can be found on pages 3236 to 3288 of the official 
minutes. 
 
BUDGET AND FINANCE 
 
7-A BOR Policy 5:13 – Fleet Vehicle Usage (First Reading) 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, met with representatives 
from South Dakota Fleet and Travel Management, the Office of Risk Management, the Bureau of 
Administration, and General Counsel for the Governor regarding the use of state fleet vehicles. 
The regental system has been given permission to use state vehicles to support student recruitment 
and related activities.  A Board policy has been drafted to serve as a guide for the campuses and 
to ensure proper use of state vehicles by the campuses. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Adam, to approve the first reading of 
the new BOR Policy 5:13 – Fleet Vehicle Usage. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed new BOR Policy 5:13 can be found on pages 3289 to 3291 of the official 
minutes. 
 
7-B Building Committee Report 
 
The building committee report was provided to the Board. 
 
A copy of the Building Committee Report can be found on page 3292 of the official minutes. 
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7-C Banner Student Update and Funding Proposal 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, proposed utilizing a 
portion of the System Tuition Pool Reserve to support campus costs to implement the Banner 
Student Project. The Business Affairs Council (BAC) has endorsed allocating $200,000 to each 
campus and RIS, and providing up to $300,000 in loans to the universities from the system tuition 
fund. The loans would have to be paid back in FY20 and FY21.  
 
He said the Banner Student project has been launched. The steering committee met for a kick-off 
meeting. Staffing has also been identified for the functional groups. He explained that he needs 
Board action on how the central office can financially support the institutions, which includes a 
combination of grants and loans. 
 
Dr. Kramer said the go-live is projected for roughly 22 months. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Morgan, to authorize an allocation of 
$200,000 to each campus and to RIS, and to make available loans up to $300,000 per campus from 
the System Tuition Reserve Fund.  Loans would be paid back one-half or more in FY20, and the 
balance in FY21.  Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the Banner Student Update and Funding Proposal can be found on pages 3293 to 3303 
of the official minutes. 
 
7-D FY18 Operating Budgets  
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, provided some 
information about the FY18 operating budget for the six universities, NSU K-12 E-Learning, 
SDSU Extension, Agricultural Experiment Station, the Sanford School of Medicine, the two 
special schools, the Office of the Executive Director, and System Issues.  
 
He said these operating budgets took into account the 1.7% decrease to FY17 general fund base or 
an overall decrease to the general fund base of $3,675,961. The change in funding of $3,675,961 
includes: base budget cuts totaling ($1,000,675), a reduction of ($907,302) in M&R base funding, 
a decrease of ($2,589,441) in utility funding, $412,798 increase for the growth in the South Dakota 
Opportunity Scholarship, $145,383 increase for the Postsecondary Scholarship Fund, $146,493 
increase for the K-12 Teacher’s Salary increase at the Special Schools, $120,286 increase to the 
Dakota Lakes Research Farm and a decrease of ($3,502) for the lease payment adjustments.  
  
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Bastian, to approve the FY18 operating 
budgets as shown in Attachment II. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the FY18 Operating Budgets can be found on pages 3304 to 3327 of the official minutes. 
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7-E FY18 Minnesota Reciprocity  
 
Regent Sutton asked Regent Schieffer to take the role of Chair for this agenda item as he will 
abstain from the discussion and vote.  
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Schaefer, to approve the Minnesota 
reciprocity rates for FY18 and authorize the Executive Director to execute the Memorandum of 
Understanding. Motion passed, Regent Sutton abstained. 
 
A copy of the FY18 Minnesota Reciprocity can be found on pages 3328 to 3334 of the official 
minutes. 
 
7-F FY19 Budget Request  
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, presented the final 
recommendation of the Board regarding the budget priorities for FY19 based on the Board’s 
discussion during its planning session the previous day. The list of priorities was distributed at the 
meeting in the revised Attachment I. 
 
Dr. Kramer clarified that the narrative about the REED Network would include information about 
Phase 3, addressing western South Dakota. The group queried whether the federal government 
would be willing to participate in the cost that would run the cable from eastern South Dakota to 
western South Dakota. Dr. Kramer said that given the federal funding for SURF and the need for 
the high speed, there may be an opportunity for federal funding, but further investigation is needed 
to determine if there is a real possibility.  
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Adam, to approve the FY19 Budget 
Request to include the priorities identified in the attachment, to direct the staff to prepare and 
submit the FY19 Budget Request detail and justification to the Bureau of Finance and 
Management, and to refine any budget request figures and narratives as necessary. Any needs for 
federal and other expenditure authority, full-time equivalent (FTE), South Dakota Opportunity 
Scholarship and utility adjustment requests should be included. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the FY19 Budget Request can be found on pages 3335 to 3336 of the official minutes. 
 
7-G SDSU Lincoln Hall Renovation Preliminary Facility Statement  
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, explained that South 
Dakota State University (SDSU) requests approval of its Preliminary Facility Statement to begin 
planning for the renovation of Lincoln Hall that currently houses the music department. The music 
department will move to the newly completely Performing Arts Center Addition in the fall of 2019 
freeing up approximately 18,000 net square feet of classroom and office space in Lincoln Hall. He 
noted that if approved, a regent would need to be appointed to the building committee for the 
project. 
 
Dr. Kramer said the HEFF money is from SDSU’s M&R allocation. 
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IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Schieffer, to approve SDSU’s 
Preliminary Facility Statement to plan for the renovation of Lincoln Hall.  Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the SDSU Lincoln Hall Renovation Preliminary Facility Statement can be found on 
pages 3337 to 3341 of the official minutes. 
 
7-H SDSU Pugsley Center Renovation Preliminary Facility Statement  
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, explained that South 
Dakota State University (SDSU) requests approval of its Preliminary Facility Statement to begin 
planning for the renovation of the Pugsley Center. Currently, the music and theater departments 
occupy approximately 13,000 net square feet within the Pugsley Center, including Christie 
Ballroom which is more than 50% of this space.  In the fall of 2019, the music and theater 
departments at SDSU will move to the newly completed Performing Arts Center Addition. This 
will create an opportunity for SDSU to maximize the use of the existing Pugsley Center space, 
upgrade the building’s performance, and enhance opportunities for academic use. He noted that if 
approved, a regent would need to be appointed to the building committee for the project. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Wink, to approve SDSU’s Preliminary 
Facility Statement to plan for the renovation of Pugsley Center.  Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the SDSU Pugsley Center Renovation Preliminary Facility Statement can be found on 
pages 3342 to 3347 of the official minutes. 
 
7-I BOR Policy 5:5:4 – Tuition and Fees: Fees (First Reading) 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, reviewed the changes to 
BOR Policy 5:5:4 – Tuition and Fees: Fees. The substantive changes related to the student approval 
process when the general activity fee (GAF) is increased above inflation. The policy has also been 
reformatted to conform with the new format for Board policies. 
 
Regent Bastian asked about the NSU Exchange Program Fee. Dr. Kramer explained that NSU had 
been charging their exchange students the GAF and USF fees. When rolled into tuition, NSU 
started charging the exchange fee which is equivalent to the USF and GAF fee.  The other schools 
do not charge a fee because they have a balanced exchange program where the students pay their 
home institution tuition and fees. 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Wink, to approve the first reading of 
the revisions to BOR Policy 5:5:4 – Tuition and Fees:  Fees.  Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 5:5:4 can be found on pages 3348 to 3353 of the 
official minutes. 
 
7-J BOR Policy 6:4 – Capital Improvements (Emergency Approval) 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, explained this policy has 
been updated to conform with the new format for Board policies, which includes the addition of a 
purpose and definition sections. No substantive changes have been made to BOR Policy 6:4 – 
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Capital Improvements.  The action indicates emergency approval to avoid two readings 
considering that the only changes relate to formatting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Wink, to approve the first and final 
reading of BOR Policy 6:4 – Capital Improvements. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 6:4 can be found on pages 3354 to 3361 of the 
official minutes. 
 
7-K BOR Policy 6:5 – Building Committee (Emergency Approval) 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, stated this policy has 
been updated to include the purpose and definitions and put in the new format. No substantive 
changes have been made to BOR Policy 6:5 – Building Committee. The action indicates 
emergency approval to avoid two readings considering that the only changes relate to formatting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Bastian, to approve the first and final 
reading of BOR Policy 6:5 – Building Committee.  Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 6:5 can be found on pages 3362 to 3364 of the 
official minutes.  
 
7-L BOR Policy 6:6 – Maintenance and Repair (Emergency Approval) 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, stated this policy has 
been updated to include the purpose of the policy and definitions and put in the new format.  He 
said some clarification has been added to the policy. The action indicates emergency approval to 
avoid two readings considering that the majority of changes relate to formatting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Schieffer, to approve the first and final 
reading to BOR Policy 6:6 – Maintenance and Repair.  Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 6:6 can be found on pages 3365 to 3376 of the 
official minutes.  
 
7-M BOR Policy 6:7 – Building Plaques (Emergency Approval) 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, stated this policy has 
been updated to include the purpose of the policy and definitions and put in the new format.  The 
action indicates emergency approval to avoid two readings considering that the only changes relate 
to formatting. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Schieffer, to approve the first and final 
reading to BOR Policy 6:7 – Building Plaques. Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the proposed revisions to BOR Policy 6:7 can be found on pages 3377 to 3383 of the 
official minutes.  
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7-N Resolution to Remove USD Commons from the Auxiliary Facilities System 
 
Dr. Monte Kramer, System Vice President of Finance & Administration, asked the Board to 
authorize the removal of the Commons, a facility on the campus of the University of South Dakota, 
from the University of South Dakota Housing and Auxiliary Facilities System (the “System”) 
created pursuant to the Amended and Restated Bond Resolution adopted by the Board on October 
21, 2004, as amended and supplemented.  The Commons was formally the dining facility for the 
residence hall complex comprised of Beede/Mickelson and Richardson/Olson halls.  The 
Commons closed the summer of 2014 when the Muenster University Center food service 
operations were expanded. 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Roberts, seconded by Regent Bastian, to remove the USD Commons 
from the Auxiliary Facilities System.  
 
ROLL CALL: 
 
Adam – AYE 
Bastian – AYE 
Morgan – AYE 
Roberts – AYE 
Schaefer – AYE 
Thares – AYE 
Wink – AYE 
Schieffer – AYE 
Sutton – AYE 
 
Motion passed. 
 
A copy of the Resolution to Rename USD Commons from the Auxiliary Facilities System can be 
found on pages 3384 to 3388 of the official minutes. 
 
ADJOURN 
 
IT WAS MOVED by Regent Bastian, seconded by Regent Morgan to adjourn at 4:20 p.m.  
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The South Dakota Board of Regents adjourned its regular business meeting on August 10, 2017 
and will meet again in regular session on October 3-5, 2017 in Madison, South Dakota. 

I, Mike Rush, Executive Director and CEO of the South Dakota Board of Regents, declare that 
the above is a true, complete and correct copy of the minutes of the Board of Regents meeting 
held on August 8-10, 2017. 
 

 

Mike Rush 
Executive Director and CEO 
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE RAILROAD BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
AUGUST 16, 2017 – 11:00 A.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING – 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Todd Yeaton, Chair 
Harlan Quenzer, Vice Chair 
Jeff Burket, Member  
Jerry Cope, Member 
Sheldon Cotton, Member 

MEMBERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Gary Doering, Member 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Joel Jundt, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack 
Dokken, Lynn Kennison, Misty Siedschlaw, and Tessa Wenner 

OTHERS PRESENT,  
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Kim Halverson, Erin Heupel, Avory Beggs, Drew Fredricks, Kirk 

Jones 

OTHERS PRESENT: Alex Huff, Jeff Cooley, Dick Huff, Mark Cutright, Heath Haden, Jack 
Parliament, Rob Everist, and Bob Mercer 

Chair Yeaton called the meeting of the South Dakota State Railroad Board (the “Board”) to 
order at 11:05 a.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 

********** 

Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel, presented the new Conflict of Interest laws and 
Consideration of Conflicts of Interest through a PowerPoint presentation. 

********** 

After Engle’s presentation relating to the updates to the conflict of interest laws, Chairman 
Yeaton opened the floor to the Board members to disclose potential conflicts of interest and to 
present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) chapter 3-23. 

Jeff Burket submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a lease between Minerals Technologies, Inc. and 
the South Dakota Department of Transportation (the “Department”) that allows Mineral 
Technologies, Inc. to use a railroad yard in Rapid City, South Dakota for rail car storage. 
Burket is currently employed by Minerals Technologies, Inc.. Burket also provided a verbal 
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summary of the lease. Burket will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to the lease 
of this rail yard to Minerals Technologies, Inc. 
  
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cope and seconded by Quenzer to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Burket as the Board has determined the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Burket, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Jerry Cope submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit B) regarding leases between his employer, Dakota Mill & Grain, 
Inc., (“DM&G”) and the Department for state-owned rail property in Murdo, South Dakota, and 
Presho, South Dakota, as well as proposed and pending purchases of state-owned property by 
DM&G in Presho, South Dakota. Cope also provided a verbal summary of these transactions.  
Cope will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to DM&G’s leases in Murdo, South 
Dakota and Presho, South Dakota. Cope will also abstain from any discussion and voting in 
regard to the pending and proposed purchases of state-owned property in Presho, South 
Dakota by DM&G.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Cotton to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Cope as the Board has determined that the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Cope, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Yeaton turned the meeting over to Vice Chair Quenzer. 
 
Todd Yeaton submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit C) requesting a waiver from the Board for a potential conflict of 
interest.  Yeaton explained to the Board plans that he and his business partner have for 
entering into a lease with the Department for use of railroad rights of way and possibly highway 
rights of way for haying purposes.   
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cope to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Yeaton as the Board has determined that the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Yeaton, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Quenzer turned the meeting back over to Chair Yeaton. 
 

********** 
 
Chair Yeaton asked for a motion to approve the minutes of July 5, 2017.   
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cotton to approve the July 5, 2017, 
meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
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Joel Jundt, Deputy Secretary of the Department, presented the Board with an update of the 
Railroad trust fund condition statement (3044-681).  
 
Darin Bergquist, Secretary of the Department, informed the Board that he was requested to 
appear at the Government Operations and Audit Committee (“GOAC”) meeting of July 24, 
2017. He provided GOAC with general information on how DOT monitors and manages state-
owned railroad property. The Committee requested Bergquist return to provided more 
information regarding car storage in regard to hazardous materials.  
 

********** 
 
Secretary Bergquist then presented the Board with Dakota Southern Railway Company 
(DSRC) car storage lease payment information for the state-owned Napa to Ravinia line. 
Bergquist explained there is an issue regarding how gross revenue should be calculated for 
purposes of determining the 50% car storage lease payment.  The Board discussed 
authorizing the Department to enter into negotiations with DSRC on a proposed amendment to 
the current lease agreement.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cotton and seconded by Burket to authorize the Department to 
negotiate with Dakota Southern Railway Company on a proposed amendment to the current 
Napa to Ravinia lease agreement concerning how gross revenue should be calculated for 
purposes of determining the 50% car storage lease payment.  Any agreement negotiated 
between the Department and DSRC will be presented to the Board at a later date for final 
approval.  All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 
The Board requested the Department inquire into why the Napa to Ravinia line has not been 
servicing rail cars to potential shippers. 

 
********** 

 
Deputy Secretary Jundt presented the Board with an informational item. The Department will 
be requesting the following information from Regional Rail Authorities and operators: 
 

• Federal Rail Authority (FRA) inspections; 
• Weekly track inspection reports; 
• Monthly maintenance plan progress reports; 
• Quarterly bridge inspections reports; 
• Annual new construction reports; and 
• Rehabilitation reports. 

 
The Department, operators, and Regional Railroad Authorities will work together to find an 
acceptable format to allow for the information to be shared with or accessed by the 
Department.  
 
No action was taken.  
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********** 

 
Deputy Secretary Jundt updated the Board on the Richland-Sargent drainage project. The 
Board had previously approved obligating funds in an amount up to $250,000.00 to replace a 
drainage structure located at the Richland-Sargent drainage crossing with the Britton line near 
Cayuga, North Dakota. The remaining decision to be finalized is the amount of funding the 
Board is agreeable to actually expend for the project. The Department is requesting the Board 
approve funding for this project up to $250,000.00.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Doering to authorize the Department to 
enter into a loan agreement with Marshall County Regional Railroad Authority for an amount 
up to $250,000.00 for replacement of the Richland-Sargent drainage project. Loan repayment 
would commence after Marshall County Regional Railroad Authority’s satisfaction of prior loan 
payments based on current surcharge rates. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion 
carried. 
 

********** 
 
Deputy Secretary Jundt presented the Board with a bid for an underwater bridge inspection of 
the Missouri River Bridge in Chamberlain, SD. The bridge is part of the state-owned Mitchell to 
Rapid City (“MRC”) rail line and has not had an underwater bridge inspection since the 1980’s. 
The Department is recommending the underwater bridge inspection be completed and raised 
the issue of who should be responsible for paying the cost of the underwater bridge inspection 
estimated at $17,500.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cope and seconded by Cotton to approve the State expending up 
to $17,500.00 on a one-time basis to cover the cost of performing an underwater bridge 
inspection on the MRC bridge structure located over the Missouri River in Chamberlain, SD. All 
present voted by roll call vote, with 5 aye votes [Yeaton, Doering, Cope, Burket and Cotton], 
and 1 nay vote [Quenzer]. The motion carried.  

 
********** 

 
Jack Parliament, President of D&I Railroad Co., presented the Board with the estimated 
project costs for rehabilitation of the T480 bridge provided by Koppers Railroad Structures Inc. 
Parliament suggested the Board apply for a federal grant to help fund rehabilitation of the T480 
bridge.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Cope to authorize the Department to 
prepare and submit a federal grant application in cooperation with D&I Railroad Co. (“D&I”) for 
the replacement of facilities on the state owned rail line subleased by D&I, with preference 
placed on bridge work. The Department is further authorized to commit the previously 
approved state funding share of $1,950,888.50 as match for the grant. All present voted aye by 
roll call vote. The motion carried. 
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The Board requested D&I to obtain a third opinion for the cost to rehabilitate the T480 bridge. 
 

********** 
 
Jack Dokken, Office of Air, Rail, and Transit Program Manager, introduced Board packet 
attachment 3, containing an observation report of the MRC line submitted by Quenzer. 
 
No action was taken.  
 

********** 
Dokken provided updates to the Board on the following projects: 
 

• On August 14, 2017, a project kick off meeting was held between the Department and 
Federal Railroad Association (“FRA”) regarding the RCP&E TIGER project. 
 

• Sioux Valley relocation: 4 tribal entities have raised interest in this project as a cultural 
site. FRA will be scheduling future meetings with the interested tribes to better 
understand any concerns the tribes may have. 

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cope to adjourn. 
 
With no other business to come before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 2:05 p.m. 
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE RAILROAD BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
AUGUST 16, 2017 – 11:00 A.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING – 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Todd Yeaton, Chair 

Harlan Quenzer, Vice Chair 
Jeff Burket, Member  
Jerry Cope, Member 
Sheldon Cotton, Member 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Gary Doering, Member 
 
DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Joel Jundt, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack 

Dokken, Lynn Kennison, Misty Siedschlaw, and Tessa Wenner   
 
OTHERS PRESENT,  
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Kim Halverson, Erin Heupel, Avory Beggs, Drew Fredricks, Kirk 

Jones 
 

 
OTHERS PRESENT: Alex Huff, Jeff Cooley, Dick Huff, Mark Cutright, Heath Haden, Jack 

Parliament, Rob Everist, and Bob Mercer 
 
 
Chair Yeaton called the meeting of the South Dakota State Railroad Board (the “Board”) to 
order at 11:05 a.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 
 

********** 
 
Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel, presented the new Conflict of Interest laws and 
Consideration of Conflicts of Interest through a PowerPoint presentation. 
 

********** 
 
After Engle’s presentation relating to the updates to the conflict of interest laws, Chairman 
Yeaton opened the floor to the Board members to disclose potential conflicts of interest and to 
present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) chapter 3-23. 
 
Jeff Burket submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a lease between Minerals Technologies, Inc. and 
the South Dakota Department of Transportation (the “Department”) that allows Mineral 
Technologies, Inc. to use a railroad yard in Rapid City, South Dakota for rail car storage. 
Burket is currently employed by Minerals Technologies, Inc.. Burket also provided a verbal 
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summary of the lease. Burket will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to the lease 
of this rail yard to Minerals Technologies, Inc. 
  
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cope and seconded by Quenzer to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Burket as the Board has determined the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Burket, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Jerry Cope submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit B) regarding leases between his employer, Dakota Mill & Grain, 
Inc., (“DM&G”) and the Department for state-owned rail property in Murdo, South Dakota, and 
Presho, South Dakota, as well as proposed and pending purchases of state-owned property by 
DM&G in Presho, South Dakota. Cope also provided a verbal summary of these transactions.  
Cope will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to DM&G’s leases in Murdo, South 
Dakota and Presho, South Dakota. Cope will also abstain from any discussion and voting in 
regard to the pending and proposed purchases of state-owned property in Presho, South 
Dakota by DM&G.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Cotton to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Cope as the Board has determined that the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Cope, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Yeaton turned the meeting over to Vice Chair Quenzer. 
 
Todd Yeaton submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit C) requesting a waiver from the Board for a potential conflict of 
interest.  Yeaton explained to the Board plans that he and his business partner have for 
entering into a lease with the Department for use of railroad rights of way and possibly highway 
rights of way for haying purposes.   
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cope to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Yeaton as the Board has determined that the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Yeaton, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Quenzer turned the meeting back over to Chair Yeaton. 
 

********** 
 
Chair Yeaton asked for a motion to approve the minutes of July 5, 2017.   
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cotton to approve the July 5, 2017, 
meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
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Joel Jundt, Deputy Secretary of the Department, presented the Board with an update of the 
Railroad trust fund condition statement (3044-681).  
 
Darin Bergquist, Secretary of the Department, informed the Board that he was requested to 
appear at the Government Operations and Audit Committee (“GOAC”) meeting of July 24, 
2017. He provided GOAC with general information on how DOT monitors and manages state-
owned railroad property. The Committee requested Bergquist return to provided more 
information regarding car storage in regard to hazardous materials.  
 

********** 
 
Secretary Bergquist then presented the Board with Dakota Southern Railway Company 
(DSRC) car storage lease payment information for the state-owned Napa to Ravinia line. 
Bergquist explained there is an issue regarding how gross revenue should be calculated for 
purposes of determining the 50% car storage lease payment.  The Board discussed 
authorizing the Department to enter into negotiations with DSRC on a proposed amendment to 
the current lease agreement.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cotton and seconded by Burket to authorize the Department to 
negotiate with Dakota Southern Railway Company on a proposed amendment to the current 
Napa to Ravinia lease agreement concerning how gross revenue should be calculated for 
purposes of determining the 50% car storage lease payment.  Any agreement negotiated 
between the Department and DSRC will be presented to the Board at a later date for final 
approval.  All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 
The Board requested the Department inquire into why the Napa to Ravinia line has not been 
servicing rail cars to potential shippers. 

 
********** 

 
Deputy Secretary Jundt presented the Board with an informational item. The Department will 
be requesting the following information from Regional Rail Authorities and operators: 
 

• Federal Rail Authority (FRA) inspections; 
• Weekly track inspection reports; 
• Monthly maintenance plan progress reports; 
• Quarterly bridge inspections reports; 
• Annual new construction reports; and 
• Rehabilitation reports. 

 
The Department, operators, and Regional Railroad Authorities will work together to find an 
acceptable format to allow for the information to be shared with or accessed by the 
Department.  
 
No action was taken.  
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********** 

 
Deputy Secretary Jundt updated the Board on the Richland-Sargent drainage project. The 
Board had previously approved obligating funds in an amount up to $250,000.00 to replace a 
drainage structure located at the Richland-Sargent drainage crossing with the Britton line near 
Cayuga, North Dakota. The remaining decision to be finalized is the amount of funding the 
Board is agreeable to actually expend for the project. The Department is requesting the Board 
approve funding for this project up to $250,000.00.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Doering to authorize the Department to 
enter into a loan agreement with Marshall County Regional Railroad Authority for an amount 
up to $250,000.00 for replacement of the Richland-Sargent drainage project. Loan repayment 
would commence after Marshall County Regional Railroad Authority’s satisfaction of prior loan 
payments based on current surcharge rates. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion 
carried. 
 

********** 
 
Deputy Secretary Jundt presented the Board with a bid for an underwater bridge inspection of 
the Missouri River Bridge in Chamberlain, SD. The bridge is part of the state-owned Mitchell to 
Rapid City (“MRC”) rail line and has not had an underwater bridge inspection since the 1980’s. 
The Department is recommending the underwater bridge inspection be completed and raised 
the issue of who should be responsible for paying the cost of the underwater bridge inspection 
estimated at $17,500.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cope and seconded by Cotton to approve the State expending up 
to $17,500.00 on a one-time basis to cover the cost of performing an underwater bridge 
inspection on the MRC bridge structure located over the Missouri River in Chamberlain, SD. All 
present voted by roll call vote, with 5 aye votes [Yeaton, Doering, Cope, Burket and Cotton], 
and 1 nay vote [Quenzer]. The motion carried.  

 
********** 

 
Jack Parliament, President of D&I Railroad Co., presented the Board with the estimated 
project costs for rehabilitation of the T480 bridge provided by Koppers Railroad Structures Inc. 
Parliament suggested the Board apply for a federal grant to help fund rehabilitation of the T480 
bridge.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Cope to authorize the Department to 
prepare and submit a federal grant application in cooperation with D&I Railroad Co. (“D&I”) for 
the replacement of facilities on the state owned rail line subleased by D&I, with preference 
placed on bridge work. The Department is further authorized to commit the previously 
approved state funding share of $1,950,888.50 as match for the grant. All present voted aye by 
roll call vote. The motion carried. 
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The Board requested D&I to obtain a third opinion for the cost to rehabilitate the T480 bridge. 
 

********** 
 
Jack Dokken, Office of Air, Rail, and Transit Program Manager, introduced Board packet 
attachment 3, containing an observation report of the MRC line submitted by Quenzer. 
 
No action was taken.  
 

********** 
Dokken provided updates to the Board on the following projects: 
 

• On August 14, 2017, a project kick off meeting was held between the Department and 
Federal Railroad Association (“FRA”) regarding the RCP&E TIGER project. 
 

• Sioux Valley relocation: 4 tribal entities have raised interest in this project as a cultural 
site. FRA will be scheduling future meetings with the interested tribes to better 
understand any concerns the tribes may have. 

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cope to adjourn. 
 
With no other business to come before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 2:05 p.m. 
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE RAILROAD BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
AUGUST 16, 2017 – 11:00 A.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING – 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Todd Yeaton, Chair 

Harlan Quenzer, Vice Chair 
Jeff Burket, Member  
Jerry Cope, Member 
Sheldon Cotton, Member 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT 
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Gary Doering, Member 
 
DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Joel Jundt, Karla Engle, Bonnie Olson, Jack 

Dokken, Lynn Kennison, Misty Siedschlaw, and Tessa Wenner   
 
OTHERS PRESENT,  
VIA CONFERENCE CALL: Kim Halverson, Erin Heupel, Avory Beggs, Drew Fredricks, Kirk 

Jones 
 

 
OTHERS PRESENT: Alex Huff, Jeff Cooley, Dick Huff, Mark Cutright, Heath Haden, Jack 

Parliament, Rob Everist, and Bob Mercer 
 
 
Chair Yeaton called the meeting of the South Dakota State Railroad Board (the “Board”) to 
order at 11:05 a.m. Roll call was taken and a quorum was determined. 
 

********** 
 
Karla Engle, Office of Legal Counsel, presented the new Conflict of Interest laws and 
Consideration of Conflicts of Interest through a PowerPoint presentation. 
 

********** 
 
After Engle’s presentation relating to the updates to the conflict of interest laws, Chairman 
Yeaton opened the floor to the Board members to disclose potential conflicts of interest and to 
present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) chapter 3-23. 
 
Jeff Burket submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning a lease between Minerals Technologies, Inc. and 
the South Dakota Department of Transportation (the “Department”) that allows Mineral 
Technologies, Inc. to use a railroad yard in Rapid City, South Dakota for rail car storage. 
Burket is currently employed by Minerals Technologies, Inc.. Burket also provided a verbal 
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summary of the lease. Burket will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to the lease 
of this rail yard to Minerals Technologies, Inc. 
  
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cope and seconded by Quenzer to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Burket as the Board has determined the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Burket, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Jerry Cope submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit B) regarding leases between his employer, Dakota Mill & Grain, 
Inc., (“DM&G”) and the Department for state-owned rail property in Murdo, South Dakota, and 
Presho, South Dakota, as well as proposed and pending purchases of state-owned property by 
DM&G in Presho, South Dakota. Cope also provided a verbal summary of these transactions.  
Cope will abstain from any discussion and voting in regard to DM&G’s leases in Murdo, South 
Dakota and Presho, South Dakota. Cope will also abstain from any discussion and voting in 
regard to the pending and proposed purchases of state-owned property in Presho, South 
Dakota by DM&G.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Cotton to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Cope as the Board has determined that the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Cope, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Yeaton turned the meeting over to Vice Chair Quenzer. 
 
Todd Yeaton submitted a written disclosure and waiver request (attached to and incorporated 
into these minutes as Exhibit C) requesting a waiver from the Board for a potential conflict of 
interest.  Yeaton explained to the Board plans that he and his business partner have for 
entering into a lease with the Department for use of railroad rights of way and possibly highway 
rights of way for haying purposes.   
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cope to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Yeaton as the Board has determined that the matter underlying the conflict is fair, 
reasonable, and not contrary to public interest. All present voted aye by roll call vote, except 
Yeaton, who abstained from the Board discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 
Quenzer turned the meeting back over to Chair Yeaton. 
 

********** 
 
Chair Yeaton asked for a motion to approve the minutes of July 5, 2017.   
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cotton to approve the July 5, 2017, 
meeting minutes. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
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Joel Jundt, Deputy Secretary of the Department, presented the Board with an update of the 
Railroad trust fund condition statement (3044-681).  
 
Darin Bergquist, Secretary of the Department, informed the Board that he was requested to 
appear at the Government Operations and Audit Committee (“GOAC”) meeting of July 24, 
2017. He provided GOAC with general information on how DOT monitors and manages state-
owned railroad property. The Committee requested Bergquist return to provided more 
information regarding car storage in regard to hazardous materials.  
 

********** 
 
Secretary Bergquist then presented the Board with Dakota Southern Railway Company 
(DSRC) car storage lease payment information for the state-owned Napa to Ravinia line. 
Bergquist explained there is an issue regarding how gross revenue should be calculated for 
purposes of determining the 50% car storage lease payment.  The Board discussed 
authorizing the Department to enter into negotiations with DSRC on a proposed amendment to 
the current lease agreement.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cotton and seconded by Burket to authorize the Department to 
negotiate with Dakota Southern Railway Company on a proposed amendment to the current 
Napa to Ravinia lease agreement concerning how gross revenue should be calculated for 
purposes of determining the 50% car storage lease payment.  Any agreement negotiated 
between the Department and DSRC will be presented to the Board at a later date for final 
approval.  All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion carried. 
 
The Board requested the Department inquire into why the Napa to Ravinia line has not been 
servicing rail cars to potential shippers. 

 
********** 

 
Deputy Secretary Jundt presented the Board with an informational item. The Department will 
be requesting the following information from Regional Rail Authorities and operators: 
 

• Federal Rail Authority (FRA) inspections; 
• Weekly track inspection reports; 
• Monthly maintenance plan progress reports; 
• Quarterly bridge inspections reports; 
• Annual new construction reports; and 
• Rehabilitation reports. 

 
The Department, operators, and Regional Railroad Authorities will work together to find an 
acceptable format to allow for the information to be shared with or accessed by the 
Department.  
 
No action was taken.  
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********** 

 
Deputy Secretary Jundt updated the Board on the Richland-Sargent drainage project. The 
Board had previously approved obligating funds in an amount up to $250,000.00 to replace a 
drainage structure located at the Richland-Sargent drainage crossing with the Britton line near 
Cayuga, North Dakota. The remaining decision to be finalized is the amount of funding the 
Board is agreeable to actually expend for the project. The Department is requesting the Board 
approve funding for this project up to $250,000.00.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Doering to authorize the Department to 
enter into a loan agreement with Marshall County Regional Railroad Authority for an amount 
up to $250,000.00 for replacement of the Richland-Sargent drainage project. Loan repayment 
would commence after Marshall County Regional Railroad Authority’s satisfaction of prior loan 
payments based on current surcharge rates. All present voted aye by roll call vote. The motion 
carried. 
 

********** 
 
Deputy Secretary Jundt presented the Board with a bid for an underwater bridge inspection of 
the Missouri River Bridge in Chamberlain, SD. The bridge is part of the state-owned Mitchell to 
Rapid City (“MRC”) rail line and has not had an underwater bridge inspection since the 1980’s. 
The Department is recommending the underwater bridge inspection be completed and raised 
the issue of who should be responsible for paying the cost of the underwater bridge inspection 
estimated at $17,500.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Cope and seconded by Cotton to approve the State expending up 
to $17,500.00 on a one-time basis to cover the cost of performing an underwater bridge 
inspection on the MRC bridge structure located over the Missouri River in Chamberlain, SD. All 
present voted by roll call vote, with 5 aye votes [Yeaton, Doering, Cope, Burket and Cotton], 
and 1 nay vote [Quenzer]. The motion carried.  

 
********** 

 
Jack Parliament, President of D&I Railroad Co., presented the Board with the estimated 
project costs for rehabilitation of the T480 bridge provided by Koppers Railroad Structures Inc. 
Parliament suggested the Board apply for a federal grant to help fund rehabilitation of the T480 
bridge.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Quenzer and seconded by Cope to authorize the Department to 
prepare and submit a federal grant application in cooperation with D&I Railroad Co. (“D&I”) for 
the replacement of facilities on the state owned rail line subleased by D&I, with preference 
placed on bridge work. The Department is further authorized to commit the previously 
approved state funding share of $1,950,888.50 as match for the grant. All present voted aye by 
roll call vote. The motion carried. 
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The Board requested D&I to obtain a third opinion for the cost to rehabilitate the T480 bridge. 
 

********** 
 
Jack Dokken, Office of Air, Rail, and Transit Program Manager, introduced Board packet 
attachment 3, containing an observation report of the MRC line submitted by Quenzer. 
 
No action was taken.  
 

********** 
Dokken provided updates to the Board on the following projects: 
 

• On August 14, 2017, a project kick off meeting was held between the Department and 
Federal Railroad Association (“FRA”) regarding the RCP&E TIGER project. 
 

• Sioux Valley relocation: 4 tribal entities have raised interest in this project as a cultural 
site. FRA will be scheduling future meetings with the interested tribes to better 
understand any concerns the tribes may have. 

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Burket and seconded by Cope to adjourn. 
 
With no other business to come before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 2:05 p.m. 
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TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
FEBRUARY 1, 2018 – 9:00 A.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING – 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SD 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Ron Rosenboom, Chairman 
Kyle White, Vice Chairman 
Kathy Zander, Member 
Mike Vehle, Member 
Kim Vanneman, Member 
Rod Fouberg, Member 
Don Roby, Member (joined the meeting at 9:10 a.m.) 
Larry A. Nelson, Member 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Mike Behm, William Nevin, Karla Engle, 
Becky Janssen, Bonnie Olson, Joel Gengler, Julie Bolding, 
Kelly VanDeWiele, Jerry Ortbahn, Andy Vandel, Karen 
Olson, and Patricia Saukel  

OTHERS PRESENT: Kirk Fredrichs and Mark Clausen - FHWA 

OTHERS PRESENT Levi Hillmer and Les Noonan (joined the meeting at 10:22 
a.m.)

VIA CONFERENCE CALL: 

Chairman Rosenboom called the meeting of the Transportation Commission (the “Commission”) 
to order at 9:03 a.m.  

Chairman Rosenboom asked for a motion to approve the minutes of December 21, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Vanneman to approve the December 21, 
2017, meeting minutes. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Chairman Rosenboom opened the floor to Commission members to disclose potential conflicts of 
interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) 
chapter 3-23. 

Commissioner Larry A. Nelson submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request 
(attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning conflicts of interest.   

A MOTION WAS MADE by Zander and seconded by Vanneman to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Nelson as the Commission has determined that the matters underlying the conflict 
are fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public interest. All present voted aye by voice vote, 
except Nelson, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Commissioner Rodney Fouberg submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request 
(attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit B) concerning a perpetual easement 

EXHIBIT A
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agreement entered into between Fouberg’s spouse and the city of Aberdeen, South Dakota, for 
the donation of real property to accommodate a shared use path/recreational trail.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by White to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Fouberg as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the conflict 
is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public interest. All present voted aye by voice vote, 
except Fouberg, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 
Commission Roby joined the meeting at 9:10 a.m. 
 
Karla Engle of the Office of Legal Counsel requested that the Transportation Commission set an 
administrative hearing for March 1, 2018, at 9:00 a.m. to consider suspension and debarment of K&L 
Construction, Inc. from submitting bids to the Department of Transportation (the “Department”) and 
from being prequalified to submit bids to the Department and to further consider the term of any 
debarment. 
 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Fouberg and seconded by Zander to set the administrative hearing 
date of March 1, 2018, at 9:00 a.m. as requested. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 
 

********** 
 
Secretary Darin Bergquist presented the Secretary’s Report and requested to take his items in 
reverse order and begin with the election of officers. Bergquist reminded the Commission of past 
practice of using a methodology of selection of Chair and Vice Chair of the Commission which is 
a rotation from Vice Chair to Chair based on length of service. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanneman and seconded by Roby to elect Kyle White as Chair and 
Kathy Zander as Vice Chair beginning with the February 15, 2018, conference call meeting for a 
tenure of one year. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 
 
Bergquist informed the Commission that the Department has already had its budget hearing and 
it went well. Bergquist continued that the Department had several bills this legislative session. 
The Department introduced HB 1008 which would allow testing the use of variable speed limits 
on two segments of interstate, namely west of Rapid City and north of Brookings. Bergquist said 
this bill passed the House 68-2.   
 
Bergquist also mentioned HB 1107 which amends and cleans up outdated language regarding 
county/township highway laws. This bill passed House Transportation 13-0. 
 
He added that the Department was also working on three other bills, HB 1132 (setting minimum 
drinking age for military personnel at 18, to which the Department is opposed), SB 157 which 
would require the Department to institute a bidding process for median mowing, and SB 158 which 
would require transfer of $6 million per year into the Local Bridge Improvement Grant (BIG) fund. 
 
Bergquist also noted that there was a bill filed in the House (HB 1241) to impose annual fees on 
electric and hybrid vehicles.  This fee would go into a local fund and is considered a registration 
fee.   
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********** 

 
Joel Gengler of the Right of Way office provided the following items for Commission consideration: 
 
1. Abandonment – Hanson County 

 
This resolution will abandon portions of old South Dakota Highway 42 in Hanson County, 
South Dakota. 
 
Request Transportation Commission approval to abandon by resolution the following property 
acquired for highway right-of-way: 
 

Lots A and B in Lot H1 in the NE1/4 of Section 20, Township 101 North, Range 58 
West of the 5th P.M., Hanson County, South Dakota.  
 
Said Lot A contains 0.82 acre, Lot B contains 2.35 acres 
 
Lots A, B and C in Lot H1 in the S1/2 NW1/4 of Section 20, Township 101 North, 
Range 58 West of the 5th P.M., Hanson County, South Dakota.  
 
Said Lot A contains 1.98 acres, Lot B contains 0.60 acre, Lot C contains 0.70 acre 

 
This property is no longer needed for highway purposes and abandonment is requested by 
DOT Mitchell Area. 
 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Roby and seconded by Fouberg to approve the request for 
abandonment item #1-Hanson County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

 
RESOLUTION #2018-02.01 was adopted. 
 

2.  Abandonment – Meade County 
 
This resolution will abandon portions of old South Dakota Highway 34 in Meade County, South 
Dakota. 
 
Request Transportation Commission approval to abandon by resolution the following property 
acquired for highway right-of-way: 
 

Lot A in Lot H2 in the W1/2 SW1/4 of Section 5, Township 5 North, Range 6 East 
of the B.H.M., Meade County, South Dakota. 
 
Said Lot A contains 4.49 acres. 
 
Lot A in Lot H2 in the E1/2 SW1/4 of Section 5, Township 5 North, Range 6 East 
of the B.H.M., Meade County, South Dakota. 
 
Said Lot A contains 2.88 acres. 

 
This property is no longer needed for highway purposes and abandonment is requested by 
DOT Rapid City Region and Area. 
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A MOTON WAS MADE BY White and seconded by Vehle to approve the request for 
abandonment item #2-Meade County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

 
RESOLUTION #2018-02.02 was adopted. 
 

3. Abandonment – Hutchinson County 
 
This resolution will abandon the following property utilized as a roadside park: 
 

Beginning at a point 66 feet North and 33 feet East of the SE1/4 corner of the 
NE1/4 of Section 26, Township 100 North, Range 56 West, Hutchinson County, 
South Dakota, thence South 486.6 feet along the Road Right of way, thence N 21° 
43 feet East a distance of 525.9 feet, thence West 194.6 feet to the Road Right of 
way and place of beginning; all located in Section 25, Lot 4, Township 100 North, 
Range 56 West, Hutchinson County, South Dakota, less Lot H3. 

 
The property contains 0.8 acres, more or less, located on the east side of Hwy 81 
approximately three miles southwest of Dolton. 
 
This property is no longer needed for roadside park purposes and abandonment is requested 
by DOT Yankton Area.  
 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Fouberg and seconded by Zander to approve the request for 
abandonment item #3-Hutchinson County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 

 
RESOLUTION #2018-02.03 was adopted. 
 

Gengler requested the Commission disregard Item #10 because upon further verification by the 
Department there were not any temporary easements in Meade County. 
 
4. Abandonment – Beadle County 

 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Beadle County Project: 
NH 0014(173)342, PCN 026V 
 

5. Abandonment – Clark County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Clark County Project: 
PH 0025(77)164, PCN 04J6. 
 

6. Abandonment – Custer County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Custer County Project: 
PH 0040(214), PCN 04GR. 
 

7. Abandonment – Harding County 
 

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Harding County Project: 
NH 0085(81)112, PCN 036G. 
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8. Abandonment – Hughes County 

 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Hughes County Project: 
P 0034(154)225, PCN 038E.  
 

9. Abandonment – Lake County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Lake County Project: 
P-PH 0019(31)73, PCN 025Z.  

 
10. Abandonment – Meade County 

 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Meade County Project: 
NH 0073(63)182, PCN 02S7. 
 

11. Abandonment – Minnehaha County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Minnehaha County Project: 
P-PH 0019(31)73, PCN 025Z.  
 

12. Abandonment – Minnehaha County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Minnehaha County Project: 
NH 0011(00)79, PCN 05JL.  
 

13. Abandonment – Perkins County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Perkins County Project: 
NH 0073(63)182, PCN 02S7.  
 

14. Abandonment – Potter County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Potter County Project: 
P 0020(117)254, PCN 02R9.  
 

15. Abandonment – Walworth County 
 
This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Walworth County Project: 
P 0020(117)254, PCN 02R9.  

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Roby to approve the request to abandon 
items #4-Beadle County, #5-Clark County, #6-Custer County, #7-Harding County, #8-Hughes 
County, #9-Lake County, #11-Minnehaha County, #12-Minnehaha County, #13-Perkins County, 
#14-Potter County, and #15-Walworth County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 
 
RESOLUTIONS #2018-02.04, #2018-02.05, #2018-02.06, #2018-02.07, #2018-02.08, #2018-
02.09, #2018-02.10, #2018-02.11, #2018-02.12, #2018.02.13, and #2018.02.14 were adopted. 
 
16. Condemnation – NH 0018(179)402, PCN 036L, Turner County 
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Request Transportation Commission approval to condemn for DOT right of way ownership by 
resolution within the following property:  
 

Parcel 62 – Levi Hillmer & Sarah Dlugosh 
 
The DOT has been unable to acquire the right of way property through normal negotiations 
for the project NH 0018(179)402, PCN 036L, Turner County - US18 from US81 to SD19. 

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Roby and seconded by Zander to approve condemnation for Item 
#16.  
 
After extensive discussion regarding the condemnation of item #16 in Turner County, the 
Commission requested additional information from the Department. 
Roby withdrew his motion with consent of the second (Zander).  
 
The Chair deferred any further action on the request for condemnation until either the Department 
provides additional information during this meeting or at a subsequent meeting. 
 
 

********** 
 
Kelly VanDeWiele of Project Development presented the following bid letting results: 
 
 

January 24, 2018 
 
ADA Curb Ramp Upgrades 
1  04NF, 04T7  NH 0212(00)114, NH 0073(00)174  Meade County 
 Ti-Zack Concrete, Inc.  $240,025.50 

US212 & SD73 through Faith 
 
Bridge Deck Overlay 
2  05QW  BRF 6496(00)16-3  Hughes County 
 J.V. Bailey Company, Inc.  $241,413.60 

Structure on 309th Ave, 0.2 miles west & 0.4 miles south of Blunt over a creek 
 
3  Moved to January 26, 2018 letting 
 
Replace Structure (2-11'x11' RCBC) & Scour Protection 
4  03U5  P 0047(105)44  Lyman County 
 Schweigert Construction Inc.  $2,243,686.02 

SD47, 5.5 miles north of the Gregory County Line over Waterhole Creek & 7.3 miles 
south of I90 over the White River 

 
Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, Pavement Marking, & Guardrail 
5  04WN  NH 0281(112)96  Jerauld County 
 Asphalt Paving & Materials Co  $2,066,020.74 

US281 from south of SD34 to the Jerauld/Beadle County Line 
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Slide Repair 
6  045J  NH 0083(77)115  Stanley County 
 A-G-E Corporation  $333,168.98 

US83 1.5 miles south of the end of the divided lanes south of Ft. Pierre on the east side 
of the roadway 

 
Shared Use Path Construction 
7  05C9  P TAPU(13)  Brown County 
 Wright & Sudlow, Inc.  $217,665.04 

Along 15th Ave. NE from the existing trail end east of Northview Lane to Roosevelt St in 
Aberdeen 

 
Areawide Pipe Repair 
8  06EE  NH-P 0012(222)  Brookings, Deuel County 
 Subsurface, Inc.  $543,297.30 

Various Locations Throughout the Watertown Area 
 
Durable Pavement Marking 
9  04H7  PH 0020(146)  Minnehaha, Moody County 
 Traffic Solutions Inc  $807,797.05 

Various locations on the State System in the Mitchell Region 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by White and seconded by Vanneman to approve bid #’s 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
and 9. All present voted aye by voice vote.  The motion carried. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Roby to approve bid #7. All present voted 
aye by voice vote, except Fouberg who abstained.  The motion carried. 
 
 
 

January 26, 2018 
 
Replace Structures (418'-0" Prestressed Girder Bridge & 2-11'x11' RCBC), Approach 
Grading, & RCBC Outlet Repair 
 
3  03U0, 03TY  P 0183(24)51, P 0248(10)239  Lyman, Tripp County 
 Heavy Constructors, Inc.  $6,200,484.00 

Structures on US183 at the Tripp/Lyman Co Line over the White River, RCBC 10 miles 
south of the Lyman Co. Line, and RCBC on SD248 0.1 miles east of US183 

 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanneman and seconded by Zander to approve bid #3. All present 
voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 
Mike Behm, Director of Planning and Engineering presented the following State Transportation 
Improvement Program (STIP) revisions for approval:   
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REV 18-005 This revision will delete a 2020 railroad crossing improvement project 
located on SD25 (Sequence #206, Page 67 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book) 
as this work will be accomplished in separate projects in 2018 and 2021.  It 
will also add a new 2018 project for installation of an advance warning sign 
for the crossing on US14 west of Blunt. 

 
FY 2018 Plus $30,000 
FY 2020 Minus $320,000 

 
REV 18-024 This revision will add a 2018 pavement preservation project for the Mitchell 

Region. 
 

FY 2018 Plus $51,000 
 
REV 18-025 This revision will defer a 2018 bridge maintenance project over the James 

River on US14 (Sequence #66, Page 46 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book) to 
the Long-Range Program due to the work being cost prohibitive. 

 
FY 2018 Minus $196,000 
Long Range Plus $225,000 

 
REV 18-026 This revision will defer a 2018 pipe maintenance project on I90 from the 

Wyoming State Line to Exit 10 at Spearfish to 2021 (Sequence #501, Page 
120 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

 
FY 2018 Minus $435,000 
FY 2021 Plus $461,000 

 
REV 18-030 This revision will add a 2018 project to upgrade various permanent vehicle 

classification sites throughout the state. 
 

FY 2018 Plus $163,000 
 
REV 18-031 This revision will add a 2018 project to replace a waterline serving the 

Homestead Rest Area and the SDDOT State Shop at Junction City. 
 

FY 2018 Plus $367,000 
 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by White and seconded by Vanneman to approve the above-listed STIP 
revisions. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 
The following informational revisions were provided to the Commission by Behm: 
 
REV 18-018 This revision changed federal participating funding to state participating 

funding for local bridge replacement projects located in Lake, Miner, 
Lawrence, Hand, Spink, Lake, Aurora, and McCook counties (Sequences 
#55, 390, 488, 489, 502, 579, 631 & 875, Pages 43, 101, 119, 120, 132, 
141 & 170 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 
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FY 2018 No Change 

 
REV 18-027 This revision revised the cost estimate of US83 Shoulder Widening, Spot 

Grading, AC Surfacing & Lighting project located from the Nebraska State 
Line to South of Mission. (Sequence #996, Page 184 in the 2018-2021 
STIP Book). 

 
FY 2018 Plus $4,262,000 
 

REV 18-028 This revision deferred a 2018 pavement preservation in Sioux Falls Area 
to 2019. (Sequence #530, Page 125 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

 
FY 2018 Minus $179,000 
FY 2019 Plus $182,000 
 

REV 18-032 This revision removed the SD73 East Junction to Antelope Road portion of 
the US18 Resurfacing project from the West Junction of SD73 to the 
Bennett/Todd County Line (Sequence #83 , Page 48 in the 2018-2021 
STIP Book).  This segment will be programmed for reconstruction in the 
future. 

 
FY 2019 Minus $2,155,000 
 

REV 18-SC-011 This revision added repair work for a structure located 1.1 mile south of 
US12 on the 2019 US281 Mill & AC Resurfacing Project in Brown and 
Spink Counties (Sequence #s 132 & 88, Pages 54 & 171 in the 2018-2021 
STIP Book). 

 
FY 2019 Plus $110,000 

 
REV 18-SC-012 This revision adjusted the cost estimate of a 2018 Slide Repair project on 

US83 south of Ft Pierre (Sequence # 888, Page 173 in the 2018-2021 STIP 
Book). 

 
FY 2018 Plus $267,000 

 
REV 18-SC-013 This revision added bridge guard rail approach work to the 2021 Shoulder 

Widening and AC Surfacing project on SD44 between US281 and SD37   
(Sequence #s 311 & 437, Pages 86 &109 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

 
FY 2018 Plus $224,000 

 
REV 18-SC-014 This revision adjusted the cost estimate of a 2018 Huron Area Chip Seal 

project (Sequence #s 69, 201, 391, 441, 483 & 876, Pages 46, 66, 101, 
111, 118 & 170 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

 
FY 2018 Plus $1,444,000 
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REV 18-SC-015 This revision adjusted the cost estimate of a 2018 Huron Area Rout & Seal 
project (Sequence #s 199 & 875, Pages 66 & 170 in the 2018-2021 STIP 
Book). 

 
FY 2018 Plus $450,000 

 
********** 

 
Behm presented the following spreadsheet listing the 2018 Transportation Alternatives Program 
Applications (TAP) for consideration of the Commission. 
 

 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Zander to approve the recommendation of 
the applications for TAP awards to the following communities: North Sioux City, Crooks, Kyle, 
Bullhead, Salem, Faulkton, and Valley Springs. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 
 

********** 
 
Levi Hillmer and Les Noonan joined the meeting via conference call at 10:22 a.m. 
 
The Commission returned to the condemnation discussion of item #16 of the Right of Way items.  
Karen Olson of the Office of Road Design provided the plat in question for Item #16 which was 
displayed on the overhead screen for viewing. 
 

Location Project Overall Cost Req. Funding Local Match % Match Rec. Funding Local Match Overall Cost % Match
North Sioux City $326,302 $244,727 $81,575 25.00% $244,727 $81,575 $326,302 25.00%
Crooks $394,000 $322,883 $71,117 18.05% $322,883 $71,117 $394,000 18.05%
Brookings $210,300 $157,725 $52,575 25.00% $0

Current Subtotal - Class 1 Cities $930,602 $725,335 $205,267 $567,610 $152,692 $720,302
Annual Federal Authority $1,120,873
Balance $553,263

Location Project Overall Cost Req. Funding Local Match Rec. Funding Local Match Overall Cost % Match
Kyle $594,891 $400,000 $194,891 32.76% $400,000 $194,891 $594,891 32.76%
Bullhead $235,013 $192,593 $42,420 18.05% $192,593 $42,420 $235,013 18.05%
Salem $552,000 $400,000 $152,000 27.54% $400,000 $152,000 $552,000 27.54%
Faulkton $133,526 $106,821 $26,705 20.00% $106,821 $26,705 $133,526 20.00%
Valley Springs $157,522 $129,089 $28,433 18.05% $129,089 $28,433 $157,522 18.05%
Lake Andes $353,816 $289,952 $63,864 18.05% $0
Leola $261,000 $213,890 $47,110 18.05% $0
Dell Rapids $693,000 $400,000 $293,000 42.28% $0

Current Subtotal - Small Cities $2,980,768 $2,132,345 $848,423 $1,228,503 $444,449 $1,672,952
Annual Federal Authority $1,022,284
Auth. From Prev. Yrs. $206,219
Balance $0

Recommended Projects

Updated 1/8/2018 jdo

 2018 Transportation Alternatives Program Applications and Recommendations Class 1 Cities

 2018 Transportation Alternatives Program Applications and Recommendations Rural Communities
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Levi Hillmer, the landowner that was to be directly affected by the condemnation of item #16, 
appeared by conference call with his father-in-law, Les Noonan of Lennox, South Dakota, to 
address the Commission. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by White and seconded by Roby to defer further discussion and any 
decision on Item #16 until the February 15, 2018, conference call meeting.  All present voted aye 
by voice vote, except for Nelson who voted nay. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 

Kirk Fredrichs of the Federal Highway Administration presented an informational item on the 2016 
Fatal Crash Overview. 
 

********** 
 
Commissioner Kyle White addressed the Chair and offered some closing comments on the 
discussion of the Right of Way condemnation recommendation item #16. 
 
 

********** 
 
Mike Behm addressed the Commission with an additional STIP revision clarification regarding the 
Department’s ability to move projects within the STIP year.  He clarified that staff may move 
projects within the STIP and it could be within “years or a year” within the construction STIP. 
 
 

********** 
 
With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was declared adjourned at 
11:10 a.m. 
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TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
FEBRUARY 1, 2018 – 9:00 A.M. 

BECKER-HANSEN BUILDING – 700 EAST BROADWAY 
PIERRE, SD 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Ron Rosenboom, Chairman 
Kyle White, Vice Chairman 
Kathy Zander, Member 
Mike Vehle, Member 
Kim Vanneman, Member 
Rod Fouberg, Member 
Don Roby, Member (joined the meeting at 9:10 a.m.) 
Larry A. Nelson, Member 

DOT STAFF PRESENT: Darin Bergquist, Mike Behm, William Nevin, Karla Engle, 
Becky Janssen, Bonnie Olson, Joel Gengler, Julie Bolding, 
Kelly VanDeWiele, Jerry Ortbahn, Andy Vandel, Karen 
Olson, and Patricia Saukel  

OTHERS PRESENT: Kirk Fredrichs and Mark Clausen - FHWA 

OTHERS PRESENT Levi Hillmer and Les Noonan (joined the meeting at 10:22 
a.m.)

VIA CONFERENCE CALL: 

Chairman Rosenboom called the meeting of the Transportation Commission (the “Commission”) 
to order at 9:03 a.m.  

Chairman Rosenboom asked for a motion to approve the minutes of December 21, 2017. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Vanneman to approve the December 21, 
2017, meeting minutes. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Chairman Rosenboom opened the floor to Commission members to disclose potential conflicts of 
interest and to present requests for waivers pursuant to South Dakota Codified Law (SDCL) 
chapter 3-23. 

Commissioner Larry A. Nelson submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request 
(attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit A) concerning conflicts of interest.   

A MOTION WAS MADE by Zander and seconded by Vanneman to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Nelson as the Commission has determined that the matters underlying the conflict 
are fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public interest. All present voted aye by voice vote, 
except Nelson, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

Commissioner Rodney Fouberg submitted a written annual disclosure and a waiver request 
(attached to and incorporated into these minutes as Exhibit B) concerning a perpetual easement 

EXHIBIT A
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agreement entered into between Fouberg’s spouse and the city of Aberdeen, South Dakota, for 
the donation of real property to accommodate a shared use path/recreational trail.  

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by White to approve the waiver request 
submitted by Fouberg as the Commission has determined that the matter underlying the conflict 
is fair, reasonable, and not contrary to the public interest. All present voted aye by voice vote, 
except Fouberg, who abstained from the Commission discussion and vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

Commission Roby joined the meeting at 9:10 a.m. 

Karla Engle of the Office of Legal Counsel requested that the Transportation Commission set an 
administrative hearing for March 1, 2018, at 9:00 a.m. to consider suspension and debarment of K&L 
Construction, Inc. from submitting bids to the Department of Transportation (the “Department”) and 
from being prequalified to submit bids to the Department and to further consider the term of any 
debarment. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Fouberg and seconded by Zander to set the administrative hearing 
date of March 1, 2018, at 9:00 a.m. as requested. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 

********** 

Secretary Darin Bergquist presented the Secretary’s Report and requested to take his items in 
reverse order and begin with the election of officers. Bergquist reminded the Commission of past 
practice of using a methodology of selection of Chair and Vice Chair of the Commission which is 
a rotation from Vice Chair to Chair based on length of service. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanneman and seconded by Roby to elect Kyle White as Chair and 
Kathy Zander as Vice Chair beginning with the February 15, 2018, conference call meeting for a 
tenure of one year. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

Bergquist informed the Commission that the Department has already had its budget hearing and 
it went well. Bergquist continued that the Department had several bills this legislative session. 
The Department introduced HB 1008 which would allow testing the use of variable speed limits 
on two segments of interstate, namely west of Rapid City and north of Brookings. Bergquist said 
this bill passed the House 68-2.   

Bergquist also mentioned HB 1107 which amends and cleans up outdated language regarding 
county/township highway laws. This bill passed House Transportation 13-0. 

He added that the Department was also working on three other bills, HB 1132 (setting minimum 
drinking age for military personnel at 18, to which the Department is opposed), SB 157 which 
would require the Department to institute a bidding process for median mowing, and SB 158 which 
would require transfer of $6 million per year into the Local Bridge Improvement Grant (BIG) fund. 

Bergquist also noted that there was a bill filed in the House (HB 1241) to impose annual fees on 
electric and hybrid vehicles.  This fee would go into a local fund and is considered a registration 
fee.   
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********** 

Joel Gengler of the Right of Way office provided the following items for Commission consideration: 

1. Abandonment – Hanson County

This resolution will abandon portions of old South Dakota Highway 42 in Hanson County,
South Dakota.

Request Transportation Commission approval to abandon by resolution the following property
acquired for highway right-of-way:

Lots A and B in Lot H1 in the NE1/4 of Section 20, Township 101 North, Range 58 
West of the 5th P.M., Hanson County, South Dakota.  

Said Lot A contains 0.82 acre, Lot B contains 2.35 acres 

Lots A, B and C in Lot H1 in the S1/2 NW1/4 of Section 20, Township 101 North, 
Range 58 West of the 5th P.M., Hanson County, South Dakota.  

Said Lot A contains 1.98 acres, Lot B contains 0.60 acre, Lot C contains 0.70 acre 

This property is no longer needed for highway purposes and abandonment is requested by 
DOT Mitchell Area. 

A MOTION WAS MADE by Roby and seconded by Fouberg to approve the request for 
abandonment item #1-Hanson County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

RESOLUTION #2018-02.01 was adopted. 

2. Abandonment – Meade County

This resolution will abandon portions of old South Dakota Highway 34 in Meade County, South
Dakota.

Request Transportation Commission approval to abandon by resolution the following property
acquired for highway right-of-way:

Lot A in Lot H2 in the W1/2 SW1/4 of Section 5, Township 5 North, Range 6 East 
of the B.H.M., Meade County, South Dakota. 

Said Lot A contains 4.49 acres. 

Lot A in Lot H2 in the E1/2 SW1/4 of Section 5, Township 5 North, Range 6 East 
of the B.H.M., Meade County, South Dakota. 

Said Lot A contains 2.88 acres. 

This property is no longer needed for highway purposes and abandonment is requested by 
DOT Rapid City Region and Area. 
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A MOTON WAS MADE BY White and seconded by Vehle to approve the request for 
abandonment item #2-Meade County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

RESOLUTION #2018-02.02 was adopted. 

3. Abandonment – Hutchinson County

This resolution will abandon the following property utilized as a roadside park:

Beginning at a point 66 feet North and 33 feet East of the SE1/4 corner of the 
NE1/4 of Section 26, Township 100 North, Range 56 West, Hutchinson County, 
South Dakota, thence South 486.6 feet along the Road Right of way, thence N 21° 
43 feet East a distance of 525.9 feet, thence West 194.6 feet to the Road Right of 
way and place of beginning; all located in Section 25, Lot 4, Township 100 North, 
Range 56 West, Hutchinson County, South Dakota, less Lot H3. 

The property contains 0.8 acres, more or less, located on the east side of Hwy 81 
approximately three miles southwest of Dolton. 

This property is no longer needed for roadside park purposes and abandonment is requested 
by DOT Yankton Area.  

A MOTION WAS MADE by Fouberg and seconded by Zander to approve the request for 
abandonment item #3-Hutchinson County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 

RESOLUTION #2018-02.03 was adopted. 

Gengler requested the Commission disregard Item #10 because upon further verification by the 
Department there were not any temporary easements in Meade County. 

4. Abandonment – Beadle County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Beadle County Project:
NH 0014(173)342, PCN 026V

5. Abandonment – Clark County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Clark County Project:
PH 0025(77)164, PCN 04J6.

6. Abandonment – Custer County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Custer County Project:
PH 0040(214), PCN 04GR.

7. Abandonment – Harding County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Harding County Project:
NH 0085(81)112, PCN 036G.
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8. Abandonment – Hughes County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Hughes County Project:
P 0034(154)225, PCN 038E.

9. Abandonment – Lake County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Lake County Project:
P-PH 0019(31)73, PCN 025Z.

10. Abandonment – Meade County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Meade County Project:
NH 0073(63)182, PCN 02S7.

11. Abandonment – Minnehaha County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Minnehaha County Project:
P-PH 0019(31)73, PCN 025Z.

12. Abandonment – Minnehaha County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Minnehaha County Project:
NH 0011(00)79, PCN 05JL.

13. Abandonment – Perkins County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Perkins County Project:
NH 0073(63)182, PCN 02S7.

14. Abandonment – Potter County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Potter County Project:
P 0020(117)254, PCN 02R9.

15. Abandonment – Walworth County

This resolution will abandon the temporary easements on Walworth County Project:
P 0020(117)254, PCN 02R9.

A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Roby to approve the request to abandon 
items #4-Beadle County, #5-Clark County, #6-Custer County, #7-Harding County, #8-Hughes 
County, #9-Lake County, #11-Minnehaha County, #12-Minnehaha County, #13-Perkins County, 
#14-Potter County, and #15-Walworth County. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 

RESOLUTIONS #2018-02.04, #2018-02.05, #2018-02.06, #2018-02.07, #2018-02.08, #2018-
02.09, #2018-02.10, #2018-02.11, #2018-02.12, #2018.02.13, and #2018.02.14 were adopted. 

16. Condemnation – NH 0018(179)402, PCN 036L, Turner County
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Request Transportation Commission approval to condemn for DOT right of way ownership by 
resolution within the following property:  
 

Parcel 62 – Levi Hillmer & Sarah Dlugosh 
 
The DOT has been unable to acquire the right of way property through normal negotiations 
for the project NH 0018(179)402, PCN 036L, Turner County - US18 from US81 to SD19. 

 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Roby and seconded by Zander to approve condemnation for Item 
#16.  
 
After extensive discussion regarding the condemnation of item #16 in Turner County, the 
Commission requested additional information from the Department. 
Roby withdrew his motion with consent of the second (Zander).  
 
The Chair deferred any further action on the request for condemnation until either the Department 
provides additional information during this meeting or at a subsequent meeting. 
 
 

********** 
 
Kelly VanDeWiele of Project Development presented the following bid letting results: 
 
 

January 24, 2018 
 
ADA Curb Ramp Upgrades 
1  04NF, 04T7  NH 0212(00)114, NH 0073(00)174  Meade County 
 Ti-Zack Concrete, Inc.  $240,025.50 

US212 & SD73 through Faith 
 
Bridge Deck Overlay 
2  05QW  BRF 6496(00)16-3  Hughes County 
 J.V. Bailey Company, Inc.  $241,413.60 

Structure on 309th Ave, 0.2 miles west & 0.4 miles south of Blunt over a creek 
 
3  Moved to January 26, 2018 letting 
 
Replace Structure (2-11'x11' RCBC) & Scour Protection 
4  03U5  P 0047(105)44  Lyman County 
 Schweigert Construction Inc.  $2,243,686.02 

SD47, 5.5 miles north of the Gregory County Line over Waterhole Creek & 7.3 miles 
south of I90 over the White River 

 
Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, Pavement Marking, & Guardrail 
5  04WN  NH 0281(112)96  Jerauld County 
 Asphalt Paving & Materials Co  $2,066,020.74 

US281 from south of SD34 to the Jerauld/Beadle County Line 
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Slide Repair 
6  045J  NH 0083(77)115  Stanley County 
 A-G-E Corporation  $333,168.98 

US83 1.5 miles south of the end of the divided lanes south of Ft. Pierre on the east side 
of the roadway 

 
Shared Use Path Construction 
7  05C9  P TAPU(13)  Brown County 
 Wright & Sudlow, Inc.  $217,665.04 

Along 15th Ave. NE from the existing trail end east of Northview Lane to Roosevelt St in 
Aberdeen 

 
Areawide Pipe Repair 
8  06EE  NH-P 0012(222)  Brookings, Deuel County 
 Subsurface, Inc.  $543,297.30 

Various Locations Throughout the Watertown Area 
 
Durable Pavement Marking 
9  04H7  PH 0020(146)  Minnehaha, Moody County 
 Traffic Solutions Inc  $807,797.05 

Various locations on the State System in the Mitchell Region 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by White and seconded by Vanneman to approve bid #’s 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 
and 9. All present voted aye by voice vote.  The motion carried. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Roby to approve bid #7. All present voted 
aye by voice vote, except Fouberg who abstained.  The motion carried. 
 
 
 

January 26, 2018 
 
Replace Structures (418'-0" Prestressed Girder Bridge & 2-11'x11' RCBC), Approach 
Grading, & RCBC Outlet Repair 
 
3  03U0, 03TY  P 0183(24)51, P 0248(10)239  Lyman, Tripp County 
 Heavy Constructors, Inc.  $6,200,484.00 

Structures on US183 at the Tripp/Lyman Co Line over the White River, RCBC 10 miles 
south of the Lyman Co. Line, and RCBC on SD248 0.1 miles east of US183 

 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vanneman and seconded by Zander to approve bid #3. All present 
voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 
Mike Behm, Director of Planning and Engineering presented the following State Transportation 
Improvement Program (STIP) revisions for approval:   
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REV 18-005 This revision will delete a 2020 railroad crossing improvement project 
located on SD25 (Sequence #206, Page 67 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book) 
as this work will be accomplished in separate projects in 2018 and 2021.  It 
will also add a new 2018 project for installation of an advance warning sign 
for the crossing on US14 west of Blunt. 

FY 2018 Plus $30,000 
FY 2020 Minus $320,000 

REV 18-024 This revision will add a 2018 pavement preservation project for the Mitchell 
Region. 

FY 2018 Plus $51,000 

REV 18-025 This revision will defer a 2018 bridge maintenance project over the James 
River on US14 (Sequence #66, Page 46 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book) to 
the Long-Range Program due to the work being cost prohibitive. 

FY 2018 Minus $196,000 
Long Range Plus $225,000 

REV 18-026 This revision will defer a 2018 pipe maintenance project on I90 from the 
Wyoming State Line to Exit 10 at Spearfish to 2021 (Sequence #501, Page 
120 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

FY 2018 Minus $435,000 
FY 2021 Plus $461,000 

REV 18-030 This revision will add a 2018 project to upgrade various permanent vehicle 
classification sites throughout the state. 

FY 2018 Plus $163,000 

REV 18-031 This revision will add a 2018 project to replace a waterline serving the 
Homestead Rest Area and the SDDOT State Shop at Junction City. 

FY 2018 Plus $367,000 

A MOTION WAS MADE by White and seconded by Vanneman to approve the above-listed STIP 
revisions. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion carried. 

********** 

The following informational revisions were provided to the Commission by Behm: 

REV 18-018 This revision changed federal participating funding to state participating 
funding for local bridge replacement projects located in Lake, Miner, 
Lawrence, Hand, Spink, Lake, Aurora, and McCook counties (Sequences 
#55, 390, 488, 489, 502, 579, 631 & 875, Pages 43, 101, 119, 120, 132, 
141 & 170 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 
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FY 2018 No Change 

REV 18-027 This revision revised the cost estimate of US83 Shoulder Widening, Spot 
Grading, AC Surfacing & Lighting project located from the Nebraska State 
Line to South of Mission. (Sequence #996, Page 184 in the 2018-2021 
STIP Book). 

FY 2018 Plus $4,262,000 

REV 18-028 This revision deferred a 2018 pavement preservation in Sioux Falls Area 
to 2019. (Sequence #530, Page 125 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

FY 2018 Minus $179,000 
FY 2019 Plus $182,000 

REV 18-032 This revision removed the SD73 East Junction to Antelope Road portion of 
the US18 Resurfacing project from the West Junction of SD73 to the 
Bennett/Todd County Line (Sequence #83 , Page 48 in the 2018-2021 
STIP Book).  This segment will be programmed for reconstruction in the 
future. 

FY 2019 Minus $2,155,000 

REV 18-SC-011 This revision added repair work for a structure located 1.1 mile south of 
US12 on the 2019 US281 Mill & AC Resurfacing Project in Brown and 
Spink Counties (Sequence #s 132 & 88, Pages 54 & 171 in the 2018-2021 
STIP Book). 

FY 2019 Plus $110,000 

REV 18-SC-012 This revision adjusted the cost estimate of a 2018 Slide Repair project on 
US83 south of Ft Pierre (Sequence # 888, Page 173 in the 2018-2021 STIP 
Book). 

FY 2018 Plus $267,000 

REV 18-SC-013 This revision added bridge guard rail approach work to the 2021 Shoulder 
Widening and AC Surfacing project on SD44 between US281 and SD37 
(Sequence #s 311 & 437, Pages 86 &109 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

FY 2018 Plus $224,000 

REV 18-SC-014 This revision adjusted the cost estimate of a 2018 Huron Area Chip Seal 
project (Sequence #s 69, 201, 391, 441, 483 & 876, Pages 46, 66, 101, 
111, 118 & 170 in the 2018-2021 STIP Book). 

FY 2018 Plus $1,444,000 
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REV 18-SC-015 This revision adjusted the cost estimate of a 2018 Huron Area Rout & Seal 
project (Sequence #s 199 & 875, Pages 66 & 170 in the 2018-2021 STIP 
Book). 

 
FY 2018 Plus $450,000 

 
********** 

 
Behm presented the following spreadsheet listing the 2018 Transportation Alternatives Program 
Applications (TAP) for consideration of the Commission. 
 

 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by Vehle and seconded by Zander to approve the recommendation of 
the applications for TAP awards to the following communities: North Sioux City, Crooks, Kyle, 
Bullhead, Salem, Faulkton, and Valley Springs. All present voted aye by voice vote. The motion 
carried. 
 

********** 
 
Levi Hillmer and Les Noonan joined the meeting via conference call at 10:22 a.m. 
 
The Commission returned to the condemnation discussion of item #16 of the Right of Way items.  
Karen Olson of the Office of Road Design provided the plat in question for Item #16 which was 
displayed on the overhead screen for viewing. 
 

Location Project Overall Cost Req. Funding Local Match % Match Rec. Funding Local Match Overall Cost % Match
North Sioux City $326,302 $244,727 $81,575 25.00% $244,727 $81,575 $326,302 25.00%
Crooks $394,000 $322,883 $71,117 18.05% $322,883 $71,117 $394,000 18.05%
Brookings $210,300 $157,725 $52,575 25.00% $0

Current Subtotal - Class 1 Cities $930,602 $725,335 $205,267 $567,610 $152,692 $720,302
Annual Federal Authority $1,120,873
Balance $553,263

Location Project Overall Cost Req. Funding Local Match Rec. Funding Local Match Overall Cost % Match
Kyle $594,891 $400,000 $194,891 32.76% $400,000 $194,891 $594,891 32.76%
Bullhead $235,013 $192,593 $42,420 18.05% $192,593 $42,420 $235,013 18.05%
Salem $552,000 $400,000 $152,000 27.54% $400,000 $152,000 $552,000 27.54%
Faulkton $133,526 $106,821 $26,705 20.00% $106,821 $26,705 $133,526 20.00%
Valley Springs $157,522 $129,089 $28,433 18.05% $129,089 $28,433 $157,522 18.05%
Lake Andes $353,816 $289,952 $63,864 18.05% $0
Leola $261,000 $213,890 $47,110 18.05% $0
Dell Rapids $693,000 $400,000 $293,000 42.28% $0

Current Subtotal - Small Cities $2,980,768 $2,132,345 $848,423 $1,228,503 $444,449 $1,672,952
Annual Federal Authority $1,022,284
Auth. From Prev. Yrs. $206,219
Balance $0

Recommended Projects

Updated 1/8/2018 jdo

 2018 Transportation Alternatives Program Applications and Recommendations Class 1 Cities

 2018 Transportation Alternatives Program Applications and Recommendations Rural Communities
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Levi Hillmer, the landowner that was to be directly affected by the condemnation of item #16, 
appeared by conference call with his father-in-law, Les Noonan of Lennox, South Dakota, to 
address the Commission. 
 
A MOTION WAS MADE by White and seconded by Roby to defer further discussion and any 
decision on Item #16 until the February 15, 2018, conference call meeting.  All present voted aye 
by voice vote, except for Nelson who voted nay. The motion carried. 
 

********** 
 

Kirk Fredrichs of the Federal Highway Administration presented an informational item on the 2016 
Fatal Crash Overview. 
 

********** 
 
Commissioner Kyle White addressed the Chair and offered some closing comments on the 
discussion of the Right of Way condemnation recommendation item #16. 
 
 

********** 
 
Mike Behm addressed the Commission with an additional STIP revision clarification regarding the 
Department’s ability to move projects within the STIP year.  He clarified that staff may move 
projects within the STIP and it could be within “years or a year” within the construction STIP. 
 
 

********** 
 
With no other business to come before the Commission, the meeting was declared adjourned at 
11:10 a.m. 
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